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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF EDUCATION,

Washington, April 24, 1913.
Six: It is generally conceded that Germany has done more toward

adapting industrial education to the needs of the people than has
been done in the United States. Conditions in the United States
differ widely from conditions in Germany, and the details of adapta-
tion must therefore be different, but the underlying principles are .

the same. In arriving at an understanding of theSe principles, and
for suggestions in applyingthem under American conditions, a clear
presentation of industrial education in_Permany can not fail to be
helpftl. Itherefore recommend that the manuscript prepared by
Dr. Holmes Beckwith, and transmitted herewith, be published fis

.a Bulletin of this bdreau.
Respectfully, P. P. CLAXTON,,
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PREFACE.

The purpose of the present study is to ascertain in what ways we
in the United State§ may develop industrial education so that it
may be of the greatest service to industry and to industrial-workers,
as well as to the whole people. -The ionomic viewpoint and eco-
nomic aspects have dominated the pedagogical, and the practical
outcome has at all times.been kept to the fore. Industrial education
for the masses, for the rank and file of the workers, has been the chief
concern. I'have not concerned myself with agricultural nor with okin-
inercial education, however impel taut these fields in iy be. Industrial
education for girls and women has been taken up but slightly.

In the United States we lack large practical experience with in-
dustrial education for the of workers: Of all countries, Ger- V

many has had probably the largest and most fruitful experience
with such education and has most to teach us. To learn at first
hand from German experiences, I spent the summer of 1911 investi-
gating industrial education in Germany. The cities visited were
selected with a view to their importance industrially and include
a number of the chief industriql cenbersin;various lines of manufac-
ture. The following cities were visited: The city State of Hamburg;
Leipzig, Dresden, Chemnitz, and Plauen in Saxony; Munich in. Ba-
vaiia; Mannheim in Baden; and Berlin, Magdeburg, Frankfort on
Main, Coblenz, Cologne, Dusseldorf, Elberfeld, Barmen, Dortmund, '-
Essen, Duisburg, Crefeld, Muncben-Gladbach, Rheydt, and Aachen,
in Pruvia. Nume one industrial schools of all-grades were 444ted,
a large proportion which were in operation. Inquiries were made
of school a. ct6m a d teachers, and members of school boards, as
to the organ ation, methods, and resifts of the-schools. The rela-
tions of the s ools to and their results on industry, and the attitude
of industrial employers to them, were especially investigated. In
almost every city the chamber of industry.was visited and inquiries.

- made of-these bodies, which are the best 'fitted of all to reprefient the
opinions of the masters. In addition, a considerable mumber of
school reports and other printed datS were collected, of which one
could learn only when on the ground.
J It may be questioned whether Germaii experience is likely to be
largely thAful to ,us in the United Stites, on account of out differ-
ences, economic, political, and temperamental. In Part II I shall
note, some of the economic differences. The 'psychological- And
political 'differences are well known. Suffice it for: the present to say
that I believe these colistitute no essential bar to our adoption of
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such features of German industrial training as I shall recommend.
It is to be understood, however, that details may and probably must
be modified; at times this modification may approach the essentials.
ft( is as yet too early to say what these modifications will be.

Two terms used require special mention. The German term " Fort-
bildungsschule " has usually been translated "continuation school."
This translation does not give the accurate meaning in most cases
where the term is used. Following Dr. A. A. Snowden, in his book,
The Industrial Improvement Schools of Wurttemberg, published
by Teachers College, Columbia University, in 1907, I have len-
dered the term " improvement school. " In case of a few schools that
are merely continuation schools, merely continuing the subjects of
the common} school, the same term. has been rendered "continuation
school." It is believed that this distinction in terms will clarify
a real distinction in meaning, and that the scope and aim of almost
all German Fortbiidungsschulen are much better represented by the
term "improvement schools."

The term " tradb school" when applied to the United States is
used, agreeably to current usage, to mean a school Ivhich teaches
the operations as well as the science of a trade or trade The same
term when applied to Germany is used in a different sense, agreeably
to German usage as to terms and practice as to schOols. A " Fach-
schule " in Germany is a "specialty school" or "trade school," and
such a school may teach the practice of a trade or trades, or may and
often does confine itself strictly to technical (theoretical) training.

My gratitude is due to Prof. Henry R. Seeger, of Columbia Uni-
versity, for his advice and criticism. A number of others, loyal
friends of industrial education, kindly gave me their counsel. I ac-
knowledge especially the aid of Prof. Charles R. Richards, director
of Cooper Union, New York City, who suggested many of the topics
which I later investighted; Dr. A. A. Snowden, of the New Jersey
Commission of Industrial Education; Prof. Paul Ilanus, of Harvard
University, chairman of the Massachusetts Commission on Indus-
trial Education; Prof. John Graham Brooks; Prof. M. E. Sadler, of
the University of Manchester; and Mr. Charles H. Morse, of the
Massachusetts Commission on Industrial Education. I can ritt
here.acknowledge by name the numerous German seboolmen, cham-
ber of industry officialt*, and others, who teceived me very courteously
and with detailed care aided me in my inquiry. To them, as a group,
I give my hearty thanks. Two men I will mention whose help I
especially appreciate, Herr Schulinspektor irugust Kasten, of Ham-
burg, and Herr Direktor Kandeler, of the Second Compulsory Im-
provement School of Berlin. Finally, my greatest'debt is due to my
wife, for her criticism and her patient and.careful performance of the
arduous clerical labors ilecessafTfor preparing the book for publication.

I offer the study for the earnest consideration of those who wish
to see the industrial efficiency of bur citizens increased.

. Houma Brecurwrru.
if Asp



GERMAN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION AND ITS
LESSONS FOR THE UNITED STATES.

PART I. THE UNITED STATES.

CHAPTER I:

THE APPRENTICESHIP SYSTEM.

When we ask by what means arc our industrial workers now trained
for their work we must, to answer intelligently, examine into the
present status and tendencies of the apprenticeship system. If these
he such that apprenticeship meets, and promises to continue to meet
sufficiently, the needs for individual training, what function have
industrial schools to perform I That apprenticeship; i combination
with all other activities now in the field, does not adequa ly meet
present needs is shown by the complaint heard from many sides of
the lack of skilled workmen. -

The apprenticeship, system took its rise in medieval handicr4
work. A youth would bind himself to a master workman for a period
which came in most cases to be fixed at seven years, work for him,
and in turn live in his house and be taught "the art and mysteries"
of his trade. The personal relations were exceedingly close, and the
personal factors 'dominated the technicalconditions under which
the system was at its best. The interest of master united with that
oI\ the apprentice in seeking thorough' training for the latter, because
the long apprenticeship gave the master abundant.thlince to gain, if
he had tritinett his apprentice to becoine a skillful worker. The result
was a system which, for the type of industries of theday, was probably
better than any other which could be devi.4ed:' The apprentice and
his master were in the early days off,the system on an approximate
social equality in the sense that they came from the same social class.
The apprentice looked- forward to becoming within a few years a
master himself, and this anticipation was often ftilfilled. In the later
middle ages, the guilds, or organizations of tho masters of a craft,
opposed such improvement of the status of the apprentice and tried
with much success to restrict mastership to the families of guild
membel.s. Other great defects of the medieval system were that the
apprentice was required to spend much of his time doing household

9



10 GERMAN INDUEITEL&I. EDUCATION.

tasks and other drudgery which advanced him little or not at all in
his craft training, and the period of apprenticeship was often longer
than was necessary thoroughly to learn his trade.

In the United States apprenticeship in its early stages was much
Eke the system in medieval times. Legal indentures were the rule,
in which parent or guardian, justice of the peace, or beneVolent
society, acting for the youth, bound him out to manufacturer, mer-
chant, craftsman, or mariner, usually for the period terminating at
his majority.' Both parties appeared in court and swore to carry
out the provisions of the written indenture, whose terms were made
to snit the special desires of the parties concerned. The policy of
the State was to have all your of artisan class taught a trade, and
neglected and orphan children provided with a home. Thus any
failure of the employer to carry out his contract made him liable to
damages. The State further protected the apprentice by requiring ,4
from him promises of good behavior', while he also' was punishable
for violation of his obligations. Parents desired indentures Xn.iRsure
to their boys a chance to learn a trade fully, while employers desired c

the contract that they might be protected from loss of the services
of the apprentice during his last and most valuable years of training.
The indenture involved a real loss of personal liberty; and much of
the law of apprentices, 0.9 that concerned with runaways, classed
them, in effect, as slaves. The contract assumed an equality of
master And apprentice which did not, in fact, exist. This inequality
appeared in its worst form in the compulsion put do the apprentice,
as in medieval times, to do odd jobs by which he learn,ed nothing and
by which his term of apprenticeship was unduly extended. The
apprentice found himself after a time doing ab good work as a journey-
man while he must for years accept an apprentice's meager wage. A
feeling of resentment against unjust treatment developed in his mind
and frequently vented itself in slighted work. Expanding ideas of,
personal liberty in the mind of the apprentice, in which he but fol-
lowed the spirit of the times, conspired with industrial changes to
cause the gradual decline of the use of the indenture'

The industrial revolution ushered in methods of production and
transportation whoset, results on incrirstry as well as on social life
generally are clearly narked: AMong others, the concentration of
industry, the increase in the use of capital, organization of workers
in a hierarchy of ranks, and the use of machine tools, conspired
against the apprenticeship system. The technical elements have
come, in most of our modern industries, to dominate the personal,
at least in the sense that relations of man and man are Chiefly deter-
mined by technical considerations. Now the best in the apprentice-
ship system depends on personal relations for its efficiency, on mutual

1 Mods7,1. IL Apprenticeship in American lade Amiens. Pt. 1, oh. 1. 2 Ibid., oh. 1, p. 17.
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understanding and adaptation of master and apprentiee,sacher and,
taught. The master craftsman of the earlier days, who was often
at the same time merchant, has given way to the entrepreneur, ph°
administrative and financial head, and to the master craftsman..who
works for wage a&superintendent, foreman, or skilled worker. The
former, our modern entrepreneur, no longer works 'th and teaches
his apprentices; he delegates those functions to sub inates; takes,
as a rule, less personal interest in.the welfare of his apprentices, and
concerns himself chiefly with other, and to hiin apparently, more
pressing matters. Moreover, the necessities for competing for a
wide, and in many cases a world market, and thus increasing output
and lowering cost by every possible evice, have left little time for
superintendent, foreman, or journey nan to instruct apprentices.
Lt is not to the interest of any subordinate to instruct the apprentice
unless the entrepreneur requires it, and moreover pays for it as fully
as for regular work. Consequently, in thee great majority of shops,
the apprentice is compeller] more and more to shift for himself and
" pick up" his trade as best he may, which is generally not very well.
Pieceworking journeymen would, it is said, not even deign to shut
a door unless their comfort required it; still less would they show
an apprentice how to do anything. Even a journeyman paid by
time is likely to find, in the long fun, that instruction given to appren-
tices is at his own cost and means just so much less bread and butter
in the mouths of his family. An example of this condition is given
by the amusement with which a printel speculates as to the result
to a journeyman in a big city office who should have the temerity
to enter on his time card, "J-Ialf an hour spent showing Johnny the
why and how of the Smith job." 's

Why, then, does not the astute entrepreneur direct his subordinates
specifically to instruct his apprentices and make it worth their while
to do sol The answer is that he does so at his own peril, and at the
cost of an immediate money loss. If he be farsighted enough; and
moreover can afford the immediate expense, he May shoulder the
cost for the sake of having an assured supply of skilled laborfori
the future. But unfortunately farsightedness is not fully developed
even in entrepreneurs. Further, all entrepreneurs now recognize
that they secure their labor supply from a general market, whence,
if they are able to offer sufficient inducement, they 'may obtain
journeymen trained by others; while on the other hand, if they go
to the expense of training apprentices it may be merely to *lee them
later enter the employ of. other, an possibly rival firms. Here we,,
see one of the results.of competition, which, when severe, general],
leads competitors, especially smaller and weaker ones, to follow
their immediate advantage with little regard to the -future. So it
comes about that modern .entrepreneurs,- in the main, do not feel

.....



12 GERMAN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.

the necessity of thoratighittrairAing apprentices and thus lack a sense
of responsibility in the matter. The 'result is that each employer
keeps up as well as he,can, very many of them on the basis of skill
taught by others. Apprptices learning their trades in the country
go to the great cities as journeymen. So desired are city jobs that
many contractors can get all the journeymen they need, and do, not
have to take any apprentices at all. This country is also dependent
on the continuous supply of iskilled workers who come here from
Europe; without these, in fact, the situation would be more pressing
than it ie.,' The dearth of apprentices is met temporarily in many of
the building and other trades by the employment of "helpers," in the
building trades, men who seldom rise, while in some other trades, as
the machinist, they usually are younger, and in time become journey-
men.

The apprenticeship system has thus been declining for many years.
By the sixties the old indentures had largely passed away, so much
so that they were no longer the rule but the exception.' American
industry was in a transition stage of adoption of division of labor and
of machinery, and along with these changes the old system of appren-
ticeship vias fast passing away. However, apprenticeship is not bs
any means dead yet, and of late years has seen a resival in improved
form, adapted to the conditions and needs of modern industry, In
the recent emphasis on industrial education the vitality of the im-
proved appr nticeship system has been somewhat overlooked. Of
its methods I hall speak later; suffice it for the present to point'oue
some scanty et significant indications of its strength. The Twenty-
seventh Annual Report of the Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of
Labor for 1906 shows that out of 58 employers engaged in different
industri 31 had a system of apprenticeship and 27 had' no such sys-'
tem, while of 104 officers of trade unions 55 represented trades where
apprenticeship was, and 44 where it was not, in force.' President
Charles S. Howe, of the Case School of Applied Science, Cleveland,
Ohio, sent a letter in 1907 to 400 manufacturers in Ohio, including
nearly all the large firms' lie received replies from 124. Of these,
56 had an apprenticeship system, while 68 had none. Most of thotte
training apprentices, however, gave them but the minimum training
necessary that they might do their work fairly well. These figures
should not be taken as indicative of the proportion of. firms* through-
outthe country which train apprentices. The average would proba-
bly be considerably lower, for the firmS replying average among the
larger and better and are in the more fully industrialized States.
Messrs. Cross and Russell, of the New York Central Railroad, have
*covered that "55 railroads. have 7,053 apprentices in 368 shop

rWrIslit; C. D. appren system in, its relation to Industrial °du/Anon, 1908,p. IA
Woe Bureau ol tattles Labor, An. Rep.',1g06. PR I, Ir. 7.
*Wright. PP. Uhl
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plants, while 67 plants answering have no apprentices." The
National Machine Tool Builders' Association found that a large per-
centage of the firms employing apprentices were in New England, the
Middle Atlantic, and the Central Western States; and, further, that
the majority of them entered into forrhal contracts properly to in-
struct the apprentices during a stated period of indenture.? Accord-
ing to the Vocation Bureau of Boston:

From the latest statistics available 43 States have laws relating to the employment
of apprentices: Thirty-eight States provide that, in addition to the trade, the
apprentice shall be taught the common English branches of education in some pub-
lic or other school or through such means as the employer may provide.'

Most of these laws, however, are dead letters. As Prof. McCarthy
writes: "The Wisconsin apprentice law was drafted in 1849 and is
useless paper to-day." 4

Notwithstanding this persistence of the apprenticeship system,
the industries of the country) are suffering from a great dearth of
skilled labor. There can belittle doubt as to the widespread nature
of this dearth, whatever be regarded as its cause or causes. The
nature of the lack is indicated in part by the summarized results of
ah inquiry conducted by the New Jersey Commission on Indust al
Education, to which over 2,000 manufacturing, building, and other
industrial firms throughout the State, employing 250,000 workers,
replied. Workers in the building trades most u;gently needed indus-
trial education:

Comparatively few can read or understand a drawing, and as for expressing their
ideas on paper by means of sketches it is generally out of the question. In the
important machine industries a knowledge of workshop mathematics or. applied
mechanics, ability to follow working drawings, and to make a suitable sketch, an well
as familiarity with the practices of the trade, are matters in which many are found
wanting,'

A further lack, caused by specialization, is discussed below.
Dr. Motley, in his monograph on Apprenticeship in American Trade-

. Unions, shows that apprenticeship has been successively regulated in
the history of industries in the United States first by statute law or
indenture, later by custom, then by trade-unions, and lastly by trade'
agreements between employer and employee, determined by a joint
board. None of these methods ever held the field to the exclusion of
others, and in their evolution they overlap each other. Nevertheless,
the general order of dominance of the several methods is as given. As
our industries developed into the modern form the indenture fell.intn

'Wright, p. 43.
p. 18.

Bulletin No. 1. The Machinist. Vocations for Boston Boys. Issued by the Vocation Bureau of
Boston. P.10.

Report of the (Wisconsin) Commission upon the Plans Sot the Extension of IndNitial and Agricultural
Training. ha. 10,1911, p. 8i.

-
I Rep. of N. Jet. Commis. on lath*. Banc., IWO, pp. 4, S.
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disuse, individual bargaining came into vogue, the power of the
emiSloyer increased, and trade customs were openly disregarded
whenever it was to his interest. Thus it was that trade-union reffula-
tionof apprenticeship was for some time concerned chiefly to uphold
old customs of the trade. Later the unions attempted to determine
the length of the term of apprenticeship. Finally, beginning in 1839,
with a regulation by the Typographical Society of New Orleans,
unions which had suffered a lowering of the average skill of their
members by the widespread practice of runaway apprentices working
as journeymen, and were thus in danger of a lowered wage, tried to
limit the number of apprentices to some proportion of the number
of journeymen. This proportion, though ostensibly such as would
meet the needs of the industry, was generally determined by rough
guesswork. The unions found themselves too weak effectively to
enforce these regulations without the formation of national and
international unions. Some unions have been strong enough to
enforce their regulations on apprenticeship, but with very many- this
remains merely the ideal toward which the unionists strive. Eien
where national unions impose exact apprenticeship rules, locals Ai-
tate to strike to enforce them, and so it comes about in genkal that
only where there is a strong local union are such regulations enforced.
Moreover, the assumption by the unions of the sole right to regulate
apprenticeship matters has aroused strong opposition among em-
ployers, resulting'in an intense struggle from which there has now
emerged the present dominant system of regulation by joint agree-
ment between representatives of employers and employed, often
through associations covering a whole locality or local industry.'

According to Motley:
Of the 120 national and international trade-unions, with a total of 1,77;200 members,

affiliated in 1904 with the American Federation of Labor, 50 unions, with ir member-
ship of 766,417, do not attempt to maintain apprenticeship systems.'

These 50 unions include 35 unions of unskilled workers who are
able to pick up a knowledge of their work in a short time; 11 unions,
7 of which are in railroad work, whose trades are recruited by pro-
motion from associated positions, as engineers from firemen; 7
unions in whose trades machine work and minute division of labor
have made apprenticeship impossible; and 2 unions representing
properly professions rather than trades.

The remaining national unions, that is, about 70 of the 120 affiliated in 1904 with the
American Federation of Labor, with a membership of 900,000, together with some
talf-dozen unaffiliated national unions, attempt more or lees successfully to enforce
apprenticeship regulations.

"Of these 70 unions," says Motley, "only about 19 actually succeed
in enforcing apprenticeship as a prerequisite to membership. "' In

1 Motley. Pc.'1, ohs. 1-4. 'Ibid., p. 63. Ibid., pp. 68-01
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fact, neither, employer nor union is able to control the apprentice
situation satisfactorily, even in those !mints where they are in agree-
ment. Apprentices, after obtaining a B attering of a trade or becom-
ing half trained, frequently run away nd take vp work elsewhere

1
aas journeymen, a practice exceedingly hard to stop.

Minor motives of Unionists in the regulation of-apprenticeship are
the desire to uphold the standard of workmanship because of pride
in their trade and their skill and the need of a common measuia of
ability (or "standardized" ability) for the purpose of collective bar-
gaining.' Unicinists fear to attempt to secure a high wage rate, for
some of their number, being poorer workman, my be unable; to reach
it, and may thus injure the others by their competition. An approxi-
mate equality of ability, such as could best be secured by a uniform
minimum of apprenticeship training, would greatly improve the con -''
ditions of collective bargaining as compared with the present basis
of some thoroughly trained workers and some half trained.

An investigation of the Minnesota Bureau of Labor ante strike and
other statistics indicates that
the employers of the United States practically control the regulations of the training
of new workmen in the greater number of American mechanical and manufacturing
industries, subject, however, to State laws regulating child labor.'

- The major responsibility for the conditions thus rests with the
employers. Where employers have not attempted to regulate these
matters, unions have often assumed the responsibilities and with
them the powers of regulation.

In conclusion, the net result of our inquiry into the influence of
trade unions on the scarcity of skilled workmen seems to be that to
no great extent is that scarcity due to union action. We must look
elsewhere for the chief causes of this lack.

Of some of these, incident to modern Industrial changes. T. have
already spoken. One remains, and that perhaps the most important
of all. That it specializatin, et. the division of labor. Though
affecting different industries very unequally, the aggregate effect on
apprenticeship and on both the demand for and supply of 'skilled
labor has been very great. Roughly speaking, this effect has been
greatest on the metal, on some of the leather and wood industries,
on textiles, and on garment making. The subdivision of processes
in some of these industries has been very great; for example, the
making of a. modern shoe involves about a hundred processes. In
the past; all craftsmen proper,..were compelled to be skilled; now the
tendency is toward a differentiation into many industries, the result .
of which is a demand for a 'arge number of workmen of moderate
skill, or in some cases unskilled, and a lesser number of highly skilled
workers. The mere fact that a worker is running a machine does

11. Mousy, p. 73. Elpepota report., me, xx, p. 373.
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not mean that less skill is required of hini than of the old craftsmen;
it may be that he must be more skillful. There are machines, how-
ever, run by mere machine tenders who need have little intelligence,
or training. Such machines, requiring little or nothing but the
indefinite repetition of a few .simple motions, constitute in the
demapds from and consequent effects on the worker one of the
greatest of our present-day problems. Another type of specializa-
tion does not involve mere machine tending, but rather the sub-
division of what was once one trade into a number of branches, in
which the tendency is for the worker to learn andepractice but one.
Thus the most, advanced practice in carpentry involves the special-
ization of one man in door-hanging, another in tacking molding,
another in layink_floors, and so on.

Thu speed at which modern industries are run, in the ceaseWs 1
effort to increase output and lessen cost, militates; strongly against
the iossibiljty of an apprentice learning more than a branch of a
trade. The foreman or superintendent is strongly led to keep the
apprentice at that work for which he shows an aptitude. To change
him from machine to machine or branch to branch of the trade
involves for the time a decreased output; and modern competition,
as a rule, leaves litt o thought for remote results,, especially when
whatever benefit is obtained in the future may be reaped by another.
Such is the condition when the apprentice is earnestly. seeking to
learn the whole trade; but many trades are unable to secure enough
good apprentices because of the long years of service at low pay.
The hogs or i parents are unwilling to make the sacrifice and far
too ()the emit )otter immediate wage in industries of lower grade,
with nroknise for the future, instead of learning a good trade.

attitudo, with 'technical factors in some industries, has re-
sulted in bringing about whet is called the special apprenticeship
system.' Under this system the apprentice is indentured to ohe de-
par4rient only of a trade, for a period prying from one to two years,

I as elainst the average for regular apprefteeships of about four years.
Such a system has been adopted by the National Association of
Machine Tool Builders who declare that they arc confrontell .by a
condition and not a theory. When boys are transferred from one
department to another, there is if loss of immediatelefficiency, on
account of which high enough wages can not be aid to attract, a
sufficient number of boys. The only way to olibain apprentices '.
enough was to pay higher wages, and this required giving the boys

Ark thatriaaid their employers from the start. Boys were accord -
ingly. taken for a trial period of 240 hours and then indentured to'
one of the 11 departments: Turning, qertical boring mill, horizontal.*

wriskt, PP. 77-73.
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boring mill, planing, milling, drilling, grinding, erecting, turret, vise,
and scraping. The narrow range of attention allowed rapid advance
in proficiency and a correspondingly high wage. At the start 12 cents
an hour was paid, increasing successively to 14, 16, and 18 cents,
andas high as 20 cents after a year and a half.. A general apprentice-
ship frequently pays less near the end of a four years term than this
special apprenticeship after a year's work. For comparison, the
general apprenticeship under this association4s.three years, and the
wages pajd only 8, 10, and 13 cents .an hour for the first, second, and
third years, respectively.

So strong are the`tendencies--toward this system, so manifeAt its
advantages, that we are bound to see its great development. Yet its
chief advantages are immediate, and it is subject to disadvantages
whose force does not at once appear, but are none the less vital. From
the standpoint of the industry, or of the employer, an increase in'tho
extent of this systern means a labor force less adaptable and mobile.
We must recognize that there is a fundamental difference betWeen
this type of specialization and that of physicians, lawyers, knd
scientists. The latter specialize on the foundation of a broad general
training; the specialized apprentice knowg noshing but his speciality.
The weaknesses of the system affect thi apprentice most/ An
-apprentice, if all goes well, may after the completion of one special
apprenticeship take up another; but few are willing to do this;
meaning, as the change would, a decrease in wage for the time being
from 18 to 12 cents an hour. He may *earn as much pay and have as
regular Aork as if lie knew the whole trade; despite the fact that he
will sooner exhaust the possibilities of interest in his work. But he
has no,t the resource possessed by the man who is trained in the whole

trade alternatives for employment are fewer, and a relatively
slight change in industry or a dispute with his employer may leave
him unable to obtain work. The displacement of workers. trained in
the whole trade by those acquainted with only a small part of it can
scarcely fail to increase the dependence of workers on employers and
so strike a blow at our democracy. Yet so great are the immediate
advantages-of this system to both employer and apprentice that .we
are likely to meet it in the future far more than we should like. Such
specialization should be distinguished clearly from those forms where
either the specialization is made' on the basis of a- previous broad
training, as is usual in building carpentry; or, where the portion of a
trade studied is so large and complex as to tax the abilities of the
apprentice and give him considerle resource and alternative in later
life; an4 is therefore tantamount in its -extent to a whole trade of
earlier years. Such subdivision of trades we must recognize as in the
main necessary and desirable, in view of the great technical advances

88744:0-13--2
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.
of recent years, which add greatly to their complexity, and are
probably free from the Nchief disadvantages, urged. above against
narrow and exclusive specialization. Finally, extreme specialization
in some industries, as in boot and shoe or watch manufacture, has
made any semblance of an apprenticeship systent nigh impossible.

In some trades the helper system is a substitute, in part at least,
for apprenticeship.' The helper is an adult, and neither performs
the same operations-as .the journeyman with-whotn he works nor is
usually given any truction in the latter's work. He "picks up"
his trade if he can bi watching the journeyman, ski, occasionally,
performs the operations of the trade proper. Helpers are largqi
present. irk the building and other trades where a man's strength is
necessary. No definite term as a helper is usually necessary before
entering the trade proper.. The hejper system is'more impoi-tant
than apprenticeship in trades where experience is the chief factor in
proficiency, as in printing and in the work of locomotive engineers,
The fireman is the engineer' helper, as the brakeman is of the con-
ductor, and each of these sAts of helpers recruits the higher positions
after passing through examinations.

Three different groups of helpers may be roughly distinguished,
,recording to Meskrs. Weyl and Sakolski: Ordinary laborers;
(2) `improvers,' holders on,' or 'junior workmen'; -and (3) handy
men." The ordinary. laborers, as- hod carriers, seldom become
journeymen. The second group, "improvers" or "junior workmen,"
do work similar to that of the journeyinen who supervise them.
Their wages are 25 to 50 per cent lower thar*those of journeymen;
hence they tend to do the latter's work whenever possible, unlesA
prevented. "Handy men" do not,,work under journeymen, but do
odd jobs and less skilled operations. They also come into competi-
tion and conflict with the journeymen.

The helper system tends to recruit the ranks of journeymen more
rapi/ly than does apprenticeship, and so has given rise to many
struggles between journeymen and helpers or employers.

I Weyl, Walter K., and Bakolsld, A. W. Conditions of entrance to the Principal Trades. Bulletin of the
alum of Labor, No, 67, Ntrv., 190e, pp. 766-777.
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- CHAPTER H.

OPINIONS OF 'EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYED.

What is the attitude of the employer toward the present situation,
and what that of the employees ? In particular, how do they regard
trade and teelnical schools as a -means tb help solve the practical
problems confronting them? These are questions whose answers
are of vita} importance, for the cooperation of employers and
.employees. alike is needed in any attempts at betterment.

The attitude of employers and employees toward restriction of
apprenticeship is well shown in an, investigation conducted by Prof.
Charles R. Richards, and published as -Pare I of the Report of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics of New York State for 1908 on Industrial
Training and .in Part I of the similar Massachusetts report for 1906.
Returns from New I ork show the folleviing: Two hundred-and one
firms employed the full number of apprentices allowed by union
rules, while only 128 do not do so. Only 172 firms are prevented
by trade-union restrictions from employing as many apprentices
as they otherwise would, while 263 are not so prevented. Out of 309
firms stating that the apprenticeship system does not meet the need
for skilled employees in their industry, 111 offer the trade-union
restrictions as the cause of this lack, a larger number than favor any
other sinvi cause.

The only firms that state both that trade-union restrictions pre-
vent them from having as many apprentices as they would otherwise
have, and that they are employing the maximum number of appren-
tices allowed by union rules are glass blowing, book, job, and news-

.raper printing, bricklaying, electrical contracting, steam fitting, and
tile setting.' Turning to the Massachusetts report we find questions
and answers as follows: Is the apprenticeship system (if any) under
the immediate control of the trade-unions? Twenty-one employers
answer yes; 11, no; 46 union. officers' answer yes; 56, no. Do you.

'consider it- a good plan to restrict the number of apprentices? The
employers vote no by 41 to 5; the unionists, yes by 71) to 18. If the
employer were permitted to employ as many apprentices as he wished,
would he dispense with the services of the journeymen now employed;
or, in other words, would he employ apprentices to the exclupion of
journeymen? The employers vote 39 to 4 in the negative; the
unionists declare assent by a vote of 67 to 20' These figures speak

1 New York Bur. Labor Statistics', 26th An. Rep., 1906, Pt. L pp. 29, AL AL 31-60.
Wm. bur. Statistics or Labor Rep., 1906, Pt. 1, pit. 6-11.
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for themselves. They show a natural disagreement of opinion
between the parties concerned as to the results of trade-union restric-
tion of apprentices. ''They also shms, I think, that according to the
employers' own , opinion, the restrictions are hiss harmful than is

#. usually thought by employees: So much for opinions on restrictions
of apprentices. What attitudes do employers and employees take on
the further questions of trasle training?,

The New York report mentioned above gives some statistics of the
` views of employers: Five hundred and forty-nine firms stated that

they had difficulty in obtaining or in training skilled employees ;i561)
firms that they had no difficulty. The number of firms reporting that
all of their skilled employees wpre trained in their establishment was
74; that the majority were so'-trettred, 435; that a few were there
trained, .447 ; and that they had trained none of their skilled employers.
210.' .Where difficulty in obtaining or training skilled workers was
reported, the minority of such workers were usually trained in the
works; the firms that reported no such difficulty had trained the
Majority of their skilled workers.

As typical of the views of employers duty be taken the report of
the. committee on apprenticeship' of the National Association of
Builders, who say that "apprentices must be taught and acchanies
made in the future by entirely different methods from those in vogue"
under the old apprenticeship system.' The method proposed is by
preparatory privaeo trade schodls, affilieted with but. not run by an
association of builders, and involving a shortening of the ensuing
appienticeship by at least a year. James W. Van Cleave, ex-president
of the National Association of Manufacturers, advocates a manual-
training department in every public primary school and in free intlu:
trial high schools." The committee on industrial education of thit
American Fo4fldrymn's-- ociation-iWvocates industrial continua-
tion schools which should b. come differentiated into trade schools as

rale pupils reach the ago These views of employers, faVorable
to trade and technical edu don, may be taken* as representative.
Carroll D. Wright declares:

All employers realize, the im nee of this kind of education [that is, public
industrial education]. Those who can afford it mkr their own system.
But it is very rare to find an employ opposed to some scheme of industrial education.'

Wright further states:.
Careful investigation shows that demand for tradi schools comes from empinyers

who have no systematic, definite method of training their apprentices. 'These men
are of the opinion that a public trade school would furnish thein with a supply of

I N. v. Rea, p. dir
-Winn. Rey., pp. 436, 436.
Rep. of spedel commit:wpm 141. raw., Amer. Fed. of Lebo\ 1910.
Wtkilt. PAS,
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skilled mechanics. Generally they have uoinore re;alization of the probable results
of a public trade school, as fat as producing skilled. mechanics is concerned, than they
have of the possibilities of a first-class apprenticeship system in their own works)

These remarks, it should be noted, appl only to trade and not to
the more general type of industrial schools. Thor firms which have
a first:elass apprenticeship system themselves generally feel that no
public trade school could meet their needs, but they are not opposed
to such schools in general and desire them for the industry at large'
.(The New York report mentioned above presents the results of
questions asked of 1;182 employers and of the officers of 2,451 unions
in the chief industries of the State, showing the attitude -toward dif-
ferent types of industrial and trade sclkools.? The question was
asked : "1)o you favor a public industrial or preparatory trade school
which should endeavor to reach boys and girls between 14 aud 16
who now leave tke 'common schok.-, )1 in very. large numbers before
graduation ? Such a school would not teach a trade, but would
give a wide acquaintance with the materials and fundamental proc-
esses, together with drawing and shop mathematics, with the object
of giving a better prepaiation for entering industries at 16 and better
opportunities for subsequent. advancement.." To this both employers
and unionists replied, in the affirmative; the employers by a vote of
890 to 248, the unionists by one of 1,500 .to 349. Among the manu-
facturers the different industrial groups favored this type of school in
the following order: "Machine and metal nianufdcturers, building
trades, wood manufacturers, printing and paper manufacturers., glass
manufacturers, textile industries, clothing trades, leather manu-
facturers, confectioners." The skilled.trades are thill most strongly
in fa,vpr of such Schools, and the only group opposed is the ,cigar
makers. The question, rut somewhat differently `to the two groups,
was asked whether trade schools for boys and girls were favored,
which should give one or two }*ears of practical training together
with drawing and mathematics, provided (this part of the question
sent to the unisnists only) graduates should serve two years as appren-
tices, or improvers. Both groups answered affirmatively, but by a
less overwhelming vote than, that for the- more general type of indus-
trial schools; the employers voted 744 to ,341, the unionists by 1,232
to 567. The order in which the different groups of employers favored
these schools is as follows: "Machine and metal manufacturing,
building trades, leather manufaCturing (chiefly boots and shoes), is
wood manufacturing, printing trades, textile- industries, clothing
industries, manufacture of cigars." Employers were further asked
whether they thought the ptoposed trade schools could be "advan-
tageously' administered' by the State or community at,publiri expense

Wright. R 76. 811,1t, p. eG. IN. Y, Rap., pp. as-80.
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and operated on a noncommercial product." To this they replied
in the affirmative by a vote of 582 to 348. Their answer to the ques-
tion: Would such schools, if conducted by industrial establishments
and operating on a commercial product, be practical was negative
by 529 to 405 votes. Thus every group of employers, with the
exceptions of those manufacturing leather:, cigars, an confectionery,
preferred State or community to private management. Finally, to
the query, would practical evening or half-time schools be of value in
helping unskilled workers or those of low-grade skill to advanced posi-
tions requiring high-grade skill, the employers reply affirmatively 1.).? a
vote of 738 to 805. The relative faith of the employers in the various
classes of schools is indicated by the following ,table from the New
York report: t

Industries.
'General

Industrial
schools.

Tgade
schooLs

Evening
schools.

glue 1 3 2
Metals 1 3 2
wood 1 3 2
Loathes -2 1 3
Printing 1 9 3
Tutdee 2 3

2 3
nary 1 3 2

Cigars 3 1 2
Building 1 3 2

A considerable number of employers thought evening trade and tech-
nical schools desirable. It was the general industrial school which won
first place in the opinions of almost all; and it is noticeable that trade
schools were placed last by all the industries commonly called highly
skilled, except the printing trades. The net result, from both employ-
ers and unionists, is that general industrialschools are overwhelmingly
desired ; day trail. and evening trial' and technical schools are also
desired, but lesS vigorously.

The National Association of Manufacturers has, since-1904, reclg-
nized the importance of the question of industrial education by the
appointment of a committee which has reported annually since 1905.
This committee, stirred by a realization of the paucity of skilled
mechanics, has persistently advocated industrial schools. Moreover,
it Las claimed that trade schools alone can turn out finished workmen,
without tkie need for any apprenticeship. In 1910, the committee
went into thp question of the sort of schools to be desired, and reported
ss follows:

Great progress has ban; made throughout the country in approaching general
agreement on the following points:

1. That the interests of manufacturi dustry require anew education for boys
Who are toiro4 with tools and mach' es.

. Y. Avant".
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L. That this industrial education must consist of skill and schooling and that these
two parts are of equal importance; that they must be organically combined and that
each will coordinate and supplement the other.

S. That real skill and suitable schooling can not usually be given in the ordinary
public school by the average schoolmaster.

4. That the average manufacturing shop or factory is not likely to organize private
trade-school departments in their works that will give the beet results in both skill
and schooling.

5. That real trade schools are feasifile and practicable where a higher pilctical,
efficientrhop skill can be secured than has ever been known under the ordinary ap-
prenticeshipa, and that this ir; possible even when one-half of the apprentice's time is
devoted to schooling adapted to the life of the pupil.

0. That such half-time trade .achools can be so organized and conducted that a
superior high skill and a broader shop experience can be secured than the average
manufacturing shop can give in its specialized modern factory, because there the ob-
ject is to make money and not to make skilled, intell gent, trained workmen.

7. That such a reatItrade school must have well-equipped, productive shops, where
pupils are taught the best methods of rapid, high-grade production by skilled working
mechanics.

8. That such trade schools need not produce anything but useful, high-grade prod -,
ucts, with a very small percentage of spoiled work or damage to tools and equipment
s smaller percentage of lore thai occ#rs in the average shop. .

9. That where such a trade ,echoA can be established, with modern buildings and
equipment and a moderate working capital, well managed, it will not only be an effi-
cient educational institution,' covering the high-school period, but it will be productive
and largely self-supporting.

10. That such a real trade school can be maintained with a course corresponding to
the high-school course, persistently aiming to turn out Working mechanics with superior
mechanical skill and wide shop experience, plus good mental training. In this way
a class of skilled American mechanics will be produced, meriting higher wages than
the average mechanic, and the greatest good will come tp wholesome organized labor
and to individuals through individual merit.' \

The committee further reports in favor of evening schools (gen-
eral, industrial, and trade), half-day schooling each week for appren-
tices and other workers where the employer is willing to pay
the regular wages while they attend school, and part-time schools.

_ -,Acliese schools are primarily to meet the needs of those now in industry.
Similar schools are favored for girls,' and vomen, in which, besides
industrial' studies, home ecopoinies sha#, be given a large place.
These several proposals conetit.the rhikhli:important body of sug-
gestions, which, if they are. at 'all adequately backed up by the
membership of the association, represent a great advance in definite-
ness of attitude towaad indlistriar education. Whether or not we
can wholly accept the program presented, I. shall discuss in the
conclusion.

In 1911 the committee on industrial education, having changed its
personnel in part and studied the question, further, reported again,
this time very differently from their 1916 report. They no longer
champion trulie schools, but, w3 a consequente of German and other

Proa. lath as. 001M1111, MA. Aux. Manutsatunrs, Jim York, May, 1910, pp. 9111, POO.
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European example, focus their attention and chief approval on
industrial improvement schools. The National Association of
ManUfacturers, following their report, passed the following reso-
lutions:

Resolved, That this association earnestly devote itself, with seasonable outlay of
funds, to the promotion of industrial education, to the end that such education may
be made available, as soon as possible; to every child tho needs it.

Resolved, That we favor the establishment in every community of continuation
schools, wherein the children of 14 to 18 years of age now in the4ndustries shall be in-
structed in the science and art of their respective industries and in citizenship.'

Unionists have been much criticized for their opposition to trade
and ind4strial schools. The id not for a long time understand the
situation clearly, and many do yet do so. Generally speaking,
however, the attitude of union men has steadily become more and
wore favorable, until the approval incubated in the New York report
has become a fact. The main stumbling block which' prevented
union approval of such schools was apparently the impression that
their graduates were sometimes used as strike breakers, and that the
atmosphere of the schools was often either hostile to unionism or not
distinctly favorable. The charge that trade schools were used to
displace skilled unionists by "half-baked" school boys, temporarily
pr permanently, caused unionists in many instances to regard them as
"scab hatcheries." But if the graduates of trade schools are able
to displace skilled laborers, does not this indicate that they are able
to do the work required; and if so, do they riot deserve the places?
On the other hand, if thof are distinctly inferior as workmen, why
should the skilled workers fear them, and how can they, in fact, dis-
place their superiors? I believe that() one answer to these qUes-
tions is sufficient. Some of the work, doubtless,.now done by supetior
workmen, masters of their trades, can be done substantially as well
and at lower cost by inferior half-trained workmen who' would be
unable to perform many of the more difficult operations of thesain.e
trade.

The skilled workmen fear partial displacement by some such half-
trainedvorkers, the chief advantage of whom to the employer is that
they are cheap. Temporarilr also an employer may . secure poor
workmen to tide him over for a few weeks as best they may, in order
to win a strike. Further, the presence on the market of a large num-
ber of poorly trained or of half-trained workers, ges, I think, tend,
through, the. difficulty of *dealing with individuals strictly on their
several merits, toward a lowering of the standards and thus of the
wages of the whole group of workers. But in the main I believe that
those who possess developed skill need not greatly fear those who do
not possess it, and that unionists are in no serious danger.from* the

Rep. demi:onto on Indus. (duo., lath au. convect, Nur York, Ma7,1911, Nat. Assoc. of Manufacturers

.
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graduates of trade schools, except where they are. now maintaining'
a monopoly of skill.,

But unionists may retort that trade schools have in the past
flooded some trades and haver supplied strike breakers to employers
by virtue of the superior adviintages furnished ter enter those trades
as compared with others. private money-making schools are es-
pecially condemned on this 'score, and judgment is often reserved
concerning even philanthropic trade schools till these have shown
themselves at least not antagonistic to trade union principles and prac-
tice. Admitting the alleged facts, what is the remedy ? It is better
facilities for learning all trades, as far as obtaining these is feasible.
Then the number and capacity of the intrants into the several
trades will tend adjust themselves toward that condition vheYe
men of equid capiay and opportunities will be in trades of equal
attractiveness. Increase of freedom in industrial and trade educa-
tion will tend toward securing the best men for the trades needing
them and able to pay them most, ted thus to offer them most attrac-
ts toward securing less able ..men for less important positions, and
so on to .the lowest rung of the ladder. If unionists are trying to
maintain wages and conditions of work, by restriction of intrants
into their trades beyond what is necessary to uphold the standards
of skill and prevent such excessive influx as would lower the wage
belo* what equal ability secures elsewhere, they are doing injustice
to those who would otherwise enter the trades concerned.

It has been noted above that unionists favar general industrial
much more than trade schools. Their attitude, moreover, varies
greatly with the trade concerned., They favor evening schools, for
these seek principally to help those in the trades and, involve
no danger of unduly increasing the supply of workers. Corre-
spondence schools for like reason mest their approval. Apprentice or
factory schools they generally approve, because of their practicability
and because there is no undue increase in the number of workers.,
They are as yet opposed to cooperative schools, for reasons explained
ih 40'next chapter'

e unionists probably appreciate the disadvantaged a too\riarthw
specialization more than employers do, for the restiltifig burden falls
chiefly on them. Thus the committee on'industrial eduqations'of the
American Federation of L;itfirr in a report which gives unanimous
support to industrial education, states the principle that "public
industrial schools or schools for trade training should never become
so narrow in their scope as to pre ent an all-round shop training, "'
and they further refer to "the i j4stice of narrow and prescribed
training in selected trades by t private and_Eublic inst ctio "
To conclude this presentation o he attitudeorgani la r,

10h. I, pp. Is, Si. Aar. ft& of Labs Rep., IRO, p.
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the main provisions of the Page-Wilson bill, now before the
F deral_ Congress. This bill is based on the Davis bill,' called

the American Federation of Labor Report: "Labor's Bill for
ngressional Enactment." The bill can not, however, .be said to

represent exclusively any class. In the form reached July 24,
1912, it provi es for annual appropriations by the National Gov-
ernment to th States, of a total, when in full force, of $14,780,000.
Of this sum three million dollars is to maintain instruction in
agriculture, industries, and home economics in departments of sec-
ondary schools. Three millions is to maintain instruction in the
industries and home economics in separate secondary schools for
the purpose. Three millions is to maintain instruction in agricul-
ture and home economics in district agricultural high schools.
Six hundred and forty thousand dollars is to maintain training
for teachers of these vocational subjects in colleges, and one million
dollars for similar training in normal schools. All the above grants
are conditioned on the providing of a total of State and local
appropriations equal to twice that of the Nation, in addition to any
any-costs of land or buildings. One million dollars is sppropriat( d
annually for branch agricultural experiment stations, and sunasJis-
ing to a maximum of $3,140,000, annually for'extension departments
of State universitiei; these,grants being conditional on the spending
of an equal amount in total by State and locality, for the same pur-
pose, besides providing permanent plant. All these grants are con-
ditional on su rvision by the Federal Government, in cooperation
with State bo rds for vocational education, and the maintenance of,certain standar 8.

With this evidencalof the favorable attitude of the highest body of
organiz.d labor in this country, let us turn to another phase of the

lion. I haveso far been concerned with the need for industrial
educe which is shown in the condition of industry in the country
to-day, an 'which is reflected in the views of, those most intimately
acquainted with these conditions. I shall now take up the question
of how far those needs have been met in the United States. What
industrial schools have we, and ,what are they accomplishing for
industry 'I Itir

1 Amer. Ped. at Leber Rep., 1910, pp. 20-22.
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CHAPTER III.

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS IN THE UNITED STATES.

In the early days of our country, sthoo} and shop and farm were
widely,separated in function. Trades were so well taught by appren-
ticeship or by parents to their children that there was little need foi
the schools to dabble in industry and try to help in vocational training.
These early conditions and similar ones pmkeding them, together
'with the scholastic ideals, are responsible foWhe rise of a tradition,
especially among the sclioolmen, that has been very hard to weaken
that the school should have nothing to do with industry. Its function
was more generalto provide that mental equipment which is
requisite in all walks of life. Thus the schoolsiimited their efforts to
the instruments of communication, and the superstructure reared on
these, of history, literature, and science. As our society went through
its marvelous development, and the apprenticeship system weakened,
the schools maintained their traditional position, and the gap bet*Seen -

them and industry became everywider. Yet a variety of special types
of schools arose from time to time which sought, apart from the
regular public school system and its pinnacle of classical colleges, to
bridge the chasm, to' bring education into closer touch with life, and
to minister to thp needs of industry.

First among these were the privately endowed evening ind trial
schools, such as Cooper Union 'ale. the Mechanic's Institute o New
York City, Franklin Union and' Spring Garden In4itute of Phil el-
phia, the Ohio Mechanic's Institute of Cincinnati; and the Mechanic's
Institute of Richmond, Va. These schools, according to Dr. Charles
R. Richards,' were almost.all founded, or opened evening classes; dur-

the fifties. They met with such a great demand for their servicke
h t similar public schools should have been c into the field, but-

the scholastic. ,ideal was too firmly seated to make this fe ible. The
next development *Its the inaugur, of institutes o technology,
ill the period of railroad and mining exp ion following the Civil War.
The Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute ha indeed, been founded in
1824, but its example was not emulated until 1865, when the Massa-
chusetta Institute of Technology was estabiished, followed' within a
few years by the Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Lehigl) University,

Maw* C. R.: Notes on Hilt. of Indus. Edw. in 3.8., In Nat. Edo. Anon. Rep. at Committee on
MOO of Industries In Publio Rduosdion, 1910, pp. u-sp. Compare also far bola below as to history of laths
trill education ht the United Staten.
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and Stevens Institute of Tedchnologya These institutions were pri-
vate, but were soon followed by similar ones of a public nature. The
Morrill Land-Grant Act" f 1862 has by its financial support, amount-
ing to over $16,000,000, aided about 60 State universities and
other institutions which carry on agricultural and technological edu- S
cation.' Some of the agricultural colleges coning under this act, and
situated in the South, now offer genuine trade training' not
leading to a degree. Another novement, which began in 1868
by the founding of Hampton Institute in,Nirgir.:a, was the indus-
trial education of the negro race, a movement carried on with
signal success in a most difficult field. In 1870 industrial drawing
waif introduced into the sehools of Massachusetts, from which the .

movement has spread, until now the subject is generally required in
the cities and larger towns. Manual training had its first beginnings
about 1870 under European influence, while manual training high
schools began to be founded about 1880. This movement spread
rapidly, entered the primary school after 1887, and is now very widely
spread throughout the country. In 1872, the first school of design
was founded in Lowell, Mass., as an aid to the textile industry. Stim-
ulated by this example, other similar schools and several textile schools
have grown.

Trade schools proper are of comparatively recent origin. The first,
the New York Trade School, was founded on private endowment in
1881. During the next 20 years only two important schools which
trained in the mechanical trades were founded. These were the Wil-
liamson Free School of Mechanical Trades, near Philadelphia, and the
Baron de Hirsch Trade School in New York City. These schools,
together with the Miller School, of Albemarle, Va., which adds trade
to general training, and two schools in San Francisco are all privately
endowed. Not till 1907 were public trade schools established, begin-
ning with the taking oveiof the Milwaukee School of Trades by the city
under State law. Since then, trade schools have been opened in a
number of cities.' Within the last few years, alp, general industrial
or preparatory trade schools have been much discussed and have been
.establislfed as part§ of the public school system in Rochester, Albany,
andNew York, and in six other cities in N'w York State; in Newton,
Now Bedford, and other Massachusetts cities, and elsewhere. Within
the past few years, also, the so-called half-time system, or Cooperation
between school and shop, has arisen.

Such, in outline, have been the successive stages of the rise of the
agencies of industrial education, to the consideration of which I
shall now turn. Uncoordinated one with another, they have/grown

*Seventeenth An. Rep. Oommhalonei of Ws 1902, pp. 19-24. (A chief souroe, with Richards:
Notes, etc.)
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up. spontaneously, chiefly al the result of private initiative. We have
no system of industrial education in the United States. And despite
the expenditure of a considerable amount of energy and money on
those schools and phases of our schools which are industriii' in aim,
the result is, for the great mass of citizens, very small indeeu Wa
pride ourselves on democracy in education, and yet our higher
technical schools are far more fully developed, and far more nearly
meet the country's industrial needs, than our lower schools. Iii-
deed the lower schools are all but lacking; the schools of the country
are, as related to industry, top-heavy. Our institutes of technology
and, engineering schools and universities, which train industrial
leaders and technologists, compare favorably with the best in Europe.
But so meager is the provision forthe masses that Mr. A. C. Hum-
phreys, president of Stevens Institute, states the following results
of an inquiry conducted by the international committee of the
Young Men's Christian Associations:) Of 13,000,000 young men in
the United States between 21 and 35, only 5 per cent have received
in the schools any direct preparation for their vocations; of every
100 graduates of our elementary schools, only 8 obtain their liveli-
hood by means of professional and commercial pursuits while 92
support themselves by manual labor.

Of all the schools or parts of schools in the United States which
have an industrial character fi:Illowing will be omitted from con-
sideration: Agricultural schoo , a ols for negroes or Indians, higher
technical or engineering schools, and industrial art hools. The
attempt willbe made to discover what has been done to forward
industrial education for the groat masses in industry. First in order,
let us examine the manual training classes and manual training high
schools.

Manual training began in the United States with schools of second-
ary grade and percolated downward into the elementary schools.'
The educators who introduced it desired, in the words of one of their
leaders, Dr. I. H. Belfield
to offer to boys what was .falled a more "practical" education than that offered by
the ordinary high school; while avoiding a trade school, to give the

he
y an acquaint-

anceance vrtth the forces and conditions of modern life, to give him he of his hands,
or, as Dr. Woodward phrased it, "to put the wholebdy to school. "3

Educators.havo quite generally regarded manual training as another
mode of cultural training and as a means of formal discipline, valuable
to train the observation and reasoning powers and to strengthen the
will. "The manual-training high school," according to the National
Education Association committee, "has never claimed to fit boys

Nat. Boo. for Promo. oLInt)un'tladuo., Prros ad annual muting, Bull. Na 10, p,
'Nat. Edw. Anon Rep., pt I10-111.
Ibid., p. tlb.
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directly for industrintl pursuits. "' A succinct definition states that
a manual-training high scheolA "a high school with a course in
manual training in lieu of Latin and Greek."' .

The records of graduates of these schools show that, they do not,
train for the trades to an appreciable extent. Their graduates follow
the most diverse lines, just as in any other high schools, as businesli
and the professions, while a number go on to the higher technical
schools and a number enter trades. According to the Massachusetts
comission,'out of 2,437 manual-training school students whose rec-
ords were avail ble but 52 were in mechanical trades. Ftfrther, the
committee of t National Education Association declare that with
few notable exceptions, practically all of the existing industrial and
technical high schools now operating in the United States as parts of
the public-school system should be classed as manual-training high
schools," according to the definition above, and not as technical high
schools whose purpose is ligilictly vocational, the training of indus-
trial leaders of the lower grades. The general public expected filltm
this movement more practical industrial results. These he not been
forthcoming; but manual training has trade for itself an enviable
place in our system of generakeducatio4, furnished its students a
wider outlook from which to choose a vocation, and commended itself
to large numbers of people. It is now probably feat that the move-
ment:he continued as it is, and that the industrial function be accom-
plished by other schools, independent of our existing system in whole
or in part, and managed primarily by men in close touch with industry.

Much more hopeful for industry is the recent. inauguration of
apprentice schools in shops.' A number of larger manufacturing and
railroad companies, to increase the efficiency of their employees or.
to train up a generation of workers, have instituted schools in which
their apprentices are taught such subjects as mechanical draw-
ing, reading of drawings, shop arithmetic, strength of materials,
mechanics, electricity, testing of machines, etc. The detailed ar- .

kangements differ from shop to shop, but in general the teaching is
very practical, is intimately connected with the shop work, and is -

ceiried on by the method of concrete problems. The apptstitices
are usually paid. for their time while in the school, just as in the shops,
and are held to the same standards of attendance and discipline.
Special teachers in many cases instruct the boys, generally in the
school, sometimes in the shop also; the course of study is often care-
fully laid out by the consulting engineer or by some member of the
firm. In some eases, as in the General Electric Co.'s plant at Lynn,
Ifeas%a special-apprentice training room is set.aside for the purpose
and h re the boys work at machines isolated from t t of thi,.c.,.

U
Mid., P. N.
!Nat. !duo. Ammo. Rep., p. . .

Wrlibt, pp. 1 Nat. Bod nowt. Indio. Um, boll. No, 11, pp. 7141.
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factor) In some eases shifts of boys are 'kept alternately at the
machines and in the school, thus obtaining the fullest possible
utilization of the machines and of the services of the teacher. Usually
only a few tours a week are spent in the school, though in some cases
as much as half the time is so occupied. In the shop, the apprentices
are usually advanced from machine to machine or department to
department as fast as they become proficient, or at stated intervals.
Sometimes they are required before leaving a machine to instruct
another boy concerning it. Inforne few cases employees other than
apprentices may also enter the apprentice classes. 14rizes'or other
recnrnittn of good work are often granted as useful stimuli.

Some companies conduct the schools largely to provide future
foremen, designers, superintendents, and technical experts. In
sdme cases examinations are held for those who desire to become
apprentices, and also to determine proficiency on completion of the
course; in others a common school education and physical fitness are
required for entrance, while graduation or proficiency is attested by
the personal knowledge of the teacher. The popularity of these
apprenticeships is attested by the fact that in the better companies,
at least, there are many candidates on the waiting list, and the
companies can select the best fitted boys. Trial periods are the
rule, as in .most appfenticeshirs, and then the signing of a regular
indenture. The sack)! course usually lasts as long as the appren-
ticeshi,), and a 'good grade of work is required for its successful
completion. The boys usually appreciate the superior advantages
they receive for a thorough trade training and. are often enthusiastic
for their company. Some of the companies which have afiloPted
systems of this sort are (with number of hours of schooling given a
week): The Fore River Shipbuilding Co. (IS hours for 7 months);
the New York Central lines (4 hours); the Santa Fe Railroad (4.
hours); the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., East
Pittsburgh, Pa. (4 hours); the International Harvester Co., Chicago,
Ill.; the Allis-Chalmers Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio; the General Electric
Co:, West Lynn, Mass. (74 hours); the Lakeside Press, Chicago, Ill.
(21 hours, 2 ,years out of 7); and the Solvay Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
(afternateweelcs iu school and shop)' These companies and others
which have adopted the system in some form are in the main large
companies, and so far with them the system has worked well.

This suggests the query whether th4 system is applicable to com-
panies of any size or'only to large firms. The smallest number in
any apprentice school conducted by a manufacturing company of
which I have data is 28, the largest numb4 206, while the average is

-69 apprentices. The rallwa s show a much lower average, owing to
the fact that at most di

t
n points there are but few apprentices;

1:Tbsse data &key eras Wright, pp. la-A.
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61 railways have 8,367 apprentices in 406 schools, or an average
of not quite 21-to a school. The lining of a special instructor for so
few apprentices would be too expensive and is not strictly necessary;
for these reasons the shop superintendent, chief draftsman, or
other regular employee generally conducts the instruction and
supervision, and in some cases the instruction covers little more than
mechanical drawing. So fir as the present experience with shop
schools goes, it seems that instruction of comparatively few appren-
tices is feasible, that in most cases a small or medium-sized shop can
not afford a special instructor, and that the apprentices thus lose in
thoroughness of instrpc,tion As to the smallest shops, the plan
does not soom feasible for them. Even a class of 15 or 20 apprentices
is not possible except in all establishment of from about 60 to 400
workers. In some industries, as in the building trades, the system
is not applicable at all. The system is now, however, and may
become a good solution of a part of the general problem. Railroad
men are especially inclined to hold that no trade school can meet
the highly special needs of, their industry.

A modification of the system of apprenticeshiRschools in the shop'
is found in an apprenticeship system where instruction is given
outside of the shop but under the direction of the employers. The
North End Union School of Printing, of Boston, is owned and con-
ducted by an association of master printers. It offers one year of
trade schooling it a cost of $100 to the boy, to take the place of the
first two years of an ordinary apprenticeship, bind. then apprentice-
ship for four years to some

to
printer at a guaranteed wage

steadily increasing from $9 to $18 a week. Some other firms "en-
courage" boys to attend night scho'ols, but neither require such
attendance nor offer adequate_incentive to them to (losso. 'Sue
systems are too weak to accomplish much.' The Baldwin Loco
tivo Works and some other firms, however, require their apprent es
to attend evening school and study mechanical drawing and of
courses in lino with their shopwork.'

Akin to the last-named type is the part-time system, or coopera-
tion between school and shop.' In this type to employers and a
school or schools, usually public, divide the time of the apprentices
according to different proportions, the bulk of the time usually being
spent in the shops. The instruction given is technical, relating to
shopwork, though it may include also some of a business and of II
civic nature. In Beverly, Mass., the apprentices of the United Shoe
Machinery Co. alternate, in two krOups of 25 each, between the Beverly
(public) industrial school and the shop. The boys are paid half the
regular piece price for their work, and the company assumes the cost
of the shop., In Fitchburg, Mass., apprentices of mechanical.trades

Wright, pp. 111-67. 11,14., pp. 66-ff.
1 NM. Soo. Prsso Inbiu. Edna, Rua. No. 11, pp. 111-111.
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are given one full year in the high school, followed by three years of
alternate weeks_in the shops of manufacturers as apprentices and at
school. In Cincinnati, Ohio, apprentices are taught in an improve-
ment or continuation school of the city for 4 hours a week and 48
weeks in the year.t "The school teaches the three R's, civics, me-
chanical drawing, blueprint reading, and good citizenship. -Much
attention is given to shop mathematics." Beyond the scopeof the
present inquiry, but illustrative of the part-time system applied to
engineering education, is the cooperative plan between the.-Univer-
sity of Cincinnati and the manufacturers' of that city, by which en
neering students who are accepted by the manufacturers are enroll
also in the university, and regularly indentured for a six-year course,
in which shop and school are .closely coordinated.' During college
term they spend alternate weeks in school and shop, and when col-
lege is closed they work regUlarly in .the shops. They are paid for
tl\eir work in the shops at rates which total about $2,000*for the six
years. Though spending only half the time at the university that is
spent by those taking the regular 4-year engineering course: the ap-
prentice students did three-quarters of the work done by the latter,
with grades 25 per cent better. This system for trainirig industrial
leaders is, so far as it has gone, a success.

To the txtension of such cooperative systems between public
schools and shops, trade unionism offers strenuous objection. In the
report of the special committee on industrial education of the Ameri-
can Federation of Labor, the following statements are found as to
system:' -

The manufacturer is not obliged to take any boy or to keep any boy. On the other
hand, the high school is obliged to educate all duly qualified boys, to give them all
that the city provides. * " The people have no hand in this plan. *

Under this plan the veto power ovd(the boy's right to public industrial education is
in the hands of the manufacturer.

The committee points out that a manufactufer could refuse to
take or keep a boy who should-take a definite stand for trade union-
ism or whose father should have done the same; that the coopera-
tion would so bind the hands of the teachen3 that they could offer
but little resistance to inculcation by the employer of antiunion
principles, and that a spirit of undemocratic exclusiveness would 'be
apt to arise among the accepted boys against their excluded fellows.
To sum up, they state that:

Any scheme of education which dependa.,for its carrying out on a private group,
subject to no public control, !entree unsolved the fundamental democratic problem
of giving the boys of the country an equal opportunity and the citizens the power to
criticize and reform their educational machinery.

Net Boo. Protoot. Indus. Eduo., Bull No. IL p. 110 .

Amer. Tod. of Labor Bt-;=1, pp. II, It

88740.-13----$

*Wright, pp. Ult.
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These objections must be borne in mind, but it seems as if. no
scheme for training our future/workers wholly or in part in the shops
could be made independent of the selection of those train by the
employer. The conclusion would seem to be that, if the oo erative
system for industrial Veining increases' in extent, other me 3 of
industrial training should be also kept open to our boys.

Despite recent increases in the number of public technical a d
trade schools, private schools, which are first in the field, are still
the-more numerous and exercise the greater influence on the indus-
trial situation. Of these the New York Trlide School:founded in
1880, was first in offering short trade courses in the, building trades,
taking day students about four monthrfor completion; while the
Baron de Hirsch School, also in New York City and founded in 1891
for Hebrews, oilers short day courses of five and one-half months,
leading to the position of helper. In San Francisco, the Wilmerding
School of Industrial Art for Boys, established 'in 1900, offers four-
year courses in the building trades, with the practical side to the fore
and occupying the entire last two years. Other schools privately
endowZd like the above exist in small numbers and. offer courses
varying in length from the short four or five monlEs' courses to-those
lasting several years. -The latter include generally a modicum of
general academic,tring and a larger share of technical work. Some,
as the Manhattan Trade School for Girls, are exclusively for girls.

In very recent years States and cities have taken up the establish-
ment of trade schools' and founded the following: State trade schools,
at New Britain and Bridgeport, Conn.; the Worcester Trade School.
Worcester, Mass.; the Wisconsin State Mining Trade School, at
Platteville, Wis.; Saunders' School of Trades, Yonkers, N. 'Y.; the
Pottland School of Trades, Portland, Oreg.; the Philadelphia Trades
School; the Columbus Trades School, Columbus, Ohio; the Mil-
waukee School of Trades for Boys; the'Girls"frade School, of Boston,)
Mass.; the New York Trade School for Girls, I-racuse, N. Y. and
the Milwaukee School of Trades for Girls. These schools do not aiirer
materially from the privately endowed schools whose example they
follow. A number of private trade schools run for prcifit at also
in the field, offering generally very short courses of three "i* four
months., This type of school assumes to train journeymen, and meets
the most determined opposition of the trade-unioris.

A similar group of day technical schools, mostly private, ministers
to a more general need' There is much ambiguity in the use of
the terms, "industrial" and "technical" as applied to schools, ancl
they are oLten used interchangeably. Industrial schools are in the
broadest sense any and all schools which have a 'funetOn or purpose

'NM. Boo. Promot. Indus. Edw., Bull. No. 11, pp. 11-61; and 75th An. Rep. Clommls. Orehor, 1910,

Indus. Edud, pp. 91-141.
s Net. Boo. rromet.Indus. Edw., Bull. No. 11, pp. 62-71.
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directly related to industry; in the narrower sense they are those
-schools which train in' the general aspects or bases of industry, as
drawing, mechanics, and applied mathematics, but do not specialize
their training to the extent of teaching specific trades. Technical
schools are those which instruct in the technic of industry in general
or of special industries, particularly the latter. Thus a pplytechnic
school is one which concerns itself with the special technics of a num-
ber of industries. A technical school aims to teach the science as

W distinguished from the at of a trade or industry. It aim., primarily
to show the student the meanings of the processes studied rather than
to -train him to dexterity in their executiop.. Many schools are part
technical, part trade schools, but the functions are more or less dis
tl.nct. No school ig a trade school proper which fails to teach the
pupil4 to perform the actual processes of the trade, and merely makes
clear to them tie meaning of th(Ae processes.' Thus a trade
school is primarily concerned with the art as distinguished from the
science of a trade or industry. A trade school need not fittempt to
take the placetof an apprenticeship? The textile schools, established
in Massachusetts under State law of 1895 and elsewhere are technical
and not trade schools, and expect practical experience in their pupils,
either before or accompanying their school work.

Since 1906 a new type of school has arisen' rapidly. This is the
general' industrial preparatory trade or vocational school, of which
there were 12 in 19410, all'public,2 9 of them founded in 1909, and 8 in
New York State. These schools aim to attract and retain in school
for two or three years those pupils who would otherwise leave-at the
completilip of the common school grades or before, to turn their
attention toward the opportunities offered in the manual trades and
to -furnish such basic industrial training as will provide industrial
intelligence and make for rapid advancement in subsequent appren-

, ticeship. The work is usually ,about equally divided between class-
room and shop and becomes more specialized toward the end of the
course. It is this class of school which was strongly desired by both

' employers and employees, according to the liew York report quoted
above.°

Such schools would aim to instruct their pupils in the elements of
both theory and practice of those processes fundamental or common to
a group of trades. Such groups of trades or industries (or,workers),
important in the United States, are: (1) Woodworking industries;'

. (2) iron and steel working industries; (3) bookbinding and pastirg
trades; (4) printers' trades; (5) leather-working industries; (6) tex-

. tile industries (factory type); (7) clothing trades; (8) engineers and
firemen (and representing "less evident possib* of approach for

I &a Foram, p. 7.
I An opposing view Is mooted In 25th An. Rep. Com. IAkbor, p.
'Net. Boo. Indus. Edna, Bull. No. II, pp. $-23.
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the intermediate industrial school"); (9) stone-working industries;
(10) clay and' glass industries (using furnaces); (11) paint, paper,

, and plaster industries; (12) food manufacturing industries; (13) to-
bacco industries; and (14) miners and quarrymen.' The existing
schools of this type have naturally tended to specialize their efforts
to meet the needs of industries locally iiiIportant' This will doubt-
less continue to be done, as there will be neither need nor usually
means for such a school to train in all of the groups of tratles mentioned
above, or similar manes.

More important than any of these types of schools in their present
influence on the indnstrial situation, whatever the tuture may bring,
are the numerous evening schools' These are of many kinds, public,

privately owned, and profit seeking, and both technical and trade .

schools or a combination of the two. Most of She day trade and tech-
nical schools, such as those above referred to, also give evening trade
or technical courses or both. These courses are in part improvement
courses, in that they are largely attended by those already engage
in the trades, and desiring either tcr supplement their practical sho
experience with some scientific knowledge of the technic of thelk
industry or to'adct a general shop trailing to the narrower trainin
en a single machine, or in a single depaiiment, that has been theirs.
Evening schools are subject to the serious limitations that the
students are tired from the day's work, and that any thorough
course must occupy a long period, as several years, and few persevere
through a long course! Prof. Sadler, tvho is thoroughly conversant
with the numerous evening schkols of England, says that about half
of the students attend only about half of the time Notwithstanding,
evening schools are in great demand; and for short 'trade and tech-
nical courses, chiefly to supplement some knoredge already obtained.
of a trade, they have a great and largely unoccupied field of usefulness
before them. Prof. Richards, director of Cooper Union, states that
"in Europe evening schools are the main instrument of industrial
education." .

Deserving special mention among evening schools are the classes
in the inany /branches of the Young Men's Christian Association.
According t0,, the Department of Commerce and Labor, there were

I Nat. Edw. Assoc. Com. Rep., pp. 63-6.S.
1 Nat- Doc. Promot. hither. Edw., Dull, No. 11, pp.

Ibid., pp. g1-111; 96th An. Rep.,.pp. 211-2.
Mtn L. Sharer, president of thethio Mechanics Institute at Cincinnati, voices thus strongly a getiond

view of those who know' the fads: "Fox moral reasons / an not sanction the establishment of departments
In our pestle school& which maakieoptionsl for a child toattend (Aber in the daytime) or In the evening.
The temptation becomes too,grek to utilize the child's shinty, for commercial purposes, and the coma-

puenose of this Irregular trainingbecome a serious burden upon the public In later years. I lavenot found
the emanations for Whinnies productive of good resultaInt rather leave in their train many serious
evils. ,This brings me 'then towshat I consider the legitimps gibers of the night school. It should be a
gsod school for adults and not ler childru."Rep. Wisconsit Commis. en Indus. and Aar* *ening,

.
.
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slanr611in 1902, 6,000 men and boys ed in their classes; while in 1910
there. were 50,000 employe men and boys receiving instruction
under 2,250 paid teachers, Iwo nikhts a week for half the year, in 140
different commercial and vocational subjects.' The students bear
in membership and tuition fees, a part of the cost of instruction.
The thchnical courses are such as mechanical, architectural, and
freehand drawing, physics, chemistty, electricity, plan reading and
estimating, concrete and steel engineering; while the trades' taught
include among, others carpentry, pattern work, forging, and tool
making, machine shop practice, and' plumbing.

Closely akin to the evening schools, and to be classed, with them as
perfotniing the same function so far as the technical aspect is con-
cerned, are the correspondence school course_ s which have attained
such wide publicity in recent years.' .

One of the chief of those states that its purpose- is to beach the
theory of engineering and of trades to those actually at work in those
activities, and the other schools perform a similar function. They
are thus distinctly technical schools. They are usually private, profit-
Waking enterprises. In twa leading correspondence schoOls the tui-
tidnfees vary from $20 for the shorter to $120 for the longer courses.
So great has been the demand for theit services, not only in places where
there were no other technical schools, but where these were available,

... that one of them had enrolled 300,000 students, in 1902, and had en-
rolled up to 1910 a total of over 1,300,000. The method of these
schools, though ridiculed at first, has proven to be quite effective.
Much of its success has been due to the division of all subjects into
short lessons, stated in simple, eilicit language, and illustrated
whenever necessary, forming each a unit by itself,, and containing
syhat is necessary to understand the next lesson, and no more. Corn-

.. potent instructors correct all written and drawn work, and *give
, special attention to those who need it. Where the number of stu-

dents peimits it, traveling instructors now meet the students. in a
locality for an hour every week or every two weeks. To complete
the longer courses 'usually requires five or six years, but graduation
is not so urgent as in most schools, because the student is,. as a ruler,
working at his trade while studying. The Union Pacific educational
bureau for information has since 1909 supplied expert tuition without
cost to its employees by mail. Trade-unions approve of this types
of school, as they do of all schools designed to iricrease the efficiealey....:.;
of those already in trades, as distinguished from those which increase
or which they think increase the number entering the trades.

Industrial schools for girls are not numerous, an ostly
private philanthropic institutions. Their work usually includes

'Nit. Soc. Prompt. Indus. Ram., Bull No. IL p. NI. .

9 Mb an. Rep. Cam. Leber, pp. 223-294; 45th An. Rep. Com. Labor, pp. 340-30e.
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domestic science, whose purpose is oftener to prepare for housekeeping
than for wage earning. The distinctly trade courses are almost
entirely limited to dressmaking and millinery t showing often a
lack of study of vocational opportunities open to girls and women.

Having now completed our brief survey of existing schools, let us
glance for a moment it the tendencies of recent State legislation
with regard to industrial education of various sorts.' Massachusetts,
New York, and Connecticut have enacted laws providing State aid
to free public industrial or trade schools; New Jersey has legislated
for State aid for free privately established schools; and Wisconsin
allows cities to establish trade and industrial schools at their own
expense, These States are in the lead in respect to industrial
education legislation, but a varietyof other legislation in other States
has been passed in very recent years. Thus, according to Bulletin
No. 12 of the National Society for the Promotion ofIndustrial
tion, the following State legislation is now in effect, covering the field of
free public seoondary industrial education of a practical type, as
distinguished from a cultural :3 .

States legislating on and giving aid to industrial education.

Number
of

States.

Stat.
8I%in

States not legislating with sespeot to some type or types of practical activities 19
States legislating with respect to practical activities 29 16
States providing for technical high schools 10 1

Providing for manual trainkg 18 9
Providing for training in domestic economy 11 11
Providing for agricultural training 19 13
Providing flor tadustrial and trade training 11
Providing for all the practical activities 3 2

So recent is the bulk of this legislation that it can be said: "The
first State subsidy for agricultural' or trade training of secondary
grade Of any significance was not granted until after the close of the
lest century. ".' Some of this legislation is in advance of its utiliza-
tion by the localities. The authors of the bulletin above referred to
declare:

The further development of public vocational education would seem to be depend-
ent in large measure upon legislation providing for State initiative, State subsidy
and a reasonable degree of State control'

One item of recent legislation would seem to call for noteand that
ls the Ohio ctimpulsoiy attendance law of 1910 for part-time schools.
The- part of the general compulsory attendance law which deals

125th An. Rep., p.n.
ti Nat. Soo. Promot. IndusEd400., 11011. No. 12, Legislation upon Indus. Edo:. in S.; texts of tbe

recent Isms are found to 25th An. Rep., pp. 499-511
Nit. Soo. Promot IndUs. Edw., Bull. No. 12, pp. 248.

p. 20.
a Ibid., e.
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with this feature declares that, in school districts where p -time
classes are provided for the instruction of youths over 14 who are
engaged in regular employment, a new obligation to tend such

, schools for n,ot over eight hours a week in the daytime (between 8
a. in. and 5 p. m.) during school term is imposed op all youthet
16 who have not satisfactorily completed the eighth grade 4,f the
elementary schools, with they shall have completed /the eighth
grade or have reached their seventeenth birthday.' The success
of this new experiment, and the way different classes receive it, will
be watched with much interest.

Superior in scope even to the Ohio law is the Wikonsin comptilsory
improyement schodl law of 1911, according,to which boys and girls
between 14 and 16 who are working under legal permit must attettd
an improvement or other school established for the purpode, wherever
such school exists, fo five hours a week and six tilonths in the year.
Employers must rele e their youthful workers so obligated to3-11
number of hours equal he hours of compulsory school attendance.
This law, based_ on German experience, is of the type recommended
in this study. It is but an opening wedge, for ,the compulsion is
dependent on the action of the locality in establishing the proper
school, and extends only till the child is 16 years old. Notwith-
standing these limitations, inherent in any 'pioneer law of this sort,:
the act marks Wisconsin as tl e State which at present leads the van
in the movewent for really popular industrial education'

I Nat. floc. Promote Indus. Educ., Bull. No. 12, p. 35.
'See Appendix B. The Wisconsin Apprentice Law of 1911. The but.of the compulsory Improvement

school law is reproduced at the close of this appendix. The apprentice law sad the school law should be
studied In conjunction with each other.
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CHAPTER IV.

RESULTS AND OMISSIONS OF OUR INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION..

What are the net results of our present industrial education agen-
cies to date? In bcr of students raised in proficiency the results
are small for A country so large as ours. In quality of work some
institutions have done very well. The following are concrete results
in terms of positions and wages: The income received during five
years by apprentices of the North End 121fion School of Printing,
above referred to, is $2,800. Subtracting the $100 for tuition the
first year, the net amount is $420 greater than that earned during
the same period by a boy dicing a regular shop apprenticeship with
no trade sch00ling.1 The graduates of the Aaron de Hirsch %rade
School of New York City, with short trade courses of about five and
one -half months, increase their earning capacity by the course from
an avefage of $5.39 to an average of $7.54 a weet, and usually roach
journeyman grade in two or three years.' The Manhattan Trade

,School for Girls, with courses of about one year, sends out girls who
'earn from $3 to $8 a week at once and $4 to. $12 a week after two to
four years in their trades, with a few operators reaching,$25.' The
graduates of the Philadelphia Thdes School, with a three years'
course, begin work at an average wage of $9.50 a week.' Of the
Williamson Free School for MechanioarTrades, all the graduates to
date, 726 in number, are in the trades which 95 per cent of the grad-
uates enter at once at 60 to 100 per cent of full journeyman's pay'
'About half of the graduates of the Wilnierding School for ,Industrial .
Arts for Boys, in San Francisco, have been accepted on the comple-
tion of their four years' course as full journeymen, while others have
received two to three years' credit toward tte completion of an

gtapprenticeship.°
Concerning technical schools, the earnings.of older graduates orthe

Hebrew Technical Institute of Now York City are $60 a week' while
the graduates of the California School of Mechanical Arts Are given
credit for two to four years of apprenticeship and advance rapidly.' r
The Massachusetts commis on's rppor shows that in the machine' t
trades shop - trained boys ri e from $4 to $1,A,a week by the time they°

I Writpp. 57-60. Ibid., p.
.

45.'x.4 .. Promot. Indus. Edna, Bull. No 11, p. 41. 'Ibid., p. U.
111314., p. 46. r Ibid., p. 65.

, Ibld., p. 31 . $ sIbid., p. SO.
40
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are 25 years old, while boys trained in technical schools rise from $10
to $30 a week.1

The above facts are presented here 'as indications, but not as prooli
in any exact sense, of what those schools have accomplished. They
show that such schools can accomplish and have accomplished useful
results, and specifically kat trade schools can considerably shorten
the necessary 'period of ipprenticeship and make for superior ability.
From the other types of schools increasedfficiency and promotion
have come in a great number of cases: And yet the schools are so
few, the need so great, teat public initiative is urgently denianded.
Our provision for industrial education in this country is stillimainly
private and may be summed up as gOod, though not ideal, means
for training industrial leaders With almost no industrial training for
the rank and file.

What, in brief, can we legitimately and reasonably expect that
industrial education will do for our workers, for our industries, and
for the whole people 3 in a few, and perhaps an increasing number of
cases, we can expect higher skill and better products to result than
had before existed. Such results are most likely in k,te broad field
of art and design in industry. The main direct relult of widely
extended industrial education will be the vide diffusion of industrial
intelligence, more or less general in its natkre, and of specillized skill
in a great variety of lines. That the proper types of schools can
impart these'quelities has been .proved both in the United States and
abroad. This industrial intelligence and specialized skill can hardly
be expected, in the near future at least, to surpass in quality that
now found in our midst; the gain will be rather in quantity. A larger
number and proportiod of our industrial population than at present .
will be skilled workers.

But can places be found for this multitude of skilled workers I
Will not many of them, with the training. and outlook of skilled men
and women, be forced to labor .at, work below their abilities I Are
not the relative needs of industrylor skilled and for killed workers,
as well as for different grades of skilled workers, fixed I And does
not this limitation of the needs of industry for skilled' workers doom
a large portion of our population (substantially as at present) to
unskilled or relatively unskilled positions throughout their lives I
in recent years especially the demands of industry seem to be for
many unskilled (or but slightly or very narrowly skilled) and for a
few only of thoroughly skilled workers. If this limitation were rigid,
our efforts arong the lino of strictly industrial 'education should be
limited to the training of only enough workers" to fill the skilled posi-
tions, each with a grade of skill limited to the possibilities of his poli-

1 Rep. of Mass. Com. on Indus. and Tech. Edue., Apr., 1906,pp. 67-69.
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Lion. The situation is, however, more hopeful than this. Many
unskiliTOT slightly skilled workers are now demanded by industry
chiefly because their labor is cheap, while our manufacturers would
gladly employ more skilled workers could they secure them. For
the country as a whole, their numbers are at a given time fixed.
Individual employers can secure more-skilled workers only by paying
rates of wages which often they can not afford. If, then, industrial
education becomes general in the United States, the increase in the
number and proportion of skilled workers available will force a read-

/ justment of industries by the mere fact tkat such a readjustment
will become profitable to employers. They will find it worth their
while to contract the number of unskilled workers whom they employ
and to increase the number' of skilled workers. To the individual
employer -the motive for this change will be pecuniary; he will have
to pay relatively more than before for unskilled labor, less than
before for skilled. Further, there are some who hold that, aside from
the cost of labor; the modern industrial army of few captains and
many privates will lergo a transformation and that many skilled
workers of various --the noncommissioned officers of the army
will come .to be de anded. Such an increase in skill required of
many of its workers has accompanied the modern tendency toward
intensive cultivation in agriculture. It maSr yet .open broad oppor-
tunities for the average man in industry.

With the probability then of increased opportunity for skilled
workers, what advantage will those workers derive who now have
to enter unskilled work, but who, with large opportunities for indus-
trial training, can become skilled workers I We may confidently
expect that increased opportunities for industrial education of the
right kinds will raise the real wage of vast 'Ambers of our people and
greatly increase the sum of well-being in the country. All classes
will benefit, directly or indirectly, by these educational opportunities.
It is a corollary of modern ec nomics that it is well for a man or for
a gioup to have rosperous ne hbors rather than poor. Employbrs
will benefit 'hTiCiarger supply f skilled labor, thus increasing their
ability to compete with foreign roducers both at home and abroad,
and enlarging their home marke as a result of cheaper products.

Chief among the defects of ou present industrial schools are their
defects of omission: A large and important field is all but unoccu-
pi)ed by them. In 1905 a report was made by the Commission on
Industrial and Technical Education of Missachusetti which revealed
a striking condition of the working children of the State, both bbya
and girls, which is probably largely true also of other highly indus-
trialized States' About five-sixths of the children, it is found, leave
school during the seventh and eighth grades to take tip industrial

'Rep. Mass. Columba. on radus. and Tech. R&M, 19064p. 85-93.
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pursuits' These children, about 25,000 in number, of the ages of
14 and 15, go for the most part into industries of the lower grade,
which, indeed, are almost the only ones open to them. To quote
from the report, "33 per cent of the children of this State who begin
work between 14 and 16 are employed in unskilled industries, and
65 per cent in low-grade industries, thus a little less than 2 per cent
are in high-grade industries." The low-grade skilled industries in
which child labor is much used are less desirable also than those
where it is not. The class of family seems to have little to do with
the trade or industry into which the child enters, nor is the industry
much affected by family connections, except in the cases of a few
desirable apprenticeships. "All grades of families are represented
by their children in all grades of industries."

The employers in practically all real trades that offer a fOrture do
not want the boy or girl until he or she is 16 years old at least, and
in many cases not until he is 18. This evidence is confirmed by the
New York report above referred to, as well as by other sources.
'Trade unions, in most cases,gdo not impose a higher age limit for ap-
prentices than isacceptable to employers; in fact, the union minimum
is usually below what the employer wil! accept for those industries
where a bona fide apprenticeship holds. In most of the industries
into which Massachusetts children of 14 and 15 go, however, there
is no apprenticeship system, but merely child labor. Not only i3 it
very hard for a child below 16 to obtain employment in one of the
better industries, but the beginning wage in these industries is so
low that few children will accept it, even when they may. The low-

, grade industries pay mere at first, but reach their maximum in three
aor four years as rule, and thueafter offer no chance for advancement

for any not specially trained. This maximum averages from $7 to $8

The high proportion id pupils leaving school for all causes is best stated by the following figures from
elites throughout the country contained In U. 8 Bu. of Edam Bull., 1911, No. 5: Age and Grade Census

.of SChools and Qpileges, by George D. Strayer, from which the following figures are quoted (pp. 135-130):
Median per cent of the largest age group (assumed to equal the number of pupils entering W grades each
year) found In each grsde (data obtained December, 1908, from 317 cities):

....des of pupils.

Beventh"Year .4
Eighth year
Ninth yeas. 0 sr

First year school
Fourth year highechooLt

Cities of over
25,090.

Boys.

501542

47
35
10

Cities of less than
21,000.

Girls. Boys. G Iris.

75
co

IA

70
50
47
40
12

70
so
45
so
20

Studies by graduate Andente In Teachers College, Columbia University, as quoted In the above report,
show that a fair estimate of the number of repeaters would be 10 per oent of the total number in the seventh,
and 8 per cent In the eighth grade. The figures above In parentheses represent for two caws the estimated
actual number of pupils entering the given grades. On the whole, these figures confirm those of the Ma
sachusette report, though indicating that the country as a whole keeps its children longer In RI schools
than the Massachusetts cities studied.
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a week, with $9 to $10 as the upper limit. The training offered the
child in these low-grade industries, in which seven-eighths ofthe chil-
dren below 16 work, is negligible, and from the standpoint of their
development the years can be called, as they are called in the report,
"wasted years." The net weekly contribution of the child to t-144a
family through this work, above'car fare, clothes, etc., is estimated
to average but little over $1.50. The boy or girl who does not start
work till 16, though commencing at a lower wage, is able to reach
the wage of his fellow of the same age who started at 19 in two years
and has probably earned a total to equal that of him Nvlio had t be
start in four years. The younger children change frequently from
mill to mill, and once having left the public school. are not to be
tempted back by any attractions now offered there, but rather drift
around aimlessly.

The gain thus of this early work is negligible in training and but
very slight in money. Yet the families, in most cases, are not so
poor that necessity drives them to set their children to work at the
earliest opportunity. The experts of the commission estimate that
76 per cent of the 3,157 families investigated would be able to give
their children the advantages of industrial education if persuaded
of its advantage. Industry has shown that it does not greatly
desire the children so young, as indicated by the meager wage and
opportunities it offers. The children are not mature enough to
undertake any responsible work; these are the years best suited ,for
the training of the child, and education at this time along lines that
relate closely to the child's future will richly pay for itself in the future
both in money and in efficiency.. The testimony of the investigation
from the evidence of case after case is that, except among the poorer
foreign families, the child insisted on lee ving the school, the parents
objected, but the child had its way. What then draws the child,
with so uniform and powerful a force, from school to mill I It is
his 'awakened activity, tired of the conventionality, the unreality of
the schoolroom; eager to see more of the world, to live in the active
life of the world, to stand on his own feet and earn money by his own
activity; to live less in terms of words and books, and more in
terms of things and men.

Where does the responsibility for this condition lie and whore the
remedy lit the schools. The schools fail to hold the child -even
when his work is tvorth little to himself or others, because they have
even less to offer that in any way attracts him. .Of 35 or 40 school
superintendents interviewed throughout the State, all but three
thought that the fault was in the school system. Would industrial
schools succeed any better? All experience so far indicates that
they would, if there was enough of the practical and vcational about
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them to arouse the child's interest, and a promise of a better oppor-
tunity in the world of industry to stimulate his imagination and dili-
gence. The results of the Massachusetts report have opened the
eyes of many to the likelihood that the child is likewise limited in
oilier -States also.' The need for industrial schools to redeem these

wasted years" and make them fruitful is imperative. Industry is
conspiring with educational forces to make the present position less
and less tenable, for some of the industries now employing children
notably the woolen industry (classed as low-grade skilled)are dis-
pensing more and more with their services. The result is that young
children are being forced more, and more into juvenile employments
and into the lower-gra industries, "blind- alley" employments
which offer no future. re 14 the child's productive 'r apacity is
negligible, and betwee 4 and 16 it is capable of only the simplest
processes: The need indicated is for preparatory trade or vocational
schools, which shall teach children between the ages of 14 and 16 the
elements of practical handling of toolseandiindustrial materials., and
of the principles underlying industries, each' student specializing in a
certain type or group, as metal working,, wood working, etc. This
type of school is what is called the general industrial, preparatory,
trade, or vocational, and is the type so strongly approved of by both
employers and unions in New lurk State.

Another important investigation has recently been made under the
direction of the United States Commissioner of Labor, entitled
"Conditions under Which Children Leave School to Go to Work."'
A survey of the main conclusions of this report will support the data
and conclusions of the Massachusetts report and show further need
of industrial education, as well as for vocational guidance, for the
boys and girls affected.

An intensive study was made of 622 children (below 16 years old)
who had left school and gone to work in seven different typical
smaller cities in Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, and
Georgia. More of the children left school at 14 years of age thah at
any other age (281 out of 620), the next largest number at 13 years
(151), then came 15 years (81), 12 years (53), and lesser ages.' The
following table summarizes the causd for leaving school by the
children' Generally, several causes cooperated to this result. In
such case the predominant cause only was given.

1" The report of the Wisconsin Bureau of Labor for 1910 shows that only 12 per cent of the children are
in positions to learn a trade. Then, our report says, are in the building trades, millinery, dressmaking,
trunkmairing, and tinning." In some of these, probably, "only a slight division of a trade can be
learned. " Rept. of Wisconsin Commies, on Indus. and Agric. Training, 1911, p. 40.

Vol. VII, 1910 (61st Cong., 2d sees.. R. Doc. No. 646), of Report on Coadltioca at Woman and Child
Wage Earners in the United States, in 19 volume&

Ibid., p. 36.
'Ibid., p. 46.
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Causes for children leaving school to go to work.

Causes for leaving school.
Number

of Percent.
children.

Necessity:
Earnings necessary to family support
Help needed attome
Self-support necessary

Total 4.
Child's help desired, though not necessary:

169
6

11 .

30.0IW

In family support 140
To buy property .. 12
In home work 14
To earn money for education of self or relative 7

Total 173 '27.
Child's dissatisfaction with school:

Tired of school ..... 3.3
Disliked school (general manner of life them) 54
Disliked teacher 31
Disliked to study 16
Could not learn 10'
Not promoted 5
Too big for class 14

Total 165 ...1) fi
Child's preference for work:

Work preferred to school 44
Spending money wanted
Association desired with friends who worked . ... ....

Total 61 9.8
Other causes:

Ill health 16
To learn a trade or business 6
Company pressure (exerted on parents) 7
Other (specified in detail In original tattle) 6

Tot;1 35 5.7

Grand total BYO I 100.0

In cases classed under necessity the existence or absence of neces-
sity was decided by the investigators on the basis of statements made
by the family concerned, as to their finances. Usually it was con,
sidered that families having a per capita weekly income, after rent
was paid and expenses for sickness and death met, of less than $J .50
a week without the earnings of children under 16, could not unassisted
keep their children in school; but that families with a per capita
income of $2 or more, after similar deductions, were able to do so.
Those with per capita incomes of $1.50 to $2 as above were on the
doubtful line, where the degree of thrift decided whether the child's
earnings were necessary or not.i For all the cases where necessity
was the chief reason for leaving school for work,, trade or other indus-
trial schools requiring attendance through the day are inapplicable.
For these,.as for other children at work, improVement schools of the
type so widely found in Germany and recently initiated in Cincinnati
and Boston might be adopted.

Those families desiring the help of the child, though that helpwas
not strictly necessary, generally regarded work as a child's normal
and natural occupation, and were indifferent to school attendance

VOI NIL 1910 (6Ist Cobs., 2d mese., S. Doo. No. 645). of Report on Conditions of Woman and Child
Wage Earners in the United States In 19 volume., pp. 29.30.
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(sometimes hostile)' The chief need shown here was for more
popular awakening to the importance and benefits of education.

Those cases classed under dissatisfaction with school and preference
for work show that the schools, as they are, do not interest a large
class of children as much as does industrial work.' Of those stated as
preferring work
in most cases it Was a real liking for w6rk, rather than for its attendant circumstances,
which accounted for their leaving school. For the most part these children did not
dislike school; in fact many of them distinctly liked it, only they liked work better.'

Of all the children, 51.1 per cent were satisfied ith scherol and
teacher, 48.9 per cent not so.' Even. 39.5 per cent of e pupils clas-
sified as bright by their teachers were dissatisfied .° Tha the schools
do not provide opportunity, to bring out by any me ns the full
capacities of the children is shown by thee higher average estimates
of their general capacity by their employers than by their teachers.
Thus in a classification of all as bright, average, or dull, the teachers
classify but 26.1 per cent as bright, the employers 49.4 per cent; while
the teachers class 26.1 per cent as dull, the employers but 7,8 per
cent.°

Would manual or preparatory industrial training in the common
schools (the only ones treated in the report) tend to increase the
interest of the pupils in their work and hold them longer in .school
Answers to this ques tion had to be secured generally from parents
and were thus their opinion as to their children's views. They thought
in 24.5 per cent of the cases that such training would haim increased
the desire of their children to stay in school. Columbus, Ga., one of
the seven cities investigated, has excellent manual training work and
two special' industrial schools. There was in Columbus less dissatis-
faction by the children in the schools than elsewhere, which would
seem to be due to these industrial features did not Columbia, S. C.,
with nsi-manuil or industrial training, have almost as good a record.'

Mosel of the children studied entered unskilled industries, while but
few entered-trades. But little real choice was exercised by most
(88.7 per cent), as follows:'

Worked for parents or relatives or at home 29
Took first place offered 313
Went where friends or relatives worked 192
Took something near home 16

Total (88.7 per cen.) 550

vadat, 1910 (31st Cong., 2d seas., 8. Doc. No. 648), of Report on Condltldru of Woman and Child
Waite Earners In the United States, .1n 19 volumes, pp. 60-62.

Ibid., pp. 6214. ?mk4I Ibid., p. 86.
41b1d., p. 110.

Q0., p 121).
4I1)141., pp. 122, 12a.

I10-112.
'Ibid., p.
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For the remainder, the reasons were as follows:
Wanted to learn trade or skilled occupation 27
Attracted by high wages 11-
Attracted by desirable work 31
Set up in grocery business by father 1.

Total (11.3 per cent) 70

"Practically 90 per cent of the boys and all of the girls entered
industries whose average weekly wage for all employees is under
1102" Though most who entered trades did so by aid of friends or
relatives in the trade, there are indications that sxh aid was chiefly
cf value in opening the children's eyes to the 1.0e opportunity.
Without such special information, nothing awakens the child t3 the
desirability of an occupation promising a future; so he drifts into the
first pbsition handy.' This suggests a service which manual training
or elementary prevocational training in common schools, as well as
intermediate industrial schools, can renderthe awakening of the
child to an industrial intelligence which shall, among other results,
aid him to select intelligently and enter a vocation which promises
a future. if that be possible with hi family's means.

PUrposeful planning or defiliaiiambition existed -in the minds of
"barely half of the boys and less than half of the girls. "' Often where
such ambition existed the work being done at the time bore no manner
of rotation to this ambition and furthered it not one whit' A much
larger percentage of those who -had completed half or more of the
school course had definite ambitions for their work than of those who
had not gone so far. Since the correlation betWeen age and grade is
low, this seems to. show "that the schools have had considerable
effect in giving the pupils a definite aim in life. "' Finally, .167
boys (47.3 per cent) and 108 girls (40.2 per cent) said that if an
evening trade school were opened they *ould wish to go' Can not
these cities, and others, afford to give the cV.c.12,..en the opportunity-
they 'need and wish? .

Vol. VII, 1910 (61st Cons ., 2d sea., 8. Doe. No. 645), of Report on Conditions of Woman end Child
Wage Esinen In the United States, In 19' volumes, pp. 151, 162.

tibia., pp. 188,197.
p. 1W.

Mkt., p. 186.
klbid., pp. 190, 191.

p. 102.

1!



PART II. GERMANY.

CHAPTER V.

THE BACKGROUND OF THE INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.

To understand aright the very successful experiments of Gerrnany
in the field of industrial education, some consideration of the nation's
industrial background is necessary.' Germany has developed very
slowly, both in political integration and in industrial improvement.
In fact, surprising as it may seem, the greater part of Germany's
industrial advances have been made since her final integration into
a nation in 1871. While England was leading the worldin indus-
trial and commercial advances Germany was lying dormant, unfav-
ored in position, with a naturally poor soil, surrounded by enemies,
and with a very conservative population, chiefly agricultural. Long .

after England had passed through the first and most violent stages
the industrial revolution, and the other countries of western
rope were in the midst of the great changes, Gerthany awoke

from her lethargy and slowly began', finder the stern force of neces-
sity, to develop her induttries and to give less relative attention
to agriculture and more to manufacturing) transportation, and
commerce. In one respect the country's slowness of development
was an advantage, for the terrible waste of human life and health
which accomyaniec the Industrial revolution in England was almost
unknoft in Germany. Very slowly did Germany borrowing the
tools and ideas of 1icr rivals, or learning them by stealth, develop
modern factory industries. Yet the lack of national unity was a
great drawback. Not until the tariff union (Zollverein) was formed
iii 135 were the first barriers broken flown, while the German nation
was not able to stand forth as a unity till the fateful days of 1874.
Since then Gerrrlan industries, fostered by a strong and paternalistic

\/\ Government aided by the best that/science can bring and by a
fine system of industrial education, conducted by a people hardy,
diligent, faithful, subservient to discipline, and inspired by publin
spirit, have grown in size and sttength nail Germany is to-day one
a the leading manufacturing and export nations of the world.,\

'Bee How Came and Extent of the 'Reboot Industrial Program 4n Germany; and Spec. Comelier
Revs., vol. 33, Indus. Edno. and Indus. Conditions in Germanx, ESL \

987406-13-4 49
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..- In giving credit to the various factors which are jointly respon-.
W sible fOr Germany's industrial successes, the qualities of her eminently

induatriay people and the stern necessities of her situation should
. haverfitst place. Germany had few of the natural advantages in

which the United States is so rich; her population was among the
,. densest in Europe, and constantly inoreasing, with no outlet in

colonies, and whatever markets she won must be won from rivals.
first in the field, and, at the start, better equipped than she. It
became increasingly as the nineteenth century greW older
that Germany's farm-s not long support her population. She

A must import foodstuffs, to this end mist become, a manufac-
turing nation. The present Kaiser sounded the watchword for the
country when he declared: "The future of the German nation lies

itthe seas." "The German people realized this, and have stead-
tly kept their faces turned toward their foreign markets, d to

he many factories whereall manner of goods are made, to e con-
sumed from Bremen to Peking.

pker factors in 'Germany's industrial and commer;ial success are
those which flow from the persistence and thoroughness, typical of
the race. The Germans have realized that theirs was not a sit
tion to be dealt with by careless methods, And that the closest nfental
application was necessary to solve the hard problems 'before the
country. Fichte was largely instrumental in starting the nation,
after _the defeats by. France at the beginning of the nineteenth
century, in the \paths of careful and scientific investigation and
education. The nation followed his methods and has progressed
by taking thought. Joined to this general thoroughness is a degree

\ of 'cooperation for the common interests, through the cektralized
Government and otherwise, from which much better results can be
evected and have actually been obtained than is possible with less
c,entraliAtion. This is evident, for .example, in the influence of
Government ' of guilds on the industrial schools. Finally, the
German nation follows the lead of science in her industries and
relates science-to. industry in a marked degree.

Along with Germanys,very rapid progress in the past few decades.
there are aspects of her developnient not nearly as progressive. Her
agriculture, on the whole, is backward, while the whole country
su4rrs from overpopulation and the low plane of living accompanying
it. The position of the average worker is a humble one, with little
opportunity,to rise: The idea of" Stand;" that is, business, or more
broadly, social positiob, is a fundamental one in the.German thinking.'
A man has a place in life of which birth is the chief determinant- He
is expected to, and he usually does, both conform fairly closely to the

. type for that Staid and fail to change to another Stand. The medi-
.

inc.itte,vp.
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eval idea of labor and enterprise not for profits but for livelihood 4
(according to the requirements of the individual's Stand), still per-,
sista and conspires with the difficulty, or nigh impossibility for the
great majority, of obtain* asurplus revenue over present needs, to
preserve the status quo. On the other hand, the various industrial
insurance funds, a better administered poor icelief, industrial educa-
tion, an industrial law well executed, which protects the worker in
many ways, combine to make the maintenance of a worker's Sta d
and Awe of living surer than in our country. One of the antece-
dents of the German system of education, especially industrial educe-
sion, which must be kept in mind, is that a man's Stand, once chosen
and fairly started on, can not be as easily changed as in the United
States, if at all. If one fails at his chosen business, he fails in life, as
there is much less opportunity than with us to Ching° his vocktion.V
This idea-both fosters and is fostered by the practice of educating for
a special business, whether it be cobbler or diplomat, which is more
universally observed than is usual in the united States.

Compulsory military service is a factor in German industries of no
mean importance. Requiring of all men, with but few exceptions, two
years of service (three if in the cavalry) after reaching the age 'of 20 ,

years, it affects practically the entire male population' However
much of evil this service may involve, in tax burdens and in,ta
two of the best'years of each man's life, German opinion holds strongl
to the view that it benefits the oountry's industries. It is claimed
that it strengthens the physiqUe, accustoms to cleanliness, order, and

-'pliscipline, and makes far'self respect.' It has other results which
/ are to the American mind not so desirable. It tends to overempha-

size subordination and to subdue excessively the initiative and per-
sonality of the 'worker.

The industes' of the country are classified under two main heads--
factories (or large industries)' and handwork (or little industries). N
A conimon national industrial Jaw' XReichs Gewerbe-Ordnung, or
Gewerbe-Ordnung) governs all indastries, while under its terms and
within the limits it setrOesser laws and regulations apply to any par-
ticular industry. Much of this national industrial applies to all
industry, while the .conflict of yeari between 'the two types of industry
has resulted in special provisions of the law for each. This industrial
law gives no defulition of factory. nor of handwork, and an official of
the Prussian ministry for commerce and industry told me that the

I University students are tree from the requirement; those who pass successfully six years work Int 0 ynaslum, Realiohole, or equivalent othool, receive the co vetakertifloste commuting the 011ttiel to OM
year (as 5 so-called "volunteer'," with special privileges); there iFe other leeseresoeptimu.

t U. & Spec. Consular Rape., vol. Si, Indus. Eduo. and Indus. Conditions in Germany, pp. 271, 272.
Industries proper, not including agedture.

, &dohs Gavreebe-Ordanng (R. G. 0.), se in edition edited and annotated by Dr. Roffman, pub. by dartHeymann 's Verlag, 1811.
itdolglioas MinIsterium Mr Handel and Gewerbe.
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ministry is as yet unsuccessfully seeking to define certain industries as
factory industries and certain as handwork. The difficulty. arises from
the fact that the two types shade into each other by insensible grada-
tions; in fact a given industry is carried on by some after the factory
tppe and by ..others after the manner of handwork.

The national industrial law states the following criteria according
to which administrative and judicial authorities may decide whether
k given business be factory or handwork: "(1) The size and extent
of the space used' (2) the extent-and value of the annual production;
(3) the kind of division of labor and the more mechanical or the more
craftsmanlike cooperation of the workers; (4) the more or less exten-
sive use of machines; (5). production on the basis of special orders
and retail sale, or for a stock of goods or large-scale production
(orla.:tial production); (6) the character of the industry as a by-
industry of the machine or large industries, especially the prep-
aration

---

of specialties; (7) the personal sharing of the business
head in the production of the commodity, or the limitation of his
activity to the commercial superintendence; (8) the training of
apprentices according to the manner of handwork, and the employ-
ment of youthful workers" (who are not apprentices, which is typical
of factories).'

This divisidn into handwork and factory industries is profoundly
important in all industrial questions in Germany. The country has
been and remains slow in substituting modern factory types of industry
for the older and more simply organized handwork. Net that. facto
ries as large as any do not exist in Germany, but the proportion of
Workers busied in them itc probably less than in the United States;
how much less is very hard to tell. Census figures for 1907 show the
following proportions of all industrial workers in establishments of
different sizes:

Per cent.

Persona working alone 10. 1

Pereona in estaltrlishmenta employing 2 to 5 persons 19. 4

Employing 6 to 10 persona 11 6 e

Employing 11 to tO pelsons 15. 4

Employing 51 to 200 persons 20. 1

Employing 201 to 1,000 persons. 17. 3

Employing over 1,000 persona e.. 6. 1

*
The lesser' importance of factories in Germany has made some of

the induitrial problems easier to solve than they are ire the United
States. This is notably true of apprenticeship and industrial educa-
tion, .whose hardest problems on both sides of the water are con-
nected with factories.

a a. 0. 0. (Imperial induttriel law), p. 257.
Btleber, Kul. The " Lew of Mass Production," In Zeitechrift far die gesammte rhea

1010, 3 Rot; p. 430.
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In certain trades and among certain people in Germany handwork
is sure of a permanent place. The building trades, for example, will
prnbablyalways require the general type of industry and organization
which now obtains in handwork. All trades, or cases of practice of
trades, where individual orders are the rule or small local shops are
needed or artistic design is the chief consideration, will continue to be
carried on after the craftsmanlike manner of handwork. Another
stronghold of handwork is the farming population in some districts,
who, when farm duties do 'not press, supplement their scanty incomes
by manufacturing a great variety of tasteful and useful articles. The
German people as a whole realize the advantages of the handwork
type of industry, and with traditional conservatism have opposed the
rising prominence of factories and ate striving to keep all industries
possible in the fold 'of handwork. In this effort they not only show
that "in Germany, as in no other country the people have been
unwilling to break with their past," but they are also Conserving that
type of industry in which the personal and more human factors have
a fair chance to control the situation to the welfare of all concerned,
and limiting the application of that type in which the technical
factors tend to ride rough-shod over the personal, often to the benefit
only of the consumer.

The laws and institutions by which the Germans have attempted
to solve the hard problems of apprenticeship and industrial educa-
tion center chiefly about handwork, Tor the problem in the factories is

-to-day far from solved. In the same sphere of industry our greatest
problems of industrial education lie. Germany can help us by her
example in our efforts to solve these problems. But her greatest
triumphs have been in the gp herb of handwork, and we must. modify
the lessons she teaches to suit the greater importance of factor Indus-
tries with us.

The degree of specialization attained in German industries is of the
uttnost importance in her ,attempted solutions of the problem of
industrial education. Hotv much specialization e
extremely difficult to discover and would requ
answer an extensive investigatit I can offer
data on the subject.

By specialization, for the present purpose
practice by each worker of only a more o
a trade. This definition suggests the
tradea wide or a narrow range of
can be given, or rather, the type of
German trades, like those of the
ency to split' up; while new
stantly develop. But in

is is, however,
e for a complete

limited amount of

we may ustierstand the
ess narrow subdivision of

cation, What constitutes a
orations f No precise answer

ewer varies from trade to trade.
nited States, show a gradual tend-

d formerly unheard-of trades con-
any, in some eases, the original trades

3
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were (and are) more comptehensive than those in the United States,
and so the splitting up of these more comprehensive groups of opera- .
tions results in less of specialization than in the United States. For
example?, tile complete trade of the German Klempner (plumber) in:
clydes plumbing, gas, water, and steam fitting, sheet-metal work,
miscellaneous repairing, and generally also electrical fitting.

Another feature of German specialization; found probably less often
in the U'nit'States, is the training of workers in handwork, where
they learn their whole trade, and then later specialize in factories.
Thus a plumber will learn the whole of his trade in an old-style shop,
or a branch of it only in newer more specialized ones. This training
will generally include electro-technics. He can then enter as a jour-
neyman a factory manufacturing electrical goods and learn and prac-
tice a specialized branch of his trade, as armature winding. The
handwork masters say that by this process the factories with-
draw the best journeymen from handwork.' The Reichstag, in an
inquiry into the conditions in handwork nIstituttd in 1895, stated
that in their opinion the number of handwork journeymen who had
entered factories far exceeded the number remaining in handwork'
This type of specialization has a manifest advantage over that prac-
ticed in many or most factories in this country, in that it is subse-
quent to and rests on a general practice and acquaintance with the
whole trade or a large branch of it.

The extent of specialization varies greatly from locality to locality,
often even though these nay be adjacent. In general, we may say
that, as in the corresponding industries in the United States, speciali-
zation has gone far in lactories, but not nearly so far in handwork.
Many handwork shops, hdowever, carry on but a part of the whole
tiade. For example, some cabinetmakers practice all branches of their
trade, some make only interior house " trim," some only furniture, and
some only certain sorts of furniture. But businesses which make, for
example, only chairs, or only chairs Of a certain type, are usually
among those classed as factories. Informants stated that there was
little*ecialization in their locality in Mannheim, Coblenz, and Co-
logfit; that., was HUI& specialization in handwork in Chemnitz,
ElberfeldiMs mundi Min, and Aachen; and that there was mush.
specialization ineBerlid,itunich, Frankfort on the Main, Barmen, Duis-
burg, and Dusseldorf (in most of these cities both in factories and
handwork). To bel cautious, a large allowance should be made in
dealing iith dats1Nor the personal outlook of t formants,

y ofte s 11is>A6d .by one-sided special edge. Of one
thing we may be sure: The problem of industrial education, as in the

I Dusssidarf
Moor. Ber: a. A. . 4. B. 2'. INS4/, LW, quoted In Owlet, Dr. Ems. Destak loalriliva

pellnk Is Rendkei , p. /b.
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. United States, is not identical for different sections of the country.
To sum up: The fact and the problem of specialization are the same
in the two countries, but the United States has the problem in an
acute form, both because more of our industries are of the factory
form and because specialization in small and less spItchtlized shops
(corresponding to German handwork) halftone further than in the
older country.

The ordinary workman, specialized or not, the private in the ranks,
has in all the initiative and management of the business in which he
works, and often in its welfare institutions also,' but little say. The
prevailing sentiment of the middle class seems to be that he should ,
be kept from much or any influence or control in industrial matters.
Yet the workers do not'so regard the matter, aud many of thereare
striving with great energy for more democtacy in industry.

The German trades-unions are less strong and unified than those
of England and the United States.' The right to combine is guaran-
teed under the law to all employers and employees, except servants,
farm workers, and sailors. Strikes and lockouts are legitimate, but
the means by which they are carried on are more closely regulated
than with us, and the rights of the unions general More restricted.
Politics are prominent in the German unions aaid divides-them into
three separate camps. Of these, that of th6 "Free," lir Social Demo-a
cratic unions, is by far the largest, numbering abou'i .760,000 mew, -

bers. It is closely associated with the Social Democratic Party,
pays relatively little attention to mutual aid' within the union, and
much to pekitica activity withoid: The "German" or Hirsch-
Duncker unions number about 100,000 members and are framed on
the English model, with mutual aid or benefit features prominent, and
a leaf militant political attitude. The third group, of less than 100,000
members, is that of the "Christian" unions, formed under the influ-
ence of the Roman Catholic Church so Et protest against the atheistic
and radical social attitude of the-Social Democratic unions.

listinct from the unions are the guilds, some of them, descended
w out break from the,bodies which so dominated industry during
medieval, and early, modern days.', These hold such peculiar and
important relations to industrial education and apprenticeship that .a
they are worthy of fuller consideration, which I offer in the chapter
following.

I Note en exception, oh. , p. Sti.
Spec. Consular Rep. vol. 33, pp. 24-266.

s .

Bulletin No.27, Ronan of Labor. pp. 314-Zi3



CHAPTER VI.

GUILDS AND CHAMBERS OF INDUSTRY.

The industrial revolution, which came in Germany more as nn
evolution, broke down the power of the old-time guilds (Innungen)
and left industry with few helmsmen save the heads of individual.
firms. The permanent interests of industry, as well as the public
interest,- suffered in consequence. Especially was the lack of 'the
former guild regulation been in the defective training given to
apprentices,' and a multitude of other abuses spr g up, among
which these pertaining to apprenticeship were chic Uncontrolled
competition was weighed and found wanting by the ermans. Reg-
ulation there must be. and yet preferably regulation in which the
undertakers of industry should have a share. To meet this need,
the old-time guilds were revived, and in place of their old-time
powers, new rights and powers were given to them. A few of the
old-style guilds were reorganized on the new basis, but most existing
guilds have arisen during the last few decades, under the new laws.
These guilds are designed primarily to meet the needs of handwork,
and have almost no bearing on factory industries. Very few ti.'c-

-teries have any connection with guilds.'
Guilds are either free or compulsory. Any independent trades-

man may establish a free guild 3 for a trade in a definite district,.
The requirements for membership are: 6

(1) That the candidate carry on independently the industry for
which the guild is organized, and in its district; or (2) that he be
foreman or in a similar position in a factory engaged in the same
industry as that of the guild; or (3) that he shall have formerly
held one of the above positions Sand now practices no other trade;
or (4) that he be a handworker engaged in agriculture or industry
for wage. The ability of the candidate to carry on the industry
independently may be determined by examination. No qualified
person may be denied membership, and no exceptions to these rules
are allowed.

The purposes or duties of the guilds are stated by law to be the
development of an esprit de torps.and trade honor; the promotion
of kendly relations between masters and journeymen, as well as
care for journeymen's homes (Herberge), and information about

Coelsch, Dr. Hans. n egad* LeArlinespoiltik im Elandsook, p.
a An engineer of Fried. r. 0. Krupp.
R. 0.0. (imperial industrial law), sec. 81, pp. 284,

68

DM., see. 83, pp. 259e.
see. 87, pp. Md.
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employment; the detailed regulation of apprenticeship, and the
care for the technical, industrial, and 'floral training of the appren-
tices; and the decision of disputes between guild members and their
apprentices.' Besides these prescribed duties, guilds have certain
other permitted activities. They may establish and support schools
for industrial, technical, and social education of masters. journey-
men, and apprentices' They may hold journeymen's and master's
examinations and, certify the candidates which pass them. They
may establish funds to aid their members and their employees in
case of sickness, death, inability to work, and other emergencies.
They may establish guild courts, which shall take the place of the
regular authorities as the court of the first jurisdiction, in the settle-
ment of disputes between members and their employees. Finally,
they may establish a common business to promote the interests of
the guild members.

The statutes of the guilds must regulate within the,limits allowed
by law, and by the regulations of the Government authorities `and
chambers of industry,' a number of matters, including the super-
vision of the regulations of the activities of journeymen, apprentices,
and other workers, and those for attendance on improvement or
trade schools, and for the regulation of apprenticeship.' Deciding
on the detailed statutes fcr the regulation of apprenticeship is one of
the (10) most' important kinds of business which can not be dele-
gated to the directorate, but must be undertaken by the guild assem-
bly.' The guilds are authorized to supervise, through agents, the
execution of the legal and guild regulations in the industry for which
the guild is organized. Such agents of the guild as are selected must
be allowed access to the workshops and employment rooms cf guild
members during working hours.° These regulations.do not apply to
any workrooms which are parts of agricultural or factory industries,'
which indicate that the guilds are designed distinctly for handwork.

The guilds are under the close supervision and authority of the
subordinate Government administrative authorities.° All guild
statutes, as well as any amendments to them, must be approved by
the proper authorities.° The guild institutions, as schools, insuranVe
funds, etc., must be administered under special regulations, to be
approved by the legal authorities." If a guild neglects to submit to

I R. G. G., sec. 81s, pp. 264, 255.
Ibid., sec. 81b, pp. 206ff.
Ibid., sec. 81s, 2, p. 264.
Ibid., see. 83, 10, p. 380.
Ibid., sec. 93, 8, pp..210311.

Exceptimis: If a master fears harm from such inspection, be can provide et his own coats substitute,
who shall ftunish the directorate such information as they desire.

R. 0. 0., sec. Ho, pp. 28611
Ibid., 03. 98, p. 389.

- Ibid., see. 84, pp. MIL
16 Ibid., sec. 66, pp. 2641
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the proper demands of the legal authorities, these may appoint a
representative who adjudicates guild disputes and takes initiative
if necessary. No final decision can be reached by a guild on amend-
ment of its statutes or by-laws, or its own dissolution, without the
presence of a representative of the authorities.'

Of great interest as indicating a trend toward democracy in indus-
try, or a revival of the voice of journeymen in the old-time guilds,
is the journeymen's committee. All journeymen employed, -by a
guild member, and in possession of citizens' rights, may vote for
members of the committee of journeymen.' This committee takes
part in the guild affairs as largely as the law'and the guild statutes
allow. It is concerned-especially with the regulation of apprentice-
ship, with the journeymen's examination and with the founding aml
administering of all institutions for which the journeymen con-
tribute, in which they have special interest, or which are designed
to aid them. The guild statutes, in their detailed regulations, must
provide that (I) in the discussion and final decision. of the guild
directorate at least one member of the journeymen's committee
shall be admitted with full voting rights; (2) in the discussion and
final decisions of the guild assembly all the members of the committee
shall be admitted with full voting rights;' and (3) in the adminigtr
tion of institutions of which journeymen, according to the presides
of the guild, make use, journeymen elected from their c9eimitti
are to participate in equal numbers with the guild members.'

Guilds are allowed legal status and liability limited to their prop
.erty' They may collect dues from their members, fees for institu-
tions established by them, and fines; and these are collectible by I
forcetf law as any other just debt. The law further regulates the
-form of organization and mode of doing business, the organiiation
of guild courts, and other matters, bilk allows, h3wever, within the
prescribed fornift, considerable freedom of activity to then guilds.'

Under these guilds have been established in great numbers
throughout Gerny. Their effect has been to bring about some
degree of Cooperation of competitors in industry in common regula-
tion of wh-at most concerns thnn. Their influence on apprenticeship
is highly beneficial, tending to replace neglect by care,..exploitation
by education. Acting under their permitted powers, the guilds
have founded numerous industrial schools. Many of theab have
been taken over since by cities or other public authorities; many
are controlled and supported partly by the guilds which founded
them ankpartly by Government, while some are 1,o-day wholly guild

leclools. In almost all trade schools, ,whether founded by kuilde or
i It. 0. 0., no. 96, pp. Ilea
&ibid., no. la, p. Sit
&Without uhkh say &Wakes on 0414.

a; 0.0., no. 90, pp. AM

Ibid., no. at, p.
&Ibid., IMO. SS, pp. 270ff; moo. OS, pit 1715.
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not, and in many other industrial schools also, the guilds of the
trades concerned are represented on the boards of trustees, furnish
models, require their apprentices to attend, assist in conducting
examinations and otherwise aid the schools.

A special type of guild may also be established under the national
industrial lawthe compulsory guilds (Zwangsinnungen). For the
promotion of the common industrial interests of a handwork trade
or of several such related trades, and on motion of the handworkers
in the district, the authorities must require all those in the district
engaged in the trade or trades concerned to join together to form a
new compulsory guild. Several conditions, however, must first
be fulfilled. The majority of those in the industry or trade and dis-
trict who employ journeymen or apprentices must approve, the
district must not be too large to permit the ready attendance of all
members on guild gatherings, and the number of members must be
enough to form an efficient guild. The initiative in the formation
of a compulsory guild may come from a free guild (as all noncom-
pulsory guilds may be pilled) of the industry concerned, or from
individual handworkers.' An official ratifying jote of all the hand-
workers in the trade or trades and district concernedsmust be secured
by the authorities. This vote is taken by mail, and a majority of
those voting decide the question.'

On the formation of a compulsory guild, the (free) guilds which
are organized for the same industry and district must dissolve.
Guilds which include also other branches of industry continue in
existence, but those of their members who are required to join the
new compulsory guild must withdraw' The property of e guild dis-
solved as a result of the formation of a compulsory guild may go
over with its liabilities (not to .exceed the property) to the compulsOry
guild. Sick funds are normally to be transferred to the compulsory
guild, and other benefit funds'inay be so transferred.'

The regulations for guilds in general apply also to compulsory
guilds, with-such modifications as the law specifically makes.*

All those who carry on independently in the district the trade or
industry for which the compulsory guild is established are required to.
join. Exception is made of those who carry on the industry accord-
ing to factory methods. The approval of the authorities is requisite
for the accession of certain doubtful classes, as handworkers in agri-
culture or industry for pay who employ journeymen or apprentices
andthoise engaged in house industries.'' In addition to those required
to join, ot.14ers are entitled to do so. Such are (1) those included in

1 IL (1. 0., see.1,100, 30bff. 6 Ibid., sea. 1001, pp. 309-10.
see. 1009, pte3O2 a Ibid., see. 100e, p. 30L,

Mid., see. 100144. 303. sec 100f, pp. aasa.
Ibid., see. 100k, pp. sos-aoa 4/10-
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@

Classes 1 to 3, inclusive (p. 56), as well as all handworkers engaged in
agriculture or industry for pay and who employ neither journeymen
nor apprentices;. and (2) those who carry on the industry of the
guild according to factory Methods, if the guild assembly votes for
them.' In cases of question concerning right or duty `of membership,
the legaiauthorities decide the matter'

The special care given to apprenticeship regulation is shown by
the enforcing of stricter requirements for eligibility to committees
responsible for the execution, of the regulations on apprenticeship
than for eligibility to other committees or to the guild directorate.
Journeymen also who are on these apprenticeship committees must
meet higher tests than for membership on other committees' The
detailed regulations of apprenticeship by the assembly of a coin-
pulsory guild requires the approval of the superior administrative
authorities, whose decision must be preceded by a hearing of the
chamber of industry of the district.' 11iS closer degree of supervision
than is required for the regulations of free guilds is maintained
because the regulations of compulsory guilds must be followed by all
its members, whether required to join or not; and even handworkers
who employ neither journeymen nor apprentices may, under certain
conditions, be required to join. Thus fill handworkers irethe industry
and district may be brought under the guild, and throUgh them
employees of all grades may be indirectly affected. To require all
handworkers who employ neither journeymen nor apprentices to
join the guild, the assembly must first vote for the proposal;a majority
of those to be included must approve and the requirements as to the
extent of the guild district must be met.'

Because of their compulsory nature, these guilds are not allowed
to require a member to share in any benefit fund other than the guild
sick fund. No cooperative business maybe established by a com-
pulsoryVuild, such as funds for loaning, cooperative purchase or sale
bureaus, etc.' Further, no compulsory guild may act in restraint of
trade by limiting the prices its members may charge or the customers
they accept.* Guild contribution from members may be permission
bf the central authorities of the State be collected by addition to an
industry tax, if such exist.'

A compulsory guild may be dissolved by order of the authorities,
but only when three-fouiths of the members vote in favor of the
measure. A further check is put on dissolution by declaring the
division of the guild, property between the members to be illegal.
Such ,property shall go to the guild welfare funds or to a new free

I R. G. 0., sec 100g, pp. KM
I I W d. , obo. 1000, p. 308.
BMW., ma. 100r, p. 317.
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I Ibld., roe. 100n, pp. 3110.

Ibid., 100q, p. 313.
II Ibid., wo.100 s, pp. 3144..
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guild for the guile industry, or to the chamber of industry of the dis-
trict, to be used for one of the objects stated just above.'

Machinery by which neighboring guilds can cooperate is provided
in the guild councils (Innungsausschasse), which may be established
for all or for seyeral guilds standing under the same supervisory
authority. Such councils concern themselves with the common
interests of the participating guilds, which may delegate to them
further rights and duties. The central government' of each State
may give to a guild council certain' definite legal status, including
limited liability (limited to its property). Guild councils are subject
to the legal authorities much as are guilds.'

Guild associations (Iianung,sverbande), unlike guild councils, are
formed only by guilds not under the same supervisory authorities,
Their purpose is to advance their industry by assisting guilds, guild
councils] chambers of industry, and authorities to carry out their
legal duties. They are further authorized to regulate the furnishing
of information about employment, and to found and support trade
schools.' An association may allow individual handWorkers to join
and represent their guild in the association.'

The associations are under the supervision of the superior admin-'
istrative authorities in whose district their headquarters are.' The
association statutes must be approved by the authorities.' They
must furnish annually a list of the guilds which are members in.the
association.' The association directors are authorized to present a
report and proposals to the proper authorities and are obliged, on
demand of these authorities, to give duo attention to 'industrial
questions.' All assemblies of an association are to be hold in its
district, and may be forbidden or stopped if, by advance notice of
the orders of the day or otherwise, there is evidence of purpose to
exceed the legal sphere or powers of the association.' An associa-
tion may establish. benefit funds for the Members of the constituent
gull& and their employees." The national senate (Bundesrat) may
grant special legal status to any guild association, with limited
liability (limited to its property)."

Halfway between the official Government authorities and the pri-
marily private guilds stand the semiofficial chambers of, industry

. (Ilandwerkskammern), literally, chambers of handwork. Sdme of
these bear the name of Gewerbekammer,.but all are organiz,d under
the same law. These chambers are established by authatization of
the State central authorities " to, represent the interests of hand-

I 4. G.G., see. 100t, pp. 3I56.
'Ibid., sees. 101-102. pp 318-320.
8Ibld., MC. 104, pp. 33115.
4 Ibid., vac. 104a, pp. 3355.

Ibid., leo. 104k, pp. 11435.
s Ibld., arc. 104b, pp. 3385.
I Ibid., aeo. 104e, pp. 1395.

Ibid., sec. laic, pp. 3405.
II Did., sea. 104d, p. 340.
le Ibid., Mc. 1041, pp. 3425.
Ii Ibid., sec. 104g, pp. 341ff.
b Or of several States, If the chamber overielps

State boundary.
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work. Branch chambers may be established, or disisions for groups
of industries' The district for one of these chambers is much larger
than that typical of guilds. In 1910 there were about 71 chambers

,of industry in Germany.'
Iv The chamber of industry is an elective body elected (1) by the
handworker guildetita.Ting headquarters in the district of the cham-
ber, and from among thelr\members, and (2) by the industrial socie-

(Gewerbevereinen)\ and tber societies which pursue the industrial
inte este of handwork; o ose membership at least one-half are
ha workers who b:.: g to no guild and reside in the district of the
chamber"

. ,r The r
II I

ements for eligibility to the chamber are rigid. Each
er. must be eligible to be a juror; must be 30 years.old; must

have carried on a handwork trade at least three years in the district
of the chamber and be authorized to train apprentices.' By high
qualifications and long term of office, efficient service is secured from
the members. The term of membership, in the chamber, and on its
committees is six years, half of the Members retiring every three
years.' The chamber may elect, according to its statutes, additional
qualified members up to a filth of its original number, and may invite
qualified men with advisory power to its sessions. It may delegate
regular or special duties to its committees.'

The special concerns of the chamber of industry are: (1) The de-
tailed regulation of apprenticeship; (2) the supervision of the regu-
lations concerning apprenticeship; (3) the aiding of the State and
local authorities in the promotion of handwork by reports on ewes
tions important to handwork; (4) to debate motions and Present
conclusions and annual reports concerning handwork to the authori-
ties; (5) to establish examining committees to manage the journey-
men's examination; and (6) to form committees of appeal from the
examining committees.'.

The chamber has the right to be heard in all wehty matters con-
cerning the common interests of handwork or any of its branches. It
is further authorized to concern itself with institutions for the pro-
motion of industrial, technical, and moral advancement of masters,
joUrneymen, and apprentices, as well as to establish and support .
trade schools.

1

I R. O. O., sea 103, pp. 3418.
'Coelseb, pp. 42, 128.
*Handwerker guilds are all gullda the only
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The guilds and guild councils are obliged to follow the orders
issued by the chambers of industry which cover their district and
which are within its powers. All statutes and regulations of the
guilds and guild councils which conflict with the regulations of the
chamber of industry in authority are invalid.' The costs of the estab-
lishment and activities of the chamber of,industry are, in Prussia, to
be paid by the handworkers of the distria and collected like's tax.'
In Prussia, also, the permanent officials of the chambers have the
rights and duties of State officers and take oath as they do.s

Factory industries are ...normally regulated by the semiofficial
chambers of commerce, which hold for commerce, including, factory
industries, & position similar to that of the chambers of industry in
lurndworic. However, these chambers of commerce are. much less
interested and tnuch less zealous in the regufation of factory industries
than their fellows in handwork. They commonly neglect this regu-
lation, largely or wholly. Especially is this avident relative to the
highly important conditions of apprentices and youthful workers in
factories and to industrial educatiou. Ill consequence of this
neglect, some chambers of industry have stepped into the breach and
themselves regulate appreriliceship in factories.'

CR. G. O., see. 1034. p. 327.
122. pp. 6094.

s 120, p. 608.
Thus the Dusseldorf Handwerksicammer, the second largest in riormany, with several, branches, regu-

lates apprentices In factories. Data obtained from interviews with directors of Handwarkskammers in
, Dusseldorf and Aachen.

."
to



CHAPTER

APPRENTICESHIP.

. We have seen how in the United States apprenticeship has declined,
and how'throughout its recent history the prevailing attitude toward
it has been that of laissez foire. The natural-result of such an attitude
and course of action has .been inadequate preparation and over-
specialization of the boy seeking to learn, a trade, and his frequent
exploitation as a mere youthful worker. In a strong contrast with
American practice concerning apprenticeship is that of Germany.
MisezTing all'that was possible of the virtues of the old-time aPpren-1
ticeship, she has added new virtues to .ttle system, minimized the
former evils, and with the most detiberate care sought to improve
the conditions of entrance upon and preparation for the trades. Effi:-
ciencyt as always in 'modern times, has been her watchword, and
regulation her means. So we find a well-developed legal system of
regulation, *which to strongly individualistic minds involves ovei-
regulation. Whether it be so,or whether the system of laissez faire
in vogue in our own country be better, we shall seek to determine
from the data.hpre presented.

What do the Germans understand by the term tehrling (appren-
tics) 1 The most exact answers are to be found in the National
Industrial Law and in certain court decisions. They agree in regard-
ing the apprentice as a young person who is engaged in an. industry

.effiefly for the purpose-. of learnicng the,induftry or a part of it.' The
chief criterion of the industrial law as to whether a given individual
is an ap 'ce or not is Whether lie islearning the trade or not.'
An a ice is thus to be ekutrly distinguished from a youthful
wor r who is not an apprentice, fel- the fatter even though working in
th ame shop or even sidey side with the apprentice is not necessarily
t ght the kadt and is protected by none of tiie'regulations which
safeguard the apprentice. Apprenticeship is the usual mode of
entrance to a -handwork trade; but factory industries aie entered
by boys either as apprentices or as youthful workers (called, to dis-
tinguish them from apprentices, unskilled workersungelernte Ar-
heifer).- .

/'The purpose of apprenticeship is primarily theeffi nt training
of the apprentice, and this is regarded as of the at importance
to:his individual well-being in his trade and out, an the greatest
eivicimportance, for.the efficiency and general develop ent of whole- .

I Cobalt, pp. 30434,
it

II:Ilium to Coelsoh, p.
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sncial classes of the citizens depend largely or chiefly on the proper
. training of apprentices. k .

I can not leave the matter even thus, for investigation in Germany
leads me to conclude that the core of the industrial education situa,
tion theft, is not the industrial schools, but the system of apprentiCe-
ship.' For by far the larger part of the training of the great ma-
jority) of apprentices still takes...place, not in the school, but in the
workshop. The extraordinary trrowth of ;industrial schools in Ger-
many during the last few decades should not blind us to this, fact.
Indeed the system of industrial schools, so far asthat is made up by
the compulsory improvement schools, is in a sense but a part of the
apprenticeship system, though the: compulsory attendance on these
schools applies also to unskillechyotithfurworkers as well as to appien-
tices. Hour for hour, the industrialschools probablpleave a deeper
impress on the apprentices and other students attending them than
do the shops; but we must dot forget thatbtfieshops have the appren-
tices an average of perhaps 56_hours a wOcc and the schools but
4 to 8. .-

Some of the provisions of the National Industfial Law on appren-.
ticeship are applicable to factories and handwork;industries alike;
while others apply only to handwork, which is thus more closely regu-
lated' The ordinary provisions concernitg apprentice contract, etc.,
do not apply to apprentices in teaching workshops (Lehrwerkstitten)
recognized by the State nor to the appre'dticeship of a son to his
father' The first of these exceptions is probably desintble'where the
workshop in question is the actual substitute for, that of the master,
but not, es in Baden and Wurttemberg, for regular,shops merely
supervised by the State.' Ili case a son he. apprenticed to.his father
the above exception applies oily if the chamber of industry be
informed in writing of the existence of the apprenticeship, the trade,

; . day of its beginning,' and its duration. This provision applies to all
apprentices, handworkers, and others; who are under the supervision
of. a tzhinuber of industry. This is for the purpose of protecting the
apprentice in certain exigencies, but is not 'intended to replace the
paternal relatidn' by a legal one' `

The right to .itavey apprentices is very carefully limited. -No one
not a cittien is alloWed the right' Grave and repeated offensesagkinst

\
I Prot. Ciarles McCarthy did not reallsethe vitality of apprenticeship In Gefmany to-day when he made

the following statement: "The Germans have studied ont a plan for replaolng the an evidessUp sister,
new loot; old become of the growth of the modern factory elm and the minute div n of lgbor entailed
by this system. The Germans taking ae remnant. of A. appiesitkes stem, essAkk of eosieu
still exists here sad there, have added to It the contimption school." (Italics mine.) Repogt at Wisconsin
Commission en Industrial and 1.gricultnral Training, 1911, p. 20. . .

Statements below concerning the law of appenticeshlp apply to ail sarentioess uniessotherra stated.*
SR. 0. 0., sec. 126b, p. 4076. *

...

, Gods*, p. 69. .,m ,

6 R. 0.0., sec. 126b, pp. .6. and Coelsoh, pp. 69, 70. , k

4R. 0. 0., me. /26, p. 46.
F
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apprentices or unfitness (bodily or mental) to train them permit the
temporary or permanent withdrawal of the right.' These regulations
cover all industry. In handwork, in addition, all who train (i. e.,
supervise-and instruct) apprentices must be at least 24 years old and
must have passed their master's examination (and thus have the title
of master). If such a person. does not have the title of master in the
industry or branch in which he wishes to train apprentices, he may be
permitted to do so if he has fulfilled the required time of apprentice-
ship and passed the journeyman's examination in that bianch of
industry or if he has for five years carried on independently the.hand-
work concerned or been for an equal period, engaged in the work as
foreman or in a similar position.' The higher administrative authori-
ties may confer the right to train apprentices on others than those who
fulfill. the above conditions after the chamber of industry and any
guild for the industry and district have been heard. Exception is
further made from the requirement of the master's title fq a period
not to exkeedone year in the case of the death of the employer, in
order that the apprentices may continue in the establishment."
Journeymen are permitted to instruct apprentices in single technical
manipulations. Apprenticeship in a handwork trade may be carried
to completiOn in a factory if supplementary training he secured in a
teaching workshop supported or-recognized by the' State or by other
institution for industrial education. Before recognition' other
institutions for the purpose the chamber of industry of the istrict
must be given ample opportunity to present its views.'

One who meets the full requirements qualifyinghim to train appren-
tices in one branch of industry may train them also in other branches
of the same industry. One qualified in one industry may strain
apprentices also in related industries. The local chamber of industry
decides as to what industries are to be, considered as related.' The
criteria on which these decisions are based are primarily either simi-
larity of technique (as textile industries), or of the raw materials (as
metal industries), dependence of one industry upon another or its
raw materials, cooperation of several industries to produce the same
product (as the building trades), or relations of the products in use
(as food products).' The differinghistories of industry in different
localities have resulted in different decisions asto what are related
industries"

Throughout Germany children must attend the common, school
(Volksschule), unless permitted to attend some other school, until

t R. O. 0., sec. iite, pp. 406, 401.
11 R. 0, 0., sea 191,pp.,418ff. This provision has sued the transition to the present low, eopeciallyte old

`haodworloors without the title of master. CL Coeisch, p. 46.
1R. G. O., no. 129, pp. 4185.
R.0.0., Deo. 121, pp. 414.
R.0.0., ow. 1291, p. Cil.

tOoelsoh, pp. 41, 42.
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they are 14 years old.' The great majority leave school then, andi
the boys .(with whom we shall be mainly concerned) go to work under
an employer. They must do this in moat cases to supplemen4--thiP".
meager family income. They may go into agriculture, commerce, or
industry. Those who choose industry have before them the alterna-
tives of skilled 'or unskilled work. Those whose families are not well
enough off to forego the somewhat larger irnmediatp wage, or who
have less foresight, enter the ranicn of the unskilled either as youthful
workers (tmgelernte arboiter) or as errand boys and the like (Lauf-
burschen)1. They will receive as wage, on the average, 8 to 10 marks
($1.92 to $2.40) a week the first year, rising in about four years to
their maximum of 15 to 18, or even 20, marks ($3.60 to $4.32, or
$4.80)' ..

The employers do not want the boys as apprentices so young as 14
years of age, and do not regard them as very useful for the first year
or so. But the'boys' need is pressing; they must have work, and the
employers are constrained to take them. As a result, they are set at
odd jobs for the first period of their apprenticeship. An appr'entice
will be paid 2.5 marks (60 cents) a week for the first year, on tile
average, 3 to 4 marks (72 to 96 cents) the second, 4 to 5 (96 cents to
$1.20) the third, and 5 to 6 ($1.20 to $1.44) the fourth year, if the

as apprenticeship lasts so long.' Handwork apprentices sometimes
receive board and room and a trifle of pocket money in lieu of wage'
Those parents who can do a little better by their boys keep hem.
longer in school (Gymnasium or Realschule, rather than a rude
school usually), if-possible, until they have won the coveted one -year
military service certificate, which would normally keep them in school
until.they are 16 years at least.' Such.boys, not many in number,
begin their apprenticeship at about 16 years, and ordinarily learn .

faster, probably because of greater maturity and habits of applica-
tion, than most of those who entered the same industEies at 14 years
of age.

The factories, like most in the United States, do not desire many, if
any, apprentices; though they call for many unskilled workers, both
youthful and mature. Such workers, other than apprentices, need
not be given any instruction in the factory.' Apprenticeship in fac-
tories differs from that in handwork in .that the legal regulations are
loss rigid, the supervision of these regulations (nominallrby the
chambers of commerce, but often actually by the chambers of indus-
try') is less complete, the tendency- to specidization is more marked,
and in consequence the chances of the apprnnt;ce for a well-rounded

With few exceptions.
Hee Selaulinspektor August Kasten, Hamburg.

'Dr. Rudolph HAMA a director of Hamburg Oewerbekammet.
'Cf. ch. A, p. 61, note 1.
Herr Direktor Jung, OurarbliC.he forthildtmgachule, Bermais.

Kg oh. 6, p. 62
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grasp of his trade Are ordinarily poorer than in handwork, and his
resulting need of supplementary training in industrial school is
greater. Most apprentices, however, learn a handwork trade.

As the boy seeks to choose his trade, guided by the relative oppor-
tunities and his own leanings, he finds the guilds, chambers of indus-
try, and other industrial bodies ready to help him in the choice. The
way in which the advice is given and the boy aided to secure a place
varies from place to plaie. Special bureaus in some localities advise
him, booklets about the trades furnish him data on which to deR5e,

` and employment bureaus, public and private, help him to secure a
position.' The machinery of vocational guidance,so new in our own
country,' has been for a long time in operation among guilds and other
industriaj associations of Germany. Even there, however, the ma-
chinery is not fully developed, is not everywhere active, and many-
boys drift or fall into their occupations, instead of iaking a rational
choice, based on knowledge of the significant facts.

It has long been customary for apprenticeships to be begun by a
period of probation, and the national industrial law has since 1897
required such a period. By it either party is given the right to
withdraw within four weeks unless a longer period, not to exceed three

l- months, has been agreed upon.' This right of withdrawal can not
be waived.' Originally the probationary period was desired to pre-

, vent thoughtless entering on apprenticeships,' but now it is intended
to show)ioth parties whether'they can probably bring the appren-
ticesiiip to a successful conclusion, and whether the work be suited%
to the ability and strength of the boy.'

s
'The repeal of the older medieval apprentice regulations resulted

iii the neglect of the apprentice, morally and physically, shown by
insubordination, breach of contract, and inefficiency.' For several
ecades compulsory written contracts were 4)opularlr. demanded,
hiefly on the grounds that such contracts would liMit the utilize-

Con of minors by their parents, protect apprentices from exploitation
as youthful workers, and employers from breach of contract, and
ge , rally increase the feeling of responsibility and improve the regu--
lati I I Vil apprenticeship. Since 1893, such contracts have been re-
quires by the National Industrial Law' The apprentice contract.
.must 'e executed in,writing within four weeks of the beginning of the

Cf. list booklets on vocational guidance, in References, p. 161.
liceS by the Vocational Bureau, Boston, recently founded, whose activities are wide and expand.

In, and exam Is illuminating.
o. 0., irk 127b, pp. 412, 413.

Coelsch, p, 91:.
Erisbraoset dee Reicaskaaskraiats liter its Verhal1nlase da IllrUnfs sew, 1876, quoted in Coelsoh, p. 89.
Coelech, p.83, M.
mid., p. 50.
IWd., p.
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apprenticeship and must contain certain provisions.' If no written
contract be executed, or if the execution be delaTed (classed as a
"continuous offense "Dauerdelikt), or if some of the provisions be
oneitteA; the Contract is still valid' but the employer is punishable
.for ea* offense by fine of not over 20 marks ($4.80) or imprisonment
of not over three days.' But not even in law-abiding Germany, and
with such a law, do we find all apprenticeships have a written con-
tract. In .bandwork they are nigh universal and in the larg6r fac-
tories usual, bet in the smaller factories they are generally or often
absent.' The carelessness and ignorance of the children and their
parents (chiefly the latter) in some districts are largely responsible for
the lack of more contracts. Such parents wish to feceive as much
money as possible from their children's work, and so wish to have
them free to change to whichever factory offers the largest reward
for the time being. Thisrfir-aks up the continuity of their instruction
and is bad for them.'

The required provisionsoin the apprentice contract are statements
of(1) the industry .or branch; (2) the length of the apprenticeship;
(3) the mutual services required; and (4) the legal and other Condi-
tions under which one party may withdraw from the contract.'
Under the mutual service (3) are to be specified the money paid to
the master, if any (for board and lodging, unless otherwise stated),
wages, board and lodging, furnishing of tools, washing; etc.° The
contrtiet must be signed by the employer or his responsible represent-
ative, 'by the apprentice, and by the latter's legal representative.'
Absence of ono of these signatures makes any claim based on the
contract invalid.° ,The legal representative of the apprentice is liable
for the fulfillment'Of the contract only if so specified, and thenonly to
the extern of his authority over thq boy.' One copy of the contract
is to be furnished pith. The employer, to make possible public super-
vision of the apprenti e contracts, must turn over the contracts eo the
local police authori on demand' If the employer be a hand-
worker and guild me ber, he must furnish a copy of the contract to
his guild in lieu of t police, within 14 days after execution. The
guild may require that the contract be executed before it. In this
case the guildinust furnish a copy of the contract to themaster and
another to the father or giardian of the apprentice."

With handworkers, tb6n, thaguild supervises the apprentice con-
tract in place of the police. Fhe chambers of industry, however,

R. 0.0., No. 126b, pp. 4075. &Water, In Conseil, pp. 6.7 .63.
Selnoker, Rapt, Landmann-Rohmer; In ' R. G. q., sea 126b, pp. 4075.

Cools*, p. 54 N. 4 Widmann:Ranier and Nelkeq, In Coelseb,
R. 0.0., see. no, p. 5035. p. 66.

I Herr Direper Jung, Berman. R. 0. 0., dee. 126b, pp. 4075.
, It. 0.0., Nee. 126, pp. 4072. lbld., 125b, p. 423.
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may regulate the gUifds in this supervision, and all of them have
done so' Those masters under a chamber of industry must make all
their apprentice contracts according to specified normal forms and
are subject further to the orders for the regulation of apprenticeship
(Vorschriften zur Vegelung des Lehrlingswesens) of the chamber.'
The apprentice contracts of the Prussian chambers of industry are
all of about the same form, based on the recommendation of the
minister of commerce. Those of other States vary more or less from
these. The Prussian contracts require compulsory sick insurance of
the apprentice, provision of enough time for the apprentice to make
his journeyman's piece, and specifications as to who is to furnish the
materials for and who is finally to own the piece.' The Prussian and
most other chambers of industry forbid the employers to take appren-
tices whose lack of school knowledge or bodily or mental defects unfit
them for the apprenticeship in question.' The Prussian and Bilden
chambers require the discharge of apprentices in case of their obstinate
failure to attend the required school&

The apprentice may take up his residence with his employer, if
they so agree, though this is not.done so much as in former 'days.
In case of such residence, only such housework rhay be required of
the apprentice as does not interfere with his training. If he receive
neither bohr4,,nor lodging from his employer, he may not be required
to do any household work.' This provision was new in 1897 and
shows a development of public Opinion since the law of 1878, wihich
approved of such work' The financial relations of the employer and
apprentice vary. Sometimes the apprentice pays the employer a
sum (Lehrgeld), usually for lx and and lodging. Probably in the .
majority of cases the employer pays the apprentice, but only a small
sum (cf. p. 67 fibove). Coelsch states that where the apprentice is
paid a wage it is usually _to stimulate his activity.' The tendency is
for board and lodging to be furnished, less often than in former days
and a wage to be more often paid.

On entering the apprenticeship relation, employer and apprentice
thereby assume certain legal duties and liabilities. The __employer
is, according to the law of 1869,' to make it his business, by teaching
and practice, to train thapprentice to become a skilled 'journeyman.
The employer must instruct the a..pprentics in all the work occurring
inpeleusiness (which may be wide or narrow, according to how
s ed his business is):' This woes not require training 41 more
than the trade or branch of industry specified in the apprentice con-
tract, but it is a legal safeguard against overspecialization. Further,*

1 According to R. 0. O., seo. 102o (c4. p. 63, ob. 6). CosIsels, p. 77. /
1 Ibid., p. 97.'Ceara, pp. 66, 67.

fribld.,P. 3. 1869, R. O. 0., sec. 11B. et. Coebeh, p. 71.
4Ibld., p. M. frit. (1. O., sec. 127, pp. 410, 411.
it. 0. O., )fee. 127, pp. 41011..
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it includes practical training only, and not theoretical.' The
employer must allow time for his apprentices under 18 to attend a
school recognized by the authorities as an improvement school (see
further chap. 8, R. 81).' He must train the apprentice himself or
through a qualified specially appointed representative' No excep-
tions to this rule.are allowed. It is not sufficient to assign an appren-
tice to a journeyman without specific instructions to the latter to
instruct him. The journeyman must also have certain qualifica-
tions.' The plolPer must watch over the conduct and morals of
his apprentic both in and out of his working hours.' In factories
and la' ,c ha ork shops, supervision away from work has been
found'. impossible' Employers in such establishments have the
recourse of discharge of an apprentice who commits certain offenses.'
The employer must protect his apprentice from abuse by other
walkers,. and must give him only tasks suited to his strengt'
He must allow the apprentice .sufficient time and opportunity to
attend religious service on Sundays and holidays' The employer is
liable for neglect of his legal duties to his apprentice to a fine of not
over 150 marks or imprisonment for not over four weeks."

The apprentice, for his part, is, according to the law, thrown under
the fatherly authority of his employer and of those appointed to
instruit him, and obliged to obedience and truth, industry, and prob-
ity." This provision includes theright of bodily punishment by the
employer or his responsible representative,_ but not by the teaching
representative." Irregular or improper punishment or that danger-
ous to health is forbidden." Those apprentices whose employers
stand under chambers of industry must- also follow their regulations,
which include in all cases the obligation to obey all the proper orders
of the employer or his legal representative and to obey all the shop
regulations of the employer." The apprentice may be required to do
other mechanical work' than that in his trade; for judicial decisions
have concluded that his whole working power is at the command of
his master, though the fact that the chief purpose of the appretietee-
ship is training must be respected.° The apprentire of an employee-

1Coelsch, p. 73.
1R,O. 0., see. 120, pp. 380-286.
111. 0. O., Bea 127, pp. 410,411.,
Coelsoh, p. 74.
6R. G. 0., we. 127, pp. 4I0-414
lUrtell. R. 0., In Coelsoh, p. 74a

pp74-76.
IR. G. 0., sec. I27b, pp. 4126.
I R.O. O., sos. 127, pp. 410-411. Other duties of

tho employer are to be lovnd elsewhere In title
chapirs. .

*R. 0. 0., secs. 10-9, pp. 4996.
U R. 0.0., sec. 127e, pp. 411-12.

Cuelsch, P. 85; end Molten and &bicker, In
Coebc.h, p. 86.

U R. O. O., sec. 127s, pp. 411-12.
Coebeh, p. 86.
Reger, In Ooeiaeb, pp. 76, 78.
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under a chamber of industry must care for tools intrusted to him.'
Hia,father or guardian is liable for the obedience, diligence, and
punctual school attendance of the apprentice, but this liability

-amounts to little unless the father or guardian obligates himself in
the apprentice contract to indemnify the master for any such mistake
on the part'of the apprentice'

Certain circumstances permit the withdrawal from the appren-
ticeship of one of the parties after the probation period and before
the apprenticeship is completed. The employer may discharge his
apprentice if (1) the latter has deceived him materially on signing
the con4Eact; (2) if he has thieved, lived dissolutely, 'et*, (3) if lie
has left Bit work when unauthorized to do ,so or constantly refused
to do his duty; (4) if despite warning he is careless about fire; (5)
if he commits grave offenses against his employer or others in his
business or family; (6) if he intentionally *harms the goods of his
employer or fellow workers; (7) if he treats the families of his employer
or fellows immorally; or (8) if he is unable to continue his work or
has a loathsome disease.''' The apprentice may further be dis-
charged if he repeatedly neglects his duties as specified by aw,' or

*he neglects the attendance on trade or improvement school' The
chambers of industry of Prussia and some others require thos oploy-

'stirs under their authority to discharge apprentices for bodily or
mental defects or lack of skill or school training!

Tie apprentice may withdraw if (1) his employer becomes unable
to continue his work; (2) il the employer or members of his family
abuse or act immorally toward the apprentice or his family; (3) if
the employer does not pay the agreed wage, or furnish sufficient
Work, if piece wage be paid, or imikes excessive gains from the appren-
tice; or (4) if the continuation of the work would be'dangerous to the
life or health of the apprentice, which fact was not known to him
when the apprenticeship began.. The apprentice may further with-
draw if the' ma.stAr neglect in a dangerous way his duties to the
apprentice relative to health, morals or training, or misuse his power
of fathertyidiscipline, or becomes unable to carry out his contractual
obligations' If the master die- and the 'business be continued, the
apprentice may withdraw if he does so within four .'four weeks

aNeither party to the contract may waive any of the above legal
grounds for permitted withdrawal, but they -may, says Coelsch,
specify additional ones' The apprentice must be released by his

1 °eels*, p. 87.
p. 87. .e rr

R. 0. 0., NO. 12M, pp. 41211.
4 Ibld., sec. 15, pp. 3075.
Ibid., ese,127i, pp. 411-412..
Weis*, p. 96.
R. O. O., see. 127b, pp. 413ft.

6 Ibid., sea 124, pp. 4001I.
09019014 06. (Welsch's-Om le (Reputed by several authorities, quoted on the ante pot,
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employer within four weeks after his, legal representative (or him-
self, if he be of age) has given written notice to his employer of inten-
tion to change his trade. The employer shall in such case note the
reason, for leaving in the apprentice's work book (Arbeitsbuch) ; and
the apprentice shall be prevented from working at the abandoned,
trade under another master within nine months, except with the
approval of his former employer,' or from working as a youthful
worker (not apprentice) for the same period'

The earlier industrial law (as that of 1869) allowed rather easy
change of trade, and thus withdrawal by apprentices, and many with-
drew in their second or third year. The Society for Social Politics
(Verein fur Soiialpolitik). declared in 1875, after investigation, that
because of such breach of contract poorer preparation of apprentices.

, resulted, for the employers must utilize their working powers early,
lest they leave and the employers lose thereby. Payment of appren-
tices was one cause of such breach; for this parents were at fault,
considering wage more than preparation; and employers; for seeking
to secure discipjine by payment bf wage.' Apprentices were beet
held by payment of a wage and holding a part until the apprentice-
ship was completed.' In 1878 the law required compulsory.return
of runaway Apprentices' The law now provides that if an appre-
tice leaves his employer without legal cause, the latter may only

. demand his return if the contract be in writing. The police authori-
ties can, at their option, require the apprentice to return to his
master if the latter complain within a week, except when a judge
decides otherwise. Force, fine (dp to 50 marks), or imprisonment
up to five days may be used by the police. to enforce return.° A
number of safeguards are thrown around this rtroCedUre, to protect
the apprentice from abusethe promet complaint eequiped from the
employer, the option of the police, and the possible interference by
a court.

In case the apprenticeship terminates prematurely, damages may
be collected only if the contract be written. In certain cases, tole
valid, the sort and amount of damages must be specified in the con-
tract.' If the. apprentice leave the apprenticeship illegally, the dam-
ages shall, except as a lesser amount, be agreed upon, amount to pot
over half the customary wage of journeymen in the industry of the
employer for the time omitted, but not for over six months. The
father of the apprentice is liable, so far as he has the care-of the boy,
for his breach of contract, as is also any employer who induced him to

K. 0. O., see. 127o, p.416.
Land menaRoh mer &Maker, Rehrscheldt, and Nelkrn, n Coelsch. p. 102.

Sari/ten de Vereinfir Satialpoiltik, in Coelach, p.
4Erilebundm, ISM, 4. a. 0. B., In Coelith, p.104.
Oeslaoh, p.106.
R. 0: 0., see. 1211. pp. sner.
IbisLooe. I771, 416-416.
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leave his apprenticeship or who gave him work, whether cognizant
of the breach of 'contractor riot.' Some chambers of industry specify
damages for breach of contract in their required normal, contracts,
but most m_erely note that agreement on damages is necessary.'

There is no limitation to the length of apprenticeship in factories.
In handwork apprenticeship must last usulilly three and not to exceed
four years. Within the limit the lt.ngth may be set by the chambers
of industry with the approval of the. higher administrative authorities
for single industries or branches, and after the guilds and industrial
societies concerned have had a hearing. The chambers of industry
are further authorize-d to release apprentices in individual cases from
the restrictions of the establish< d period.' They may make the period
dependent on individual efficiency or on attendance at a trade or
improvement school.' Almost all chambers of industry make regula-
tions concerning the period of apprenticeship,' Between the different
chambers the regulations differ considerably. Of 68 chambers an-
swering an inquiry of Coelsch, 9 made no regulations, 37 set the mini-
mum agree and the maximum at four years, while 15 required three
years unormly.* The regulations seem to make the period too uni-
form, as between the several trades; and the chambers do not provide
sufficiently for individual exceptions, the-latter largely to avoid dis-
putes with employers' ('oelsch thinks that the perio4aysages too
long, on the whole, and regards three to four years forthe difficult
and two to four for the easier trades as ksirable.5 Where the cham-
bers of industry do not regulate, the mtitte'r the guilds, free or compul-
sory, may do so with certain limitations,

At the close 'of the period .9Lapp'renticeship the employer must
furnish to the apprentice a certificate (Lehrzeugnis) stating the trade,
length of the apprenticeship, the proficiency reached in knowledge
and ability, and the conduct of the apprentice." This is to bogiven '
whether the apprentice has done welt or not4 if he complete the
apprenticeship, riAcl whether he wishes it or not." The local authori-
ties are to freely certify to the certificate (merely attesting the em-
ployer's signature 135.. Where guilds or other representativedo of
employers exist, their apprentice letters (Lehrbriefe) take the place
of the employer's certificates;

Toward and at the close of his apprenticeship the apprentice, if he
bein handviOrk, must be given opportunity by his-employer to take
the journeyman's examination ((Iesellenprlifung).0 This includes the
making of a journeyman's piece. The law requires the handwork

I R. 0.0., ma. 127g. pp. 416-417. Ibid., pp. 50-62.
1 4 C o e l s o h , p.114. , Ibid., p. de R. G. 0.,46-. 81s. a. p. 354.

4R. 0. 0., let 1305, pp. 498-491. Is R. O. 0.. pm 127o, p. __

040158h, p. 67. II Coelech. p. 61.
, p. 67. 81 ibid., p. 80.

PP- 67.81 °R. 0. 0.. 1610. 167o, 11. 418.
4 Ibid., pp. 88 ea "B. 0. 0. 00:,1810, OE, 424-4M.
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apprentice to take this examination and his employer and master to
hold him to it.' The chambers of industry in some regions, notably
in Prussia and Bavaria, reiterate and try to enforce this requirement.'
To have passed the examination involves advancement to the journey-
man.' But as a matter of fact many handwork apprentices never
take the examination, and though the chambers pf industry would
like to force them to do so, the existing law is in this respect too weak
for the purpose. Factory apprentices need not take the examination,
and very few do so. The celebrated Krupp Steel Works in Essen seek
to have their apprentices take the examination, which they conduct
themselves, for thesake of indicating the degrees of individual progress
made, but they do not require this, nor advance the journeyman any
the less if he omit it.' The State central authorities can require the
journeyman's examination to be passed by all who receive certificates
from teaching workshops, institutions for industrial education,or exam-
ination authorities whose certificate qualifies for Government service.'

An examination committee is to be established for every compulsory =
guild, 'bid for free guilds only when a chamber of industry empowers
them to hold examinations. So far as examinations in individual
industries are not provided by guilds, institutions of instruction,
or examining authorities, the chamber of industry shall arrange
such examinations. The examining committee consists of a chair-
man, chosen by the chamber of industry, and at least two assistants,
chosen as a rule for three yeais, and of whom one-half must be
journeymen who have passed the examination' The examination
must show that the apprentice is able to command in his industry
the necessary dexterity and ability with sufficient certainty, and alsq
thathe is informed concerning the value, preservation, and handling
of the raw materials to be worked with, and the recognition of their
good and bad qualities. The procedure of the examination is
determined by the superior administrative authorities with the
agreement of the chamber. of industry. Bookkeeping may be,
required, in addition to the above-stated. subjects.' For admission
to the examination the apprentice muin, fairnish, his celtificate of
apprenticeship, and the certificate of attendance on an improve-ment
or trade school, ifiauch attendance was required of him: The exam-

. ining committee note the passing of the examination on the appren-
ticesbip certificate or apprenticeship. letter' Its chairman may
appeal from the committee's decision to the chamber of industry'
The State central authorities 'Say amend these regulations for the
jfamoneyman's examination, but may'not !vain the requirements for
passing it, asetated above.* Y .

o I B. G. 0., no. 140. pp 4B-420.
sewn* pp.
Dr. tiohoppoohor dworksloommar 8alttflLR Dusnoldon.
'Anoadowof Knspp O.

G. O. no. 131, pp..424-42P,

Ibid.. no. 121, p. 491
Ibid., no. talb, pp. 424437

goo. 131., pp. 472-131
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.If an apprentice fail to iass the journeyman's examination,; and
the examining colkamittee rergard this as the fault of his employer,
'the apprentice may receive supplementary training from another
employer, and the former employer be required to pay for his pecu-
niary loss.'

By national law (not industrial law) all those who pass a specified
examination in any branch of handwork may obtain the one-year
volunteer militapycertificate. This examination is chiefly theoreti-
caland is so harthfiat a young.man passing it at, for example, 18 years

'".of age, must be as able as any master workman.' Naturally, but few
take this examination.

If too man' y apprentices are held by an employer, so that their
training is endangered, the lower administrative authorities may
compel the dismissal of some, and limit the taking on of more than a
certain number.' The dismissed apprentices,' if their contracts be
written, may demand, an apprentice certificate and damages from
their employer. The national senate (Bundesrat) may further
regulate the maximum number of apprentices that may be held in
establishments in a certain branch of industry. If such regulations
are not made by the Bundesrath, they may be made by the several
Stite central authorities. So far as these authorities have not legis-
lated on the subject, the chambers of industry and guilds may, for
those only who are 'under their charge (i. e., only handWorkers,
ordinarily), reOate the ,lumber of apprentices permitted.' In 1904,
seven years aftor these provisions became law, neither the Bundesrat
nol. any State central authorities had mi' use of this regulative
power.' Most of the chambers of industry have done so, however,
some regulating all industries alike, and some making special regu-
lations for special trades' -Many of these regulations _seem too
general and unsuited to varying. conditions in. different industries
and with different employers.' How they shave worked out in
practice it is yet too soon to judge.' Vow employers' associations
or trades unions. have sought to regulate the maximum number of
apprentices in their trades.' In but few individual cases and in but
few trades is there any excess of apprentices beyond what is desirable.
The "charriber of industry reports show a lack of journeymen and
apprentices in the country and smaller cities, and the employment
offices show a great lack of apprentice4. So the attempts of the
chambers of industry at regulation of the maximum number of
apprentices seem to be on thewhole not greatly needed.°

I Ilsndwerkskammer, Mannheim.
+Gustav Boepper, 8ekretkr, Bandwerkakammer, Co Nene.

-eIR. 0. 0., see. 128, pp. 417-413
Ibid., aeo. 130, p. 423..
Erhebungen a. la 0.8., In Ooelseb, p. 119.

Coelsch, pp. 128-130.
pp. 114, 127.

'Ibid., p. 130.
Ibid., pp. 131-128.

w Old., pp. 119, 12), 123.



CHAPTER 'VIII.

THE SYSTEM OF INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.

German industrial schools took their rise in the Sunday afternoon W
and evening schools which lad existed for several centuries in some
parts of the country, dating back in one BaltiC district as early as
1569.' They were used to supplement the imperfect general educa-
tion of the working boys and girls. Attendance was made compulsory

tot up to the age of.18 or even until marriage, but this provision was not
enforced. Th Sunday afternoon schools were at, first chiefly con-
cerned with r igious teaching, but later they becalms general continua-
tion schoo , concerned merely to 'reiterate the lessons taught in the
cbmmon schools, With perhaps some slight advance. so later more
and more industrial and commercial training crept in, as also. into the., ..
evening schools. The school's In teir early days were far from suc-
cessful on account of the lack of rooms in which to meet and of equip-
ment, the ill-assorted nature of the pupils, and incompetency of the
teachers. The industrializing of many- of these schools improved
matters somewhat, but the fact that throughout almost all Germany
to-day strong attempts are being made to abolish evening and Sunday i
instruction in favor of drely instruction, even for apprentices at work,
indicates that the drawbacks were serious.. Many of the Sunday
schoog gradually differentiated themselves into drawing, trade, com-
mercial, mechanical, and art schools?

In Prussia the medieval restrictions on trade and industry were
aboliihed and industrial 'Ned= (Gewerbefreiheit) attained in 1810,
almost half a century previous to the change in the other German .

States' Apprenticeship' declined under industrial freedom and ex-
tensive competition, and the need of supplementary means of training
was felt. Industrial improvement schools' were established, meet- ,
ing evenings and Sundays at first, and these struggled on until the
industrial lay/ of the North German Union in 1869 gave localities the
right to require comalsory attendance of all male workmen under 18
years of age, It 1874 the ffhal factor of success was added in annual
Prussian appropriations and an official statement of principlees for the
conduct of such schools.

I Baler, M. IC., editor: bontIonstIon schools In England end Elsewhere. MaDchter, 1907, ch- I IP. BPI Ses prams.
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The States Of central and south Germany, after the estkblishment
of the German nation, felt the need of better cultural and civic
training for their masses. They accordingly established general Un- ,
provement schools, whose sessions were at firs on Sunday and in the
evenings.' Bavaria had had improvement. sch 14 with compulsory
attendance for both boys and girls since 1803. The new schools did
not succeed very well until the curricula were remodeled to center
around the vocations of the pupils,' and the schools thus became
primarily industrial 'schools. They have rernainel, however, more
cultural and less technical than the Prussian schools.

From the early general Sunday and evening schools, and the indus- /
A -,,l 'trial Sunday and evening schools which became differentiated froni

them, or were established in the light of their exnle, arose during
the nineteenth century a great variety of industrial schools ranging
from the. tnprovement 'schools for youthful workers to the highly
advanced d scientific technical high schools (Technische Hoch- .

' schulen). The majority of these industrial schools were established
by .priv . individuals, guilds, trade-unions, merchants' 'associa-
tions, and towns.' This fact,and the loosely united condition of the
German States during most of this development, resulted in great '

. diversity in the types of schools and much wasted effort. The nine-
teenth century( preeminently the p 'od of experimentation in

- industrial ,schools. After the Germ natio; was founded these
schools,. stimulat by the remarkab e industrial and commercial
development went forward with leaps' -and bounds. But they are
Ain essehtially Toififiritireircentrol and support, and .there is not as

:yet a unified Aysten-lkunder,cental control' Indeed, any fystem of
industrial 'schools can be spoken cif as in the title-of this chapter, -'

. only in the most general way, and for lack' of a better term to indicate_
- . their general features and relations. So far as *Tay exists,-it is due
. chiefly to the action of the National and of the State Goveinments,

and to the forces of-,eiample and imitation,_ these latter working
largely throughAlie association of the German -industrial Scheol men
(Verband dentscher Gewerbeschulrofinner). -.0

All German children are required by law ,td 'attsnclfie common
school (Volkschule); or an accepted substitute; from the age of 6 or 7
to that of 14 years.' This common schodKinhuch like our own, differ-

" kg chiefly in that religion is given a prominent-place, and a slight fee
is charged; it is divided into separate Clkrisas,. though with equally
Avad teachers, for pupils :.of different pecuniary rank (by charging

-"Different school fees); and like German schools in .general, teaches
, . fewer subjects than we do, but these with greater thoroughness. Nome

"7" ' -11111111;ps All . *Ibid., pp. 111-16.
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.

comitten acimols offer prevocatioaat work, sueh as elementary drawing
and work in paper, basketry, wood and iron , (Lot boys), sewing and
cooking (for girls).' At his tenth year, the parents of a boy in the
common school must decide whether he is to continue his schooling
beyond the compulsory attendance in that school. If so, be will
leave the common schools at once and enter one of a number of types
of 'school which offer themselves. If he is to be classically trained
(with both. Greek and Latin) he will enter the Pro gymnasium for its
six-year or the Gymnasium for its nine-year course. If his training
is to be semiclassical (including Latin, but not Greek), the ,Realpro-
gymnasiutri offers him p sin -y` r, ttnd the Realgymnasium a nine-
year course. If a liberal or mo rn training is desired, he will enter
the Realschule for a six-year or the Ober-realschule for a nine-year
course. Of these, in turn, all the nine-year courses admit to the ap-
propriate faculties of the universities and to the technical tttd com-
mercial high schools.. The six-year courses are largely' attended and
etompleted, forthe reason that their completion (or six fears in a nine-
yiear school) and the passage of an examination are rewarded by the
one-year .vorunteer arniy_certificate, by which the obligation to serve
two years in the is commpled to service for one year only, as a
volunteer and with the chance to become an officer.' These courses
arc also -prereqiiisite to entrance into many of the higher schools
(hohere Schulen) of various sorts,. commercial, technical, and engi-

' ndering.
Of distinctly industrial schools there is a great body, with, the scien-

tific technical higlischools -at- the summit. These schools are about
the equivalent of our best colleges and university departments of
engineering and other applied sciences. They train the technical
leaders of industry. In them, probably more than in our universi-
ties, scientifie investigation is given a very insportanrplace. Below
them stand.the middle technical and trade schools, of which there are
many sorts: ,Mining §thools (Bergschulep), building schools (Bauge-
werkschiden), textile Schools (Textilsohulen), schools of machinery
(Maschinenbauschulen), and .other schools for- the metal industry,

industrial art' z .118. (Kunstgewerblich'e Schulen), and other lesser
groups.' These ...ddIe schools are of two main 'types, the higheri
and the lower. _ ..-

The higher middle technical schools ate designed tf trtiin leadeis
of industry, but with ale.% thorough preparation than that .offered
by the technical high schools. BAs a rule, they require the completion
of a six-year general course,' such- as- secures the one-year military
oertifitate, and at least two years 'otproticial work in the student's

Bap. alibi N.I. Ocenzola an Indus. Edna. SOO, $.172.
epto. ocos. nspii.ord. 38, p. S. - ,
or. GosweNcee,failiciosion M PftliAlf14 he* t Zemial***,
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trade.' They'are probably the approximate equivalent of our tech-
nical schools, colleges, and universities of less exacting standards.
In them about two-thirds of the engineers of Germany are trained,
only about one-third coming from the technical high schools.'

The lower middle technical schools are designed chiefly for.the train-
ing of practical working master tradesmen, technicians of lower grade,
for supplementary training of foremen (who generally rise from the
ranks), and the like. They require for entrance several years prac-
tice of the trade to be studied and throughoUt-their work emphasize
the practical side. In Prussia, the technical mjeklle schools,- higher
and lower, are more fully developed than in south Germany. The
industrial art schools are a special type, in that they train those
engaged in many different trades and indifstries in the application
of ,rt and of design to their several trades.

Of all those engaged in industry, only a° small minority attend au
of the above-mentioned schools. Nor in these schools do we find
such great differerfces from our own technical schools of various
grades. It is in the industrial schools for the masses of workers that

A. Germany excels and with respect to these schools that we have most
to learn from her. These, the lower indUstrial schools, are of two
main sorts, day trade schools and improvement schools. The rela-
tions of some of these schools to each other and to other schools are
often exceedingly close. They may use the same building, have the
same teachers, and the same management and support. Where
there are but few workshop facilities available, or where the improve-
ment schools utilize workshops also, instruction in the lower trade
e,fhtols may differ but little from that of the improvement schools,
except as to length. But throughout Germany the attendance at
day trade schools is but a fraction of that at improvement schools.
This is because' few boys who go into industry as ordinary workmen

'Oh afford to study to long without earning, and because there is
ordinarilyio necessity for so doing'hy reason of the training to be
received as, an apprentice and in industrial improvement schools.
There is also, as we shall, see, serious question By many employers
in industry as to the advisability of such schofils for the training of
the rank and file of workers. As a general rule, these lower day trade
schools for workmen do not constitute substitutes for apprenticeship;
but a few such schools, according to Dr. Kerschensteiner, for wrought-
iron workers,, maehiik builders, joiners, weavers, plumbers, ete.'
do take the place of apprenticeship'

The type of school which supplies the great bulleof the training of
the mass of- wotliers, supplementary to the training derived from theiriiiv
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work itself, is the industrial improvement school (gewerbliehe Fort
bildungsschule). In this school the majority of workers receive
their first and only industrial training imparted by any school. Ger-
man improvement schools are now of three forms: general, industrial,
1..0 commercial (allgemeiiie, 'gewerbliche, and katrmannische).
Theseicail)o as we have seen above,' were originally all general

'schools and of a type which aimed merely to continue and perhaps
slightly expand the common school training. Such schools are now
becoming a less and less important part of all Fortbildungsschulen
and are also adding new subjects to their curricula, as civics, hygiene,
studies of transportation, etc. Their organization varies from place
to place. In some important cities there is po such school, and such
few general class tT-. as are held are a part of tlfe industrial improve-
ment 'school. 'W,bi recent great growth of the industrial schools is a
striking fact. Those youths engaged in industry attend the industrial,
and those in commerce, the commercial irnprOvement school; 'whether
attendance is compulsory or voluntary, youths naturally attend the
schools organized for their type of occupation.

The relative importance of day trade schools, of improvement
schools, and of the various types of improvement schools, is indicated
by the following figures'. There were.in Germany, in 1906, about
130,000 pupils in general improvement school; 206,000 in industrial
improvement rools (including some called trade improvement
schoolsf achlich Fortbildungsschulen); 40,000 in (day) trade
schools; 53,600 in mmercial schools ; 67,000 in agricultural schools;
71,000 in girls' ge ral continuation schools; and 23,000 in girls'
trade schools.'

By the National Industrial Law, established in 1891, compulsory I
attendance was provided for, and the improvement schools thus
greatly prospered. This law provides as follows:

The und8rtakore of industry must allow to tlieir workers under 18 years of ago who
attend an institution for instruction recognized by the community authorities or bey
the State as an improvement school the necessary dine for this purpose, as specified
by the appropriate authorities. The instruction may bo Z9n.Sunday only when the
hours of instruction are so sot that the pupils are not hindred by them from attending
the chief religious service, or a service of their confession especially established for
them with the consent of the religious authorities. * S * Institutions in which
instruction in woman's hand and house work igiven are improvement schools in the
intention' of these regulations,.

A cordmunity or a wider union of communities (Kommunalverbandes) may, by
national ittitutory regulations, so far as regulations are not established by the separate
States, require the attendance at an improvement school of male workers under 18
years, as well as of female commercial clerkst(ilandIviskegehilfen) and female appren-
tices under 18 years: In the slime manner the 'necessary regulations may be made for '

the enforcing of this obligation: In special,- regulations may be made bx statutory

1 Kersebenstelner: Three Lectures. Mc., pp. Int a &WWI.° Continuitirin &boo* oh. 18, table k
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J provisions to insure a regular school attendance, as well as to regulate the duties of
parents, guardians, and employers; these regulations and suitable deportment may
be enforced in the improvement school. Those individuals are freed frorothe statutory
obligation to attend an improvement school who attend a guild or other improvenient
or trade school, eo far as the instruction of these schools is recognized by the higher
administrative authorities as an adequate substitute for that of the general improve-
ment schools.'

The several German State have reserved to themselves the full
regulation, of their school affairs and so the above national law has
no compulsory force and is permissive only' Great results have,
notwithstanding, followed, it; for in those States which have no law
regulating improVement schools the national law, in conjunction
with local ordinances, has in many localities provided compulsory
attendance. The national law, and the compulsory- attendance pro-
vided under it ter some schools, has also served as an example to the
tates, and has stimulated them lila° to legislate for compulsory
ttendance. On the basis of the national law and local ordinance,
her such local ordinance exists, employers must allow time for the

school attendance even of those workers who attend voluntarily.'
The national law further provides that in localities where a trade
school *cognized by thd State or commlinal authorities exists the
obligation of the employer to insure time te9his youthful workers to
attend a school recognized as an improvement schLl (as sec. 120
abavel applies to such trade schools also.' The manager (Geschafts-
inhaber) must hold his apprentices and journeymen 'under 18 years
to attendance on the improvement and trade schools and must watch

. over treir attendance., These provisions (in sacs. 120 and 139c) are
enforceable against employers or parents by fine of not to exceed
20 marks ($4.80), orin cape of inability to pay,>by imprisonment, not
to exceed three days for each infringement' \

Almost all the States have legislated on the subject of the improve-
ment schools, and their main requirements iii 1909 sire set forth in
the accompanying table.- -

A

It: G. 0., oeo. 190, pp. WAN.
Bur, Ewald: Die &Welt Fortbildungsaehtle ha Aare 1809, p.1.
11.O. 0 sec. 130, notes. p. 382. (Holtman edition.)

4 Ibid., see.13111, pp. leS-a.
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German State laws on compulsory attendance at improvement schools (1909).1

88

States, with approxi-
mate population (1905).

inimum attendance
'compulsory for boys.

1 Prussia r....
(37,000,000).

2 Bavaria
(6,500,000)

3 Saxony
(4,500,030.)

4 Wurttemberg
(1,300,000)

6 Baden
(2,000,(100)

6 He
- (1,200,000)

7 Al ecklenbui&Sch "01' I n
(626,000) OIL

Mecklenburg-Strellts
(1(13,000)

9 Saxe-Wenner
(388,000)

10 Olden burgs
(438,000)

11 Brunswick 4,
(65000)

For 3 years, 2 or 3 hours
a week, in Sunday
school; or in Immo% 0,
ment school. where
the community so
chooses.

For 3 years, 2 or 3 hours
week. ,

For 2 yore, 2 hours a
week .10 weeks a year.
if community be ex-
cused from establish-
ment of an improve-
ment school, then 3

_years in Sunday
"Ichool.

For 2 years, 2 hour, a
, week.

For S years, 4 hours a
week, 4 or 5 months.

In cities for hendworker
apprentices, through
their apprenticaship.

w

19 Base4deiningan
(209,0004,,

13 ,Saxe-Altenburg.,
(206,01:0.)

For 2 years, twice a
week at least (a
winter; not over
hours A week.

For 3 yew, 4 hours s
week.

For 2 years: MU year, 2
hours a week, or 4 or
6 months, 4 hours
week.

Minimum attendance
compulsory. for girls.

same as for boys

Only by community
action; then not over
2 years.

Same as for boys. ...
ar

1 year
4

A community may es-
tablish an Improve-
meat school fur girls-.

X community may re-
quire attendance for
2 years up to 6 hours
a week.

,

Remarks.

In Risen and West
Prussia, the minister
of commerce and In-
dustry may make at-
tendance compulsory.

,

Every community with
40 boys under 18 years
in commerce and in-
dustry, must establish
an Industrial improve-
ment school, and such
boys must attend It ,
for 3 years. 180 hours a
year (may 8. 1
for special trades).

A community may re-
quire. campulsory at-
tendance of both sexes
through their 18th
year at industrial or
commercial school.

.
Sams as for boys ,

A community may es-
lish an imprm-c-
ment school for girls.

Industrial schools tq
have courses for S
years or more, 8 hours

week.
'

Attandaocts through
compulsory term In
whirls 18th birthday
Is reached. Cornpul-
'Ion may be estab-
lished by the State,
Jr Improement
sokbols not public in.
saations, and single
groups of industries,
on motion of those
conownsd.

'Complied from data in bear, pp. 8-82. ..

*No low, except for miners. National Industrial law thus In form for miners (asos.120, 1391, 142030).
Section 120 permits localities to require attendanee.,

'State approval n to establishment of local compuiston. .
f Law reiterates national ustrial law.
140 law. National Industrial law thus in form
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Ceregan State Iowa on compulsory attendance at improvement schools (1909) Continued.

States,* with approxi-
mate population (1906).

Minimum attendance
compulsory for boys.

Minimum attendance
coinpulsory for girls.

14 Saxe-Cburg-Gotha.....
(242,000.)

IS

16

AnhaltA
(328,000.)

SChwarttburg- Senders-
hausefi.
(85,001)

17 Schwacsburg- R u d o
stadt.s
(97,000.)

Reuss (senior lines).
(70,00g.)

19 'Maus:. (Junior line)
(144,000.)

IF

20

21

23

Lippe
(145,000.)

.SLthaumburg- I. ippe
(45,000.)

Waldeck
(59.000.)

LObeck
(106,000.)

24 Bremen
(263,000.)

1

Coburg: For 2 years.
winter tnonths. 2
hours a week. Sach-
sen - Gotha: For 3
years. 2 hours a week
through the year, or
4 hours a week for 4
or 5 months..

For 2 ries, 4 hours a
week (In special cases.
2 hours), 4 to 6
months,

11

If superior khool au-
thorities so decide.
for 2 years. 2 hours
week through the
year, or 4 -hours
week for 6 months.

Coburg: A community
may require compttl-
sory attendance for 2
years. Sachsen-Go-
tha: A community
may require compul-
sory attendance.

A community may es-
tabliqh an improve-
ment school for girls
and require attend-
ance (eompulston
may he limited to
those in industr).

community may es-
..tablish an improe-

nenl school for girls.

For 2 years, 4 hours a
week.

For all apprentices
through their appren-
ticeship; all the year 8
hours a week. or win-
ter months alone 12
hours a week. For

(commercial appren-
tices and clerks
through their eight-
eenth year.

For 3 ytars (no mini-
mum: 4 to 6 hours a
week maximum); un-

. skilled workers ex-
Vepted.

25 Hamburg'
(875,000.)

Alasoelerralriel
(1,810,000.)

Remarks.

4

Similar to law of Prue-
sla.

A community may *re-
quire attendance for 2
or 3 years.

!No law except for mInms; national Industrial law thus In force for miners (sees. 120, 1391, 142, 150).
Section 1211,31(mits localities to require attendance.

'Law ralritca national industrial law.
'No law. National inducingl law thus In foroe. 4

Where no law ou the subject exists the provisions of the National
4 Industrial Law, as stated above, permit compulsory attendance to be

required by any community wishing it.,, Some States have reiterated-
the substance of the permission of the national law. BO /aria, Saxf
oty, Wurttemberg, Baden, lielam, Saxe-Weitnar, Saxe-Meiningen,
Saxe-Altenburg, Sauce-Coburg-Gotha, Schwaizburg-Sondershausen,

0
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and Waldeck require all boys in idustry or commerce, and not other-
wise as well educated., to atten provemeiit school (in some few
cases Sunday schools) for two to three years after their compulsory
attendance at common school has ended; Mecklenburg-Schwerin,
Reuss Jungere Linie, Lubeck, and Bremen make similar but variously
quthled requirements. Only a few States require girls to attend
improvement (or Sunday) schoolsBavaria, Wurttemberg, Baden,,
and Saxe-Meiningen (Sadler says also Waldeck and parts of Prussia).'
As a rule, the compulsion is for attendance on a general4imprpvement
school, though sometimes on an industrial or commercial school.
Those are excepted from the requiretuent who are receiving at least
an equivalent education otherwise. Attendance at a school approved
as a substitute for the improvement school frees ordinarily from the

' obligation to attend .that /school. For a summarized statement of
the extent of improvement schools let us take that of Dr. Kerschen-
steiner:

In south Germany there is no city or town, however small, without one such school
CI at least for all boys. In north Germany the great industrial town of Essen is the only

laiger,town in which such a school is wanting.'

The industrial improvement schools are generally not to be called I
trade khools.' Few of them, the country, through, have many work-
shops, and none orkpractically none of them attempt to act as substi-,
tutes for appt'entibeship. They are technical schools, seeking to
impart the "why" and "how" of the trades, or part technical, part
general schools. We shall see more fully in the succeeding chapters

, of what nature these schockls are and what results they are accom-
plishin. Throughout, let it not be .forgotten that these 'schools
merely supplement, and aim ..merely to- supplement, the training
received in apprentic hip, even though this service b'e highly
import ant.

schools of various types had b establishedAfter ate ind 1. s

the State followed the,examplelf the individuals and .s who had
founded them and founded or aided in the'founding of similar schools
and obtained year by year more and more ccritrol over all these
schools. This was laigely done by means of providing subsidies for
the industrial schools, to obtain which they must meet eertaiji require-

-. menta with regard to grade and kind of Work and the like, ancsubmit
to certain supery.isiont. Inspectors enforce the State requirements.

'Thus the State tends to unify and standardize these schools, as well
as to add greatly to their available funds. Certa;ie modes of support
are typical, though partichlar arrangements vary greatlyfrom place

thdiet, oh.18, p. 511.
Karoobanatelner: Three Lectures, etc., p.9. Ewan his had a voluntary Industrial improvement seboot

limo 1846. In 1910, at must of the guilds, this was made compuliory *shoal.
'Certainly not In the Sslierican swiss of the (arm; see prase*.

s
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J
to place and school to school. Distinctly local schools are usually
supporled chiefly by the community with aid 'from State subsidies
(except, usually, in case of improvement schools), while guilds, asso-
ciations, and unions, often contribute lesser amounts (though in some
cases a large share). The higher schools receive usually large State
support on account of their service to a wide district. The boards of
directors include in most cases representatives of the industries cow
'cerned, or some of them (usually guild members), city officials, and
representatives of any other contributors.

The State administration and' supervision has been vested both
under departments or ministries of education and those for commerce
and industry. The result of Many experiments and repeated changes
is in most cases the superyision of the industrial schools by a different
body from that set over the-other schools and one representing the
interests of industry. Only thus, it was found, could the indus-
trial schools be kept from becoming academic, true to their name and
purpose, and be matte practical and adjusted to the changing needs
of industry. Cooperation, in the form of assistance and advice, of
the educational authorities was found essential, however, to efficient
operation of the schools, and this is now usual.'

Industrial schools for girls and women are still greatly lacking.
Housekeeping scho'ols and schools training for women's industries, as
millinery, dressmaking. etc., and for domestic service, are 'found in
many places. Commercial schools are one of the most numerous
tlaciseti of schools for girls, while general improvement schools exist
in many pla tes. The present tendencies toward more improvement
schools for girls are directed more toward the establishment ef com-
mercial than of industrial schools. There is probably .to-day greater
need in Germany fol. industrial schools for girls and appropriate com-
pulsOry attendance on them than for any other advance in industrial
education.

Spec. eons. reps., vol. 33, pp. 137, 138; Rep. N. J. Commis Indus. Educ., p. lib, Rear, pp. 3-.83,

' -
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THE INDUSTRIAL, SCHOOLS OF HAMBURG.

Hamburg& a ity of some 802,000. population (1905) and one of
the chief poNi. of the world, is situated near the mouth orthe Elbe
River. Originally a member of the Hanse union, the city is now
one of the constitutent States of the Empire, as the proud name
of .freie and Hansa Stadt Hamburg gives evidence. Primarily com-
mercial, and, because of its lockltion 'and tariff-free portion of the
harbor, a great port for transs*meni; it is now beginning also to
see the growth of a thriving industrial life. The chief groups of
industries, with approximate numbers of workers engaged in each,
are: Machine industries (22,00g); foodstuffs (8,900); metal working
(6,700) (machine and metal working industries include about 10,000
engaged in shipbuilding); wood liworking (6,600); clothing (5,800);
book printing and type casting (4,400); leather (4,200); fine lingerie
(2,900); cleaning industries (2,900); forest products, fats, ,soaps,
oils, etc. (2,700; building (2,500); chemical industrie4 (2,200);
painting, lacquering, etc. (2,000).'

Until recent years there were a number of guild industrial schools
in Hamburg, and a few of these ,still survive, the guilds concerned
requiring and enforcing the attendance?.of the.apprentices under
them. But for the most part, as the city has extended its activities
in the field of industrial education, the guild schools have ban
taken over by the city and now constitute apart of the public,
system of industrial schools. This change has been satisfactory to
the guilds as to all others concerndd.s

Um chamber of industry was established in 1903. and still con-
tinues theoretical master courses (Meister-kurse).3 There were in
1910 13 such courses for different industries and groups, each includ-
ing about 30 independent handworkers and journeymen (who must
be 24 years old). The purpose of these courses in the improvement
of handworkers in general, and especially the preparation of young
handworkers for the master's examination (Meisterprufung). The
courses meet ordinarily week-day evenings from 8 to 10 o'clock, and
the whole course includes at 'least 40 hours of class work. The
teachers are taken from higher schools, and' thus alp above the
ordinary grade. They ark assigned classes in related, industries so

3 'rota! 64374. Yakr Hanibtaliseke Gewerbekammerfart1910, pp. 76-81.
Dr. Rudolf Oamondt, of the Hamburg Gewerbelromrcter.
Ylusoborkoht 04worbekomnior, 1010. Anhons, pp. 6-40.
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far as possible, that each may adapt himself to the special needs of
that group of industries. The subjects treated areindustrial book-
keeping, notes, bills of exchange, etc. (Wechse ,1lehre), industrial
calculation (of costs, etc.), and law (the chief provisions of the in-
dustrial law, of the industrial insurance laws, of the law ofassocia-

* tions, and of other laws especially applicable to handworkers). The
attendance on' these courses in 1910 was. 300, from 15 different
industries (with only 4 per cent of absences)'

Since 1906 the chamber of industry has established also practical
master courses.'' The purpose of these courses is not the training
of journeymen to become master's, nor any elementary training at
all, but rather the education and practice of masters in the latest
developments in their respective industries. This includes training
in the use and desirability of the most modern machines, simple
investigations of materials, technical, scientific:, and industrial art
lectures 'and practice to give an up-to-date viewpoint, and the like.
There were 25 courses for 14 industries in 1910. A few titles of
classes are: Concrete construction (2 classes), investigation of baker's
materials, large scale production of shoes, automatic welding and
cutting of metals (4 classes). These classes usually meet Sunday
morning from 8 to 12, or week-day evenings from 6 to 11. The
total number of class hours averages about 32 for each course. The
teachers are engineers, architects, chemists, painters, and other
experts. The attendance in 191(1 with 295, the men ranging in age
from 25 to ¢0, and averaging perhaps 35 to 42 yours.' Ile interest
of the participants was very great, promising important results on
industry.

The city of Hamburg has what may truly be called a system of
industrial schools, fairly comprehetisive in its scope. It includes
the following:

(1) A building trades schqol (Baugewerksishule) with department
for underground construction.

(2). A technikum or technical school, including (a) -a higher machine
Builder's school (h6here Maschineabauschule), (b) a higher school for
construction-of ship machines (hohere Schule fur Viiffsmaschinen-
ban), (c) a higher shipbuilder's semi (hohoro Schiffbauschule), (d)
a higher electrical school (holiere Schule few Elektrotechnik), and (e) .

a-school for ship's engineers (Schiffingenieurschule).
- (3) An industrial art school (Kunstgewerbeschule).

The courant cost:about-4.309.77 marks ($986.34), of which about. Mgt (2,067 re.) came from fees of 5
mirk, per. participant. YabralMht GeWfrbetunmer, 1910,Anhang, p. 39.

3 Yalusabsricht Uewerbsk , 1910, Anhimit, PP. 044
The total cost in 1910 was 14,248.79 marks ($3,419.67), of which 2,114 marks ($507.36) wait met by fees.

The balance was paid by the chamber of Industry from funds furnished by the city for the promotion of
industry. The average costs On excess of fees) were: For each course, $116.49; for each participant:
$9.87; for each class hour, 93.3S. Yahresbericht Gewerbekaromer, 1910, &Mang, p. 73, 74.

. .
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(4) A wagon builders' school (Wagenbauschule).
\, (5) A day industrial school. 1

(6) Eleven evening and Sunday industrial schools.
(7) Eight commercial improvement schools.
(8) An improvement school for girl and women clerks.
I visited all of the above schools except the last 2, and including 2

of the 11 evening and Sunday schools.
The building trades school is a day technical schootof middle grade,

preparing the graduates of its two and one-half year courses for tech-
nicfl positions, or in connection with practical training, for positions
as master builders. 1t has no shops; drawing, mathematics, and
design are prominent in its curricula. Many of its students attend
only during the winter half year, working at their trade during the
summer, as shown by the attendance of 146 students in summer term
1909, hilt 405 in the winter term of 1909-10.'

The technikum is a type of the middle technical schools which
train about two-thirds of ,the German engineers.' For entrance the
military volunteer certificate must be possessed, involving the com-
pletion of six years' work in a secondary school,' and two years of;
practical work; or certain other equivalents. The subjects taught
are similar to those in technical colleges in the United States. The
courses last but two years; bet since the students are allowed only
the short vacations usual in industry, since they have all had prac-
tical expetrience, and 'thus are given no shopwork, and since their
practical taining enables them to grasp the theoretical with the
minimum of difficulty, this,period proves sufficient to turn out well-
6quipped men. During the school year 1909-10 an average of 326
stritlents attended the lecluiikum. The cost of this school to the
city, on account of the high salaries 'of the necessarily very, well-
equipped teachers, is the greatest of all thecity schools.' The grad-
uates are quite uniformly able to securb good positions.. (

The industrial art school seeks in its day classes, to &Ain in draw-
ing,-.painting, sculpturing, and the, like, and' in industrial design,
primarily these, persons engaged in industry who have completed
their apprenticeship, and also apprentices. There are both day and
evening classes. some classes adapted to special trades are those in
interior , architecture, glass painting, etching, bookbinding, ph4o-
graphy, embroidery, and weaving. Much of the students' work was
exadent, especially the artistic hand bookbinding. That it is pra.c-
tical is attested by their ability to secure good positions.

Prefterest der Staatikkes Ihnitewerfotbsie fir Beaks and Tietoe zis Haneberp: Ind Berkil fiber*
&Wok f909-10.

Btaatliekee nekalkum Homburg Proreme; and Be,* kt ea dna SAW,* SOB-10.
Except for the Ship Engineer's &boot
tUL oh. 8, p. 70. A
'NOD to 1000 per !Meat per year. Her Proben, Treingturo.
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The wagon builder's school is,s, small day school, in w c about a

score of journeymen and master wagon builders receive technical
instruction for a year each. They are -thus enabled to become
designers, masters, and foremen. The trad instruction is imparted
by a master wagon builder; while instructors not masters in the
trade teach free-hand drawing and otherness specialized subjects.
The school has now been in existence for #5 years, and according to
Herr Behncko, its head teacher, is so succa 1 that in the fall of 1911
a similar school for smiths was to be ope

The dayindustrial school" and chief Su
school occupy the same large building, ce
also the teehnikum, building trades school,
Classes are held during the daytime, eve
These two schools consist of 1 'trade sc
at Which is compulsory fg
classes for"voluntary atte
term 1909-10, included
voluntary classes inclu
neymen, and 145 oth

.cal, and, there are bi
rately for 17 trad
rule. The nu

over 9 for vol
querers),

The s
city I 1

Sun
tic

and 'evening industrial
ally located, where are

nd industrial art museum
ngs, and Sunday morning.

ols for 20 trades, attendance'
apprenti s of guild members,. and of

dance.- The trade school%, in the bAnter
4381 students, chiefly apprehtices, while the
d 1,618 students (1,18 prentices, 287 jour-

). The subjects taught are almost all
few 'workshops. Trade drawing is taught sepa-

and similar specialization of other subjects is4he
er of hours of instruction per week varies from 51 to

itfltry pupils, and 3 to 18 (the latter for painters and lac-
an average of about 8 for the compulsory trade schools.'

ailed small industrial Schools are scattered through the
0 common-school .buildings.' They include evening and

y schools with special courses for the several trades; appren'-
trade schools, attendance on which is enforced on their appren-

es by guilds and guild members concerned; and incidentally,
classes for common-school boys in fre6-hand geometrical and pro-
jective drawing. A total of 3,560 pupils attend all these schools
(winter, 1909-10). Only apprentices and other youthful workers are
accepted- as pupils, except in the ing classes for school boys.

The 'evening and Sunday school are attended volpntarily and
offer six hoUrs of instruction weekl , from 7 to 9 one evening a we
and from sio to 12.30 Sunday orning. The subjects offered e:
German, Arithmetic, bookkeopi g and lati writing, study of geo-
metrical forms, algebra, geome y,.trigononiltry, free-hand dr wing,
geometrical drawing and.pro .ction, and do drawing for builders,
machine builders, electricia wrought-iron orkers (Schlosser)4,

I Ldepls* des Stsstlithei Wyenba :a Hamburg; and Leirplas dr Deutsche* Behudedeichuls elf
lIanshurg.

I atusdiche Hauptgewerbeschsk, 1.09 erbeschuis, um, Wagesbautibuk :a Hamburg. Deridd, 1009-10d.
$ Etastlichs Gewerbesehule* Monad asse,WW. SU Hamburg. Bilk*, 1809-10. - ...

6 A hard word to translate. Not a lth" as °Warn, renaered, butreposenting one engaged bra
roughly defined range of itperatb been the smith and the maohintst,,coneerned perhaps at much "
with wrought-Iron as with`any thing' 4,- 1., f ..---s....

Al
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plunibers, and machinists. What these smaller schools lack, their
pupils can supplement by added work in the chief industrial schools
(161 did so in 1909-10).

Tlid trade schools, like those in the chief industrial school, have
been established only when the cooperation of the chamber of industry
and of the guild or guilds concerned could be secured. The school
authorities and the guilds agreed on a curriculum, and the guilds
enforce attendance of their apprentices throughout their apprentice-
ship, being aided in this by the chamber of industry Eight hours
of instruction are given weekly; four hours on Sundair-morning, and
four hours on two evenings from 6 to 8 (for wrought-iron workers),
or on one afternoon froni.3 to 7 (for. plumbenqc ..-.There are two of
these schools, one for wrought-iron workers (Schlosser) including 447

- pupils. (in winter 1909-10) in four different buildings, and one for
plumbers' and related trades, having 686 pupils in the one building.
The subjects taught in the ironworkers' school are drawing, study
of industry (Gewerbekunde), arithmetic, hilliness composition,book-
keeping, and civics (Burgerkunde), all taught with special reference
to the trade.

The curriculum of tho-apprentice trade school of the plumbers and
related trades, which is typical of that of the other trade .schools,
includes four years of work, so arranged, however, as to meet the
needs of those who complete apprenticeship in three years and thus
may no longer be required to attend. The scheme is as follows:

currieu turn of the apprentice trade school of the plumbers and retested trades.

Subjects.

"Or

Industrial drawing ...lb: 5
!Reidy of Industry
Industrial &Mime*
ausiness composition.
Bookkeeping and calculation
Civics

. .

,

Number of haws weekly.

First
year.

Second
year.

Third
year.

Fourth
year.

4
1

2
1

4

2

.

e
2

s. 1
1

.1

The drawing Eto prominent in the course includes geometrical
drawing and projection the first year, and after that trade drawing.
exclusively. The study of industry includes a peat variety of data
catcullited to oridht the 'ipprentice in his work and. general' place in
life,- such as materialslirocesses, systems of installation of gas, water,
electricity,' ete.,, and' a little industrial law, The induattial arith-
metic is entirely concerned with practicalproblems, as the.reckon-
ing of wages,. co of industrial insurance, cost estimates, and final
reckoning purchase of materials, -notes, and exchange.

Thi; ntabuil*NIttenu;Nr. was asootle Ominuay, sqpinbis ictorks es well as lugmbrorit
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Business composition gives practice in whiting letters or forms for
various business purposes, in which the practical end is given first
place. The bookkeeping includes a little cost accounting. Finally,
the civics class adds a little to the minimum data on industrial law
and the like in the study of industry, in familiarizing the apprentices
with certain laws, branches of government, industrial and public
duties. There are no workshops in this school, though numerous
models aid in its instruction.'

The instruction is partly by professionhl teachers, partly by.masters
in the trades concerned. The latter give all the trade drawing. The
teachers are paid only 3 marks (72 cents) per hour class in the 'day-
time, and twice this amount in the evening.

Attendance on any of these schools is riot compulsory by either
State or other public authority. Attempts to require attendance
by State action have so far' failed. According to section 120 of the
National Industrial Law,' and a State law of hamburg of October 7,
1884, all employers are required to allow their apprentices to attend
an industrial school at least six hours a week, if they wish to do so.
These laws are not of much force and have but little effect on the
attendance. At most they but require the employer to free his
apprentices from other duties one evening and Sunday morning, which
most would do in any case. Compulsory attendance in Hamburg,
so far as it exists, depends solely on guild action, spurred on by the
chamber of industry.

About 70 per cent (If the Hamburg guilds art:). compulsory.' These
guilds require all their apprentiCes to attend the evening and Sunday
or other industrial schools throughout their apprenticeship, or so
long as the course lasts. This compulsion is effectively enforced
through the several masters, members of the guilds in question, by
means of fines imposed by the guild on masters whose apprentices
are lar in attendance or fail to attend the school. The chamber
of in has also exerted pressure on negligent masters success-
fully. The voluntary guilds seek likewise to enforce attendance in
their respective industries, but can do so only for their.own members.
Induarialenterprises aggregating 'over 35,000 masters and workers
have no manner of compulsion on attendance of their apptentices.'
This is the weak spot of the system, and one that will probably be .
changed in time in favor of city (State) compulsion. '

This curriculum was obtained from mmuneript furnished by Herr 8ohullropektor Augusi Kasten.
.*nrs' The mbool to which It refers wee Inspected In many olasem by the author, under his guidance.

Wert data, Wit
CA ob.., p.

414 1910 there were 8,804 masters and 14,118 masters and worken together In and under compulsory
guOds: 1,836 masters and 14,081 molten and workerd together In and under Use gull& Oewerbeltanamer
Yrthrobsdokt, 1910;2.65.

Osintbelpunnter Yebreabertoht, 1910 worked out from Agent on pp. 66, M.

*
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Some of those apprentices and other youthful workers not required
to attend do so voltintarily. Thus the machine builders' guild is
free, but every apprentice in this trade attends the evening industrial
school, bectiu..ze the mechanical- drawing there taught is absolutely
necessary to him iin his work. Another incentive to voluntary
attendance on these schools is the need of the apprentices for the
training there received, if they are to pass the journeyman's exami-
nation, or later the master's exttmination.. These examinations,
which are both practical edit theoretical, can in most cases he passed
only by those apprentices and journeymen who have attended t e
schools. In 1910, 483 apprentices passed the journeyman's ami-
nation and 167 journeymen t master's examination:I

-Most apprentices in liamb attend an industrial school volun-
tarily of otherwise; so there can hardly be said to be a special demand
for their students. The emplOyers are able to obtain a larger number
of skilled works ts than if there were no industrial schools in the city.
The skilled workers available for industrial purposes are steadily.
increasing in numbers, and in those industries where skill is demanded
a steadily growing proportion of workers is found who have passed
the mater's examination.' The industrial schoels are found to
stimulate the interest of the boys in their work.t"The chamber of
industry states of the iron workers' Asses that they have had a very
beneficial influence on the journeyman's examination piece,' which
indicates .principally practical, but also theoretical, ability. This
influence..was probably exerted chiefly through the drawing classes.

School products are very seldom sold, both because not much
'work is produced, which is of such sort and quality as to be readily
marketable, and because the schools have no selling facilities. Even

...where these conditions are absent, the schools would sell but few
products for fear of competing with and antagonizing the guilds.

None of these schools unduly increase the number entering a given
industry, because none of them accept students who have not worked
in'the industry in question or are not at the time so working.. Teachers
who attend these schools as students and school boys in preliminary
classes are excepted from this rule. The schools do norghorten the
period of apprenticeship, for this is deterrpine41 by the chamber of
industry for all trades, according to the n*tional industrial law on
apprenticeship. The usual period of apprenticeship in Hamburg
is four years. A shorter period is allowed in any individual case
only by -permission of the chamber of industry and usually on the
payment by the apprentice to his employer of a specified sum instead
of wages being paid him. This payment imnade because the employ-

' Clewerbikaurner Yaliftbeilcht, 19101 worked out from figures on pp. 01,62.
1 Dr. 00rnandt; Oewerbskinuner. -
1401rertekommer Yabra166.1011, 1910. 411116611 P11.

1, -
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ers say the boy is not worth much the first two or three years and
that their profit occurs chiefly in his last (usually fourth) year of
service. Thus the monetary difference to the boy may be in a typical
case .equal to two and a half (or three) marks a week foregone the
first year, threelor four) the second, and four (or five) the third, or
475 (or 600) marks total, plus 150 marks paid. to the master, or 625
(or 750) marks total ($150 or $180).' Such shortening of apprentice-
ship usually occurs in the case of a boy whose parents have money
enough to advance him thus more rapidly, 'specially if he has con-
titmed in school beyond the common school'.

All classes of people in Hamburg are, as a while, favorable to the
industrial schools; teachers and directors of the regular schools,
employers and guilds, unions, and workmen, parents and pupils.
The parents of all classes are most heartily in favor of them, and it is
from the parents that the greatest demand for their establishment
haascorau. Not all individual employers are favorable, but as a class
they are so in each trade and in all trades collectively. The con-
sensus of opinion in the entire city is decidedly favorable to the
industrial schools.

Their expense is not felt as a heavy burden by the taxpayers, but
as money well spent, though the schools are expensive. The city
(Stite) pays all the expenses of these schools,

evening
of the small

sums received for tuition from pupils. The evening and Sunday
schools require 10 marks ($2.40) tuition a half year, the higher schools
naturally more (the Welinikum 72 marks ($17.28) a half ,year).
Neither guilds nor employers aid the schbols financially; nor do they
supply materials or models, as in some other German cities: In
some cases individual maaters.serve without pay on the school boards.

The modern tendency to specialization in all industries, with its
resulting narrowing shop training, is met in some degree .by the
industrial schools in this manner: The schools teach somewhat of all
branches of each trade in the school for that trade, attended by all
apprentices who learn but a branch of the trade in their work. Thus
they are prepirred to understand and later supervise work involving
all the brafichee, even though they be skilled in but a single branch.

In those industries where 'success depends most largely on the
technical training, as in those where the artistic element enters
largely (decorating, cabinetmhing, etc.), -the employers are most
decidedly in favor of industrial schools, and are willing to release their
apprentices-to attend them in the daytime, during working hours.
considering the sacrifice well worth while, in view of the greater skill
secured: In the most highly organized industries, however, such as
shipbuilding (even though in some of these, as machine and ship
building, industrial education such as provided in these solwojeja..of

"".
Nin Sebaltaspektor A. VW&
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great value) the employers are as yet usually unwilling to release
their apprentices during working hours to attend industrial school.
Th,V claim that this' disorganizes their factories too much, and that
the result is thus not worth the sacrifice.

In the handwork industries also, wherever the benefit from indus-
trial ,education. is not great (chiefly the less skilled handwork), the
employers usually consider the sacrifice not worth while and are
'unwilling to release their apprentices to attend 'industrial school
during working hours. To sum up, the upper and lower grades of
industries, in point of skill required and complexity of organi2ation,
desire industrial education for their apprentices, but, in the main,
only during the apprentice's own time, while the middle grades
(including some in the highest grade of skill, but not highest in
organization) desire this education for their' apprentices enough to
release them, for it during working hours, when they can receive it to
the best advantage. Nin

To look back over Hamburg's industrial schools, we see that she
has exoellent higher schools, and good lower schools. These lower
schools are well adapted to the needs of industry, but greatly need
the requirement of compulsory attendance to enable them both to
reach the minority, at present neglected, and to require daylight
attendance in all possible classes. Cornpulspry attendance, accepted
and successful through large portions of Germany, will probably in
time he adopted also in 1-lamburg, and will 'add to the efficiency of
her already good system of industrial schools.

A



CHAPTER X.

THE INDUSTRIAL SChOOLS OF BERLIN.

Berlin, the capital of the German tmpire had in 1905 a popula-
tion of about two millions, which in 1912 had been increased by the
annexation of suburbs to three and one-half millions. The city is
thoroughly modern and cosmopolitan. Over half of her population
are engaged in industries embracing almost all branches. Among
these the metal-working industries are very important, especially
the manufacture of machinery slid electrical goods. The eweries
rival those of Munich in extent.

The city possesses an elaborate system of industrial sc s, many
of them having attained their present form in comparatively recent
years. In 1905 the administration of all the industrial and improve-
ment schools was placed under a newly established commission for
the city trade and improvement schools.' The city system of indus-
trial schools includes: (1) Voluntary improvement schools (chiefly
commercial); (2) compulsory improvement schools; (3) trade schools
for apprentices; and (4) middle (hOhere) trade schools. '9e great
Royal Technical High School is located in Charlottenburg, a suburb
continuous with Berlin. This great institution, specializing in re-
search in applied science, and attended in 1909-10 by some 5,300
students from all parts of the civilized world, represents, with its
fellows in other parts of GerMany, the pinnacle of German industrial
education. I am concerned chiefly with the foundations, however, and

.- so turn to the humble, but io less important, improvement schools.
The voluntary improvement schools, which there were 33 in

1909 -10, are open, some to boys, some to, girls, and Beme' to those of
both sexes. They are chiefly commercial in nature, and some wholly
so. A few .have industrial and housekeeping courses for girls, such
as design drawing for tailors and for lingerie sowing, repairing, iron-
ing, machine sewing and machine embroidery, tailoring, and Millinery.
Attendance on these voluntary improvement schools does not free
fre'm the obligation to attend a compulsory improvement school,
where such obligation exists.

The compulsory improvement schools (Pflichtfortbildungsschulen)
are 10 in number and have their headquarters in as many chief
buildings scattered through the city, though spreading over freely
into the common school-and other buildings. where necessary. &lime
of these schools, as also some of the voluntary improveMent schools,

' Die Dqaastisif dr disiedifisekes Ado IbrOithinpidates.
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were once guild schools,- since taken over by the city. Others have
been city schools since the year 1799, though not becoming special-
ized as industrial and commercial schools until the period beginning
in 1873. The last stage in their development was the requirement
in 1905 by city ordinance, passed under the permissive provision of
the National Industrial Law,' of attendance of all male industrial
and commercial workers' on the compu4sory improvement school,
from the time of their release from common school until their seven-
teenth year.3 As stated in the table in 84,.chapter 8, pages 83 and 84
throughout most of Prussia attendance on improvement schools is
compulsory only by local ordinance. The Landtag had in 1911 a
bill under consideration to require compulsory attendance through-
out the State, in towns of 10,000 or larger population as well as in
cities.

The compulsory improvement school must furnish instruction and
require attendance at least four hours a week, but not over six. The
classes for unskilled workers extend through four hours for skilled
workers, and for boys in commercial work through six hours weekly.
The hours set are usually in aftwoon or evening though sometimes
in the morning, and never later titan 8 in the evening. Some classes
of skilled workers meet twice a week for three hours at a stretch, some
once for six hours. The classes for unskilled workers are usually in
'the evening.

The subjects of instruction are three: German, arithmetic, and
drawing.. There are no workshops in these schools. The pupils, all
of whom are apprentices or unskillell boy workers, are grouped in
classes according to their trades. The unskilled workers are grouped
together and receive instruction more general in Mature than that
given to the apprentices. Their numbers are about one-lhird of the
whole enrollment. Each of the 10 schools has classes for certain
groups of trades. Thus the school which I visited had 14 classes
for metal workers, including 8 for wrought-iron workers, 5 for
engravers and die sinkers, and 1 for molders. It had 42 classes for
the art industries, inclultig 10 for engravers, 9 for braziers, 13:lor
lithographers, etc., and 10 for bookbinders. It also had 12 classes
for the unskilled 'workers, not separated closely according to their
occupation. The total number of pupils in this school in the winter
of 1909-10 was 2,940.3 Many of the commoner trades have classes
in a number of different buildings or in almost all. Where there are
but a few apprentices of a trade in a district, classes are formed of

It..0. 0., see. 120; et eh. 8. P.
1 With minor exceptions.
I Der gesenwirt1ge Zustand and die NiehetenAufgaben dee Berliner FortbUdungeechulweeens. !Rat

aohntrat Dr. Cut lifiebeelts, 1911. Also: Uberefebt abet du Fiat- and Forttildtmgaeohnbreedo der Eltadt
Berlin, 19004910, pp. 01-438.

4 Of the second school district.
ttberdobt, pp. 0941.
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those in related trades:or related branches of a trade. Those in
commerce are usually in ungrouped classe though there are some
classes for certain branches, as for those in usinesses selling iron
products.

The compulsory improvement schools of thew ole city had in May,
.1909, separate classes for the following trades and groups of trades
(the number of ) lasses of all grades indicated after each trade): In
the building trades, 82including masons, plasterers, an woofers (15);
oven makers (3); woodworkers (45); piinters (8); glaziers ,(6) ; stone-
masons (5). Among metal workers; 23Aincluding in common
classes (57); ironworkers (60); maChirie builders (42); mechanicians
(57); plurribers (11); molders (7).' Of the art trades, 89; made up
of classes in common (7); engravers and chasers (12); brass founders
(10) ; lithographers (15); those in bookmaking industries (12): photog-
raphers (3); gold workers (5); t apest refs (15); sculptors (6); lacquerers
(4). In clothing industries, 31; including tailors (21); furriers or
shoemakers and saddlers (6). In the food industries, 41; consliituted
by bakers (2:9; confectioners (3); waiters and cooky (15). Of barbers
and hairdressers, 15; consisting of classes in common (12); wig-,
makers (3). Of commercial workers, 158; made up of classes in
common (149); druggists (4); iron goods dealers (5). Of unskilled
workers, 335, all in classes in common; and in certain miscellaneous
trades, 17; including dentists (4), musicians (2); and pattern makers
(3). The total number of differilht sorts of classes was 39, practically
all.of these having a class or clasies,:for each of the three successive
years of the course. The total number of separate classes was
exactly 1,000, and the average dumber of pupils tna class was 31.14.

The German taught is identical with study of industry (Gelkerbe-
lunde), which means that in each class the teacher instructs thell'ap-
prentices in technical, legal, civic, and other matters pertaining.to the
trade concerned, incidentally improving their oral expression. . The
students then write in their note books from memory9an account of
the Subject.just treated., and the teacher thus is able to correct 'their
'Written expression. In some few-classes, where the need is greatest,
a little physics is taught by lecture and demonstration under the
dame of German or study of industry.

The arithmetic is a continuation of that of the common school, but
taught with special reference to each trade or group of thides. The
drawing ispartly free hand, party mechbalical, and is also specialized
to meet the special needs of tie several trades. The type of instruc-
tion ip...general, and the ground covered, Allows clearly the origin of
these( schools as variations from the older general continuation
schools,.wlmse function was to constrve and repeatbe training of
'the-common school, and if might be, to cdd slightly kit.. As a con-
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cession or adaptation to practical needs, the German and arithmetic
were specialized, pnd applied tt) industrial needs, and -drawing was
in treduced .

Aw.

The teach() are most of them professional teachers, selected from
the best in, t e common schools. Some classes, especially drawing,
are taught- I practicing masters or journeymen, who must (as else-
where throughout-Prussia) attend ashort. pedagogical course before
they begin to teach. There is some difference of opinion between the
school authorities and the masters, as represented in the chamber of
industry, as to the pro] ortion of teacliers in these schools who are
professional teachers and tradesinen, respbcively. The school direc-
tors tend to .exaggerat e the number of practical men; the mastel`s to
underestimate their number. In 1909-10 there were 732 teachers in
these schools, of whom 19 were artists, 11 were masters in handwork,
and 69 were engineers, architects, technicians, and the like. The
remaining 633 were professional teachers of different grades.' Dul
masters, however., are not satisfied with the number of practical, men
teaching, nor with the extent to which the instruction is practical and
adapted to the needs of industry (fachlich). They also wish more
subdivision of classet1, to meet the needs of specialized trades or
branches of trades. In considering these criticisms, it must be borne
in mind that the compulsory schools have been in existence only
since 1905, and that they are being adapted steadily closer and closer
to the,needs of industry, though they have yet much to attain. The
drawings exhibited show that much vcry,good work has been done ih
the schools.

In the winter ternv 1909-10, 32,320 pupils attended these com
pulsory schools, and in 1910-11 upward of 36,000. The costs, paid
entirely by the city, were very slight, considering the great number
attending. Thp total cost during the fiscal year 1910 was 1,089,910
marks ($261,578.40), of which 811,910 marks ($194,858.40) was for
salarietir These figure's do not include cost of buildings, but only
their maintenance., Thus, the annual cost, aside from first cost of
buildings, was in, 1909-10 $8.09 per pupil. tuitionfeeti are
charged in these compulsory schools. It must be remembered in
considering this cost that assistant teachers are paid but 3 marks (72
cents) an hour, and other exists are low more or less in propOrtion..

More closely adapted to specific industrial needs in different trades
is a large group of trade schools for apprentices. These schools are
quite various. their nature and the sources from which they are
supported. Eight of those existing in 190910 were supported by
the city, the State, and by guilds, associations, and others interested.'

Verwateingateriat des Maltistests to Bata d, 1010. No. 9. teficig ibeedly1104 tlake Fick. end F.
badull9eacks1tossess, t). 2.

11801MAGotholPdsf 1010. Mgr/ V. stkil, 10, Pitithtioriblideitosassins.
d . ..
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Seven were supported as above, except that the State furnished no
aid, while six were supported and controlled by corporations and
guilds, receiving merely financial aid and cooperation from the city.
Of these last, four were recognized as substitutes for the compulsory
improvement school. Attendance on none of the °diets freed from
the obligation to attend this school. Most of these schools have
Sunday or evening classes, or both,whilo very few have Tay classes.,

The largest% of these apprentice trade schools is the Trade School
for Book Printers (Die Fachschule ffir Buchdrucker), founded in
1875, which I visited. It is housed in a common-school building,
where its classes meet two evenings a week, from 6 to 8. Its courses
are of three years duration. Carefully planned by its directors to meet
the special needs of their trade; and one of the few schools recognized
by the oity as a substitute for the compulsory improvement school,
it is. a type of the sort of school which many employers most prefer
and a source of great pride and satisfaction to the association which
founded and maintains it. This organization is the association of
Berlin owners of*book-printing establishments (Verein Berliner Buch-
drikkereibesitzer). It chooses Lhe directors and supports the school,
except for the rooms provided by the city. This association was
once' a guild, but owing to the objection of some of its members
changed to the looser organization of an asiViation (Verein).

The pupils aiorzlivided into two groups, the printers and the type-
setters, who have separate classes. In the winter term of 1009-10
there were 1,456 pupils in the two department's. The instruction is
practically all technic , there being no workshops excel ft oneprint
iag shop. The clan printers include German, arithmetic,
physics,, mechanics, drawing, and trade theory. The 'classes for
typesetters are in German, Latin, French, English, Greek, arithmetic,

.trade theory, drawing, setting of Greek and mathematical sentences.'
All of these courses are closely adapted to trade, needs, the languages
and mathematics, for example, being studied only in so far as will

`enable the apprentices to set type in these subjects. The masters
are well satisfied with the results of the school, in-,..linproved work'
done by the apprentices.

'Another group of trade schools are the higher trade schools with
classes for both-journeymen and' apprentices. These include: the
Hall of Industries (Der Gewerbesaal) and the Second Handworkers'
School (Die Zweito Handwerkerschule), supported wholly by the
the city; th,t First Handworkers' School (Die Erste Handwerker-
schule), and the Building Trades School (Die.Bougewerkschult, sup -

t ported by the city and Statetly; the City Higher Textile School
(Die Stadtische Hahere W eschule), supported by city, State,
guilds, associations, and interested individuals; and the Berlin Cabi-

Obetielt, pp. 2W, 286.
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netmakers' School (Din Berliner Tischlerschule), supported by the
city and by two guilds. Of these schools, two, the Hall of Indu es
and the Berlin Cabinetmakers' School, have, besides day classor
journeymen, seven branch Sunday and evening schools each through-
out the city.

The Berlin Cabinetmakers' School, which I visited, is designed
primarily for journeymen and masters, though it also accepts those
apprentices who have worked two years at their tradai It offers
day courses. for 40 weeks ayear and a two \years' duration. The
object is to correct specialiied training and to fit its students to
become technicians, designers, foremen, and superintendents. Its
subjects are both theoretical and practical, as shown'in the following
standard course:[

Subjects in the Berlin Cabinetmakers' School.

SoVecta.

Hours per
week.

First
year.

Second
yeig

Practice In artistic cabinetmaking
Practice In machinery
Study of materials

20
4
4

15
4

Chemistry. 2
Bookkeeping 2
Trade arithmetic 2
Calculation (of costs. etc.) 2.
Drawing 18 24

Total hours per week 48 48

The school has.very well - equipped shops and turns out work of a
commercial character and very high grade. The design of furniture,
of nl'odest as well as of high cost, in Germany is on the whole of a
high artistic grade. This result is largely due to the good work of
such schools as this and t industrial art schools. The students
make. original designs, a d execute many of them themselves.
Ot1rs have been used in ommercial work. TheTirector,is a master
cabinetmaker and most of the teachers are experts in the trade.
The school limits itself to furniture making, the First Handworkers'
School specializing in interior architecture. The school also has
departments for turning and sculpture.

In its Sunday and evening classes scattered throughout the city
instruction is given evenings from 7 to 9, and on Sunday mornings.
The instruction is almost all technical, drawing being easily first in
importance, and there being only three subjects involving shop work,
machine practice, turning; and modeling and sculpture in' wood.
The other subjects taught are ornament drawing, projective drawing,
study of fastenings for and forms of wood, perspective and shadow

I Obtrtille, pp. 2274.
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drawing, trade drawing, chemistry, trade arithmetic and calculation,
and bookkeeping. The-total number of students in day and evening
departments in thc,winter, 1909-10, was 816. The cost for the year
1909' was 101,986 'marks ($24,476.64). The city bears almost all
of this expedite, guilds contributing but little.

Another school visited, the City Higher Textile School, was estab-
lished to meet the needs of the textile and clothing industries of

The instruction is technical and the school lieiS many NN 0 r k
shops, but it meets commercial needs as well as industrial. Many or
most of its students, by making cloth at its looms and dyeing them
tti its dye shops, learn the technical aspects of fabrics that they may
the better judge them and so handle them to better advantage in
commercial dealings. There are bothday and evening departments.
The day department includes the following commercial courses to
train in th0 handling of cloth: Design drawing, clothing manufacture,
lace making, hand and nraehine embroidery, weaving and knitting,
and ayeing3 Many of the students are in, or expert to enter, textile
industries. The school meets the needs of those in, or looking for-
ward to, the greatest variety of positions. .The graduates of its
courses secure better positions because of Their study there.

These facts are shown especially.in the evening dy-eing classes,
which draw apprentice dyers, technicians, university graduates in
chemistry, and master dyers. The classes must naturally,be divided
into elementary and advanced. The results with all of these classes

of students are seen in the attainment of special lenowledge of the
chemistry of dyeing and correspAding advancement. Practical master
dyers, for example, who work ordinarily by rough rule-of-thuwb
methods, are enabled by this training to test their chemicals, and by
this and other means to save materials.

There were; in thp winter of 1909 -10, 158 pupils in the day courses,.
339 in those on evenings and Sundays. The total cost in 1909,
exclusive of first cost of buildings, was 100,525 marks ($24,126), of
-which '12,290 marks \($2,949.60) wa supplied by Sour interested
guilds and associations, including thilhamber of commerce.

The First Handworkers' School was also visited. This school is a
day and evening school for apprentices and journeyMen, whose classes
are almost exclusively theoretical (technical). Its °di, workshop is
a small one for book printers. Dm Se8onaHandworkers: School is
of similar Vile, bunvith morsactical instructiqyAn workshops.
The Building Trtles School has practically all theoretical instrdction, .
while the 'Hall of Industries, a school especially for the machine
trades, has much practical ehopwork in addition to theoretic

'instruction,. *Moild tie apprentice trade schools also have shops.

Moistest year of which I have data on coats.
1lPragramm der StddliscRen ileatereri gribrothulethrUn, 1911, pp. 6, 0.
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In such higher or lower trade schools as have workshops the
apprentices and journeymen, many of whom receive but a one-sided
and specialized training in their employer's shops, can learn some"-
what of the operations as well as of the theoretic basis of other t,

branches of their trade. The improvement school can also correct
one-sided shop training to a slight extent, but only by the spoken --
and written word (chiefly the former) and not by actual doing of the
operations studied.

Many spe4alized journeymen who as apprentick learned butla
small range of operations in their employer's shop are enabled to
change their branch of work and if necessary learn the new branch

-more quickly becaue of their sZlOol (raining. In tome cases proc-
esses learned in a trade school may enable the futve journeymin
or master to do work which would otherwise have Thd to be sent
out to a speciiil-shOp. Thus press gilding, a branch of bookbintng,
is taught practicallrin Berlin trade schools, but is a class of work
undertaken by flew but special shops, The trade-school training is
sufficient to enable one who has grasped it thoroughly to carry on
press gilding commercially, as incidental tobookbinding.

The quality of the Work done in the higher trade schools is very
evidently superior to that done by improvement School pupils. This
is to be accounted for by the greater age of the pupils, the larger
pro.portion of priictical men who teach, and, in the more advanced

-classes, by the weeding process whith has taken place at the end qf
. the period of apprenticeship, for after this goal is reeehed iio comb

pulsion can force the journeyman to attend school -unless he so
desires, and only those continue in the trades school who intend to dd .

their best and desire to advance. Many apprentices attend cl
voluntarily in the apprentice trade schools,'or evening departilig
of higher trade schools, in addition to their required attendance on
improvement school. Such boys are in manycases the pick of the
Apprentices in earnestness and diligence. Some of the trade schools

%aye no definite length of course, each boy or man advancing as fast
as his capacity, application, and time peimit. '

A number of guilds require all the apprentices of their members to
attend. a trade school. The compulsory guilds especially in many,
cases make such requirement; as they ,are better fitted to execute it '
than are the free guilds. This greater power is due to tlftir control in .

such matters .over the whole local trade .in question.. Such guild.
conipulsicut usually applies only after the completion of the appreh-
tias first 'year, for the masters do not consider that the average-boy
will benefit much from trade school until he is at le* 15 year old
and has had some experience in his trqds. The compulsion applies

flu 1010 Were were 20,00e members of compulsory guilds, with 8,887 appreutioet 22,007 members of
free guilds, with 14.807 apprentices. Otscllftskricht. der Handfeed:101mo CS Beata, 1900-10, pp. 43-67 .

.
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usually to a specific school ..and lasts ordinarily till the close of the
apprenticeship; that is, for two or three years. Almost invariably it
requires attendance evenings (and Sunday mornings sometimes);
that is, during the apprentice's own time. Attendance oki very few
schools is accepted by the city in lieu of attendanoe on the compulsory
improvement schools.' The consequence of these facts is that over
5,000 2 Berlin apprentices must attend two. schools during the last
two or three years of their apprenticeship.

The chamber of industry has established a number of both theo-
retical and practical master courses for its district of Berlin and
environs. Twentytfour-bookkeeping courses were held in 1909-10,
of 30 hours total length each.3 A course was opened whenevet. 20
participants offered themselves; masters and journeymen and also
wives and daughters of masters were admitted. Reviewing and
practice bookkeeping courses were also given. Two courses under-
took a general study of business, including such items as the law of
handwork associations, struggles between employers and employees,
etc. Fifteen courses in calculation took up cost accounting and the
like. Twenty-two courses of very thorough scope and-duration of
48 to 60 hours prepared journeymen for the master's examinatioia.
The subjects were bookkeeping, calculation, study of notes, exchange,
and checks, study of industry, industrial insurance laws, associations,
and a study of special trade and business matters (special -for each
trade).' A course in the law of associations was also given under the
chief union of German industrial associations. Seventeen practical
master courses were also given, of from 12 to 96 hours duration each,
and attended by 345 participants.' The Nrlin practical master
courses differ from those in Hamburg in that they are more con-
cerned to lead, the way along trodden paths than in Hamburg, where
the emphasis is all on the latest methods.

The Victoria Improvement School (Die Viktoria Fortbildungs-
schule) for girls and women, which I visited, is a private philan-
thropic school' some 25' years old, rooms for which are furnisted
by the city. It includes industrial, commercial, pedagogical, and
domestic science work. Some definite results of the school's indus-
trial training have been noted. Domestic training enables the girls
to start as servants with 25 instead of 12 marks ($6 instead of $2.88)
a month and to obtain better future wage also. For dressmakers,
milliners, and the like the school training enables the girls to secure
pay, though small, from the start, instead of working for about two

IE. g., of those above mentioned, on no of the six higher schools, and only cm the Trade School he
Book Printers.

"04 apprentices. thersicht, Supplementary table.
"Total cost, 3,673 marks ($881.62); per participant, 6.43 marks ($133). Oeschiltstericht.
4463 cangltdates mend the master's examination In 1909-10. INC 170, 171.
'Cost, 5,952 marks (51,42967), total, or 17.1 me:W(llie) per capita.
One of two such schools In Beriin.
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years without wage, as do almost all girls not specially trained. The
-advance in wage is also more rapid than for girls not school trained.

Several large firms in Berlin have their own apprentice schools.
I visited what is prcfbably the largest, that of the monster works of
Siemans & Halske, manufacturers of electrical goods and ma-
chinery. The company had 225 apprentices in 1911, who were trained
in a special shop and school, established in 1908, and recognized by
the (city as .a substitute .for the compulsory improvernent.schools.
The instruction includes the same subjects as in these city schools,
more specialized, however, to meet the needs of these apprentices
and with some additional subjects. The curriculum is as follows:1

Curriculum of apprentice school of the Siemens and Halske factory.

Bublecta.

Total_

2 1

1 1 2
1 1 2

1 1 1 $
1

2 2
1
2 2 8

1 1 2 4
1 1

2 2

6 7 8

First
year.

German
Arithmetic.
Civics
Mathematics
Calculation L.
Bookkeeping
Divoring
Technology
Physih and chemistry
Electricity

Rtkus per week .1
After the usual trial period, the apprentices are regularly indentured

to the firm for a period of four years. During their first year they
work only in the apprentice shop, except when in the adjacent class-
rooms. Their tasks for the first year are in most cases merely exer7
cises, through which they learn the skillful use of tools, principally
hand tools.. The amount of filing done is extraordinary, this type of
work being regarded as an especially good training in steadiness and
exactness and a suitable introduction to the trades prepared for.
In a few. cases, as with hammer heads, calipers, and the like, the
products are used in the works. Throughout the first year the
apprenticeVreceive no pay.

At the'close of the year each one is given a chance to see the
different departments of the factory and to choose the one in which
he wishes to work. Vhoreafter they work among the journeymen
In that department of the factory at regular commercial work, still
continuing their attendance on the school six or eight hours a week.
During the last quarler year of their apprenticeship so-many of
them as desire return to the apprentice shop to draw slid execute

piping Intents, von Voss: Zia Frage der Auabildunt von Leirlintenfir die Orem Industrie. "Ind-
slanstichatk". Bdt 6, 1811. Verlag Julius Sprinter, Bali*
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their journeyman's piece. The making of this piece is desired by the
company, though not required. Most of the boys make it. The
journeymen pieces on exhibition are a fine set, of which the firm is
proud. In the journeyman's examination, the apprentices of Siemens
Halske stand superior to all others.in the same trades in Berlin.

The examination passed, or the apprenticeship merely ended, the
journeyman or factory worker may go into any ope of the four chief
trades practiced in the factorythat of ironworker, turner, machinist,
or electricianand.there specialize more narrowly than before.

The officials of the company with whom I talked expresed the
greatest satisfaction with the apprentice school. Although yet so
yang, it has already shown fine results in raising the interest and
skill of those it has trained. The-company prefer their own to the
city school, because their own instruction, given entirely by engineers
and other industrial anci commercial experts of the firm, is more
practical and more closely adapted to the parallel-shop training.
and to their industrial needs. Aterisfactory proportion of the grad-
uated apprentices, now journeymen, remain with the company.
Further, the apprentices, considering their four-year term as a whole,
and despite the cost of the apprentice school and shop and the
unproductive first year of work, are found to be profitable to the
company.

Looking over the Berlin industrial schools as a whole, we see that
here, as elsewhere in Germany, industrial education dogs not shorten
the period of apprenticeship, except in so far as (chiefly from the
standpoint of the employer) the taking out of time for the school
work may be said to do so. Generally speaking, the schools increase
the interest of the pupils in their work, but this does not apply to
all pupils, for in the compulsory- improvement schools many of the
pupils are not there from choice and are lazy and indifferent. There
is a special demand by employers for those who have studied in
trade schools, wherever such study is optional, because of the greater
skill and industrial intelligence thereby gained. This demand shows
itself in'the better positions and wages secured by those who continue
in the trade schools more than the minimum period required.

Diligence in industrial school is practically necessary to pass the
V master's examination, which, as well as practical skill, requires

theoretic knowledge which can be learned by most only in the schools'
This fact is a spur to some workers, but not to all, for the organization
of modern industry, in Germany as well is in the United States,
makes it hopeless for the majority of workmen to strive to become
independent, or foremen, or technicians; and to be a master is only
useful as a means by which to attain one of these stations. The

let ourrieulups or-chamber or industry preparatory muter, examination course, p. 101, above.
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majority of German apprentices look forward to a lifetime as journey-
men, or even as specialized. factory wrkers who have not attained
the legally defined journeyman's rank-ni. e., passed the journeymen'a
examination.

The industrial schools have had a most salutary influence on the
journeyman's examination in Berlin, which formerly was very poor.'
'1'lle Germans set much store on these examinations,' as furnishing
definite tests of proficiency, theoretical and practical.

The school products are not sold, except in a few cases. Thus
in the Berlin Cabinetmakers' School a student may sometimes sell'
his work, he in such case paying the school for the materials used.
In most schools there are no considerable number of-commercial
products produced, and the schools usually prefer to keep the best
work for exhibition. The view seems- to be general that w hop
instruction of a sort to be best given in schools and commercial

vroduction do,not go easily hand in hand.
With minor Erxceptions, the Berlin industrial schools accept as

students only those actually working as apprentices, journeymen,
or otherwise, in the trade studied. There is thus no undue increase
of the numbers entering single trades, for the number studying each
trade is automatically adjusted to its needs.' This is the case with
practically all the schools I visited and studied in Germany. There
is much unanimity on-the question as to whether attendance on trade
schools before the student has 'Worked at the trade is hirable.
Practical work in industry is always regarded as prerequisite to trade-
school training received to good effedt.

The erepense of the industrial schools, though heavy, is regarded
by the taxpayers as well worth while. The city provides the build-
ings in every case. The other expenses are shared as stated above.
The expense per pupil is much greater in trade than in improvement
schools, and, as is to be expected, higher in those trade schools having
many shops and instructing advanced pupils than in others. The
trade schools, higher and lower, enroll only about one-third the num-
ber of pupils that are in the compulsory improvement schools
(11,754 to 31,466); while the proportion of apprentices in trade
schools is also about one-third of those in the compulsory improve-
ment schools (7,293 to .19,928).'

All classes of people are now well accustometto the industrial
schools and favor them. The masters formerly opposed them as a
class, butt now only a few badividdal masters do so. In no trade, as a
whole, era the masters now opposed to the schools. As staal above,
however, the masters prefer the trade to the improvement schools.
They are not fully satisfied with the improvement schools, but

Votschulest, Dr. Cad Michael* thericht,1510, supplarraticy tible.
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not so dissatisfied as be conducting a campaign for any change.
The comparative attitudes toward' the industrial schools of the
industrial schoolmen and the employers indicates that these schools
are the subject of chief interest to the schoolmen, bk. only bile of a
number of matters of importance to the masters.

Employers at first opposed comVulsory attendance on improve-
ment schools in the daytime. Now most of them have bowed to
the inevitable and profess to like the new arrangement; but .it is
doubtful whether this professed satisfaction is always genuine.
Employers are more or less favorable to the compulsory daytime
attendance, according to the needs and exigencies of their trade, as
has been described in the case of the Hamburg employers.'

Masters, most of them guild members, are on the directorates of
practically all of these schools. The guilds do not in Berlin, as in

,some other cities, supply models or materials for school shops, except
in case of guild schools and a few others, but they maintain ad,visory
relations with them, especially close in case of the trade schools.

oh. 11.
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CHAPTER XI.

THE INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS OF MUNICH.

Munich, the capital of the State of Bavaria (Bayern), is one of the
most generally attractive cities of Germany. In 1905 its population
was about 583,000. Brewing is its greatest industry, but many
artistic handicrafts find here a home. Its chief industries include
the manufacture of machinery, bronze, silver, a other metal ware,
furniture, leather products and gloves, artificial fl veers, printing and

ril

lithography, and glass staining.. Ito Munich, as in south Germany
generally, factories are less and handwork more prominent than in
north Germany. --..
where were formerly guild schools in the city, but there now (1911)

exists but one, that for painters. The former guild schools have been
absorbed into the city school system with the approval of the guilds.
The masters prefer the city schools, since they save them all expense
except the slight aid which they give the city schools.

The Bavarian school law, under which the local ordinances of
Munich have force, requires three years of attendance at Sunday
school, immediately folio-wing the compulsory common school
attendance, of all boys 'and girls not excused for adequate reason.
The Sunday school provides a minimum of but two hours of instruc-
tion other than religious, and may be on Sunday or on week day,
But the obligation to attend Sunday school may be fulfilled by
attending an improvement school recognized by the.district govern-
ment as an adequate substitute, because it has not oriky special
(tradb) subjects. but enough of the general subjects characteristic of
the Sunday school. The provisions of the National Industrial Law
pertaining to compulsory improvement schools' are explicitly

.accepted and the compulsion of employers of boys and girls to allow
them to attend such schools where local ordinance requires is
reiterated' N

Munich has had an industrial continuation school for apprentices
and an industrial improvement schOol for journeymen since 1875.
These schools were fpr years but little specialized, while the appren-
tice school gave no trade instruction at the start. The present
organization of the schools has taken its stamp from-the original and
resourceful personality of Dr. Georg Kerschensteiner, since 1895

l R. O. O., gem 120, 130, le. CL 011. 8, P. al
*Royal Bum= law colownlng aohaolobligatlone, Juno 4,1908; &mooed Noah 7,1000.
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superintendent of Munich schoOls. In 1900 Dr. Kerschensteiner
won the prizo4of the Royal Academy of Sciences of Erfurt for the best.
essay on the subject of the most desirable education for boys bet,,veer
the common-school and the military-service ages -(from the four-
teenth to the twentieth year). This essay, Staatsburgerliche Erzie-
hung der deuteshen Jugend, has been widely read, and in 1910 was
translated into English under the title "Education for Citizenship."'

In this book Dr. Kerschensteiner asks: "How must the modern
constitutional State fulfill its functions)" The answer given is
"By giving to everyone the most extensive education, one that
insures (a) a knowledge of the functions of the State and (b) personal
efficiency of the highest degree attainable. "' His educational
groundwork is stated elsewhere as follows:

The final goal of all public schools which are supported by public funds is the
training of the pupils to be useful citizens. A useful citizen is one who contributes
by his work, directly or indirectly, to the attainment by the State of its goal as a
legal and cultural community. The first task of the school is the promotion, sofar
as may be, of the skill as well as joy in work of the pupil. The second task is the
early accustoming of the pupil to placing his Pky and skill in work in the service of
his companions and fellow men as well as of his own. The third task is the connect-
ing of the so-built-up readiness for service, consideration, and ethical devotion, with
an insight into the purpose of the State, so far as such an insight can be developed
in the pupils, considering their position and degree of maturity

The relation of means to end in Dr. Kerschensteiner'Ej mind is
shown best by an extract from an interview when lie was lecturing'
in this country. He says:

/ The idea of industrial education is not the fosadation of my work. The object of
/ these schools is to train citizens. To train citizens it is necessary to enter into what
i, is the daily life of 90 per cent of oViaple. Thus it becomes necessary to make the

workshop the center of the echo°
.

4

Again, in his prize essay, he,writes:
As a means of insuring personal efficiency, and so of enabling a pupil to take that

part in society which his capacities warrant, the first place must be assigned to a
training in trade efficiency. This is the condition sine qua non of all civic education.'

In this trade training, the foundation for the civic virtues is laid
in "conscientiousness, diligence, perseverance, -self-restraint, and
devotion to a strenuous life."' _

The year after coming into office as superintendent of schools, Dr.
Kerschensteirier called together the presidents of guilds, represent-
ing the local industries, and proposed to them that the city found a
system of trade schools. They voted against him, but ho finally won

1Proseland, A. J., translator for the Commercial Club of Chicago, ann.
pp.2I,

Herschenstelner, Dr. %mtg. Omni:Otos end LeArpidne der obitgetorkehes Fake lad fortaltdusge
sables/do Kuhr* at Munchen, I#10. Elnleitua pp.9,9.

4N. Y. Times, 1)eo.4,1910.
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them over. In 1910 he persuaded the city to reorganize its school
system by the introduction of an extensive system of trade schools.
There were factory schools in existence at the time, but as Dr. Ker-
schensteiner says, they were inadequate, for they shaped the boy
"for the factory, not for the boy."' In this connection it may be well
to quote Dr. Kerschensteiner's statement that "nowhere outside of
Russia have I 'found such neglect of childhood as in England and
America," To prevent such neglect in Munich, the industrial
schools were established. Since the beginning of the school year
1906-7 they have been fully organized and in full operation,

There were in 1910-11 in Munich 55 trade improvement sEhools,
including 2 commercial schools, whose attendance is compulsory for
apprentices.' Ten compulsory district corOinuation schools meet the
needs of the unskilled boy workers and of those in trades having too
few apprentices to allow a separate school. One co. mpulsog "help -
school" aids weak-minded pupils. Twenty-three o the apprentice
trade improvement schools have voluntary courses for masters and
joUrneymen in connection with them, and there are other independent
courses and schools for the same class of workers. Compulsory im-
provement schools are also provided for girls.

The boys' improvement schools and the journeyman and master
courses are doused in seven large buildings erected for the purpose in
different parts of the city.' Some of the improvement school classes
overflow into the common school buildings. The trade improvement
schools are grouped in buildings according to related trades, though
Rome trades are represented by several schools in ,different buildings.
The school authorities profess themselves willing to organize a trade
school for each trade having 25 or more apprentices. The most
important trades have four schools, most have only one, while a few
petty trades have no separate school, and their apprentices attend a
school in common. The trade schools, with their groupings in the
several buildings, are as follows:' I. Liebherrstrasse Industrial
School:' (1) Turners, brush makerl, and related industries; (2) drug-
gists, and dealers in dye and other materials; (3) leather dressers and
hand shoemakers; (4) wood and ivory carvers; (5) chimney sweeps;
(6) coachmen; (7) saddlers and trunk makers; (8) coopers; (9) iron-
workers (building and fine work); (10) smiths; (11) joiners and cab-
inetmakers; (12) shoemakers; (13) tapestrers, decoratots, lace
makers; (14) oven makers and setters; (15) watchmakers; (16) wagon
builders: II. Pranckhstraese School: (17) Fine machinists, opti-
cians, and instrument makers; (18) machitie builders; (19) -mechan-

' N. Y. Tribune, 4, 1910.
nefter rahresberida der mdwaliches Fortbildsw IMO Greaket.heint ilinekens. 1910 -11.

I Value eland, balitlinp, and equipment, 1910k 4,824,009.85 marks 01,167,78190. Yahresbariohtf 151041,
p.19.

The salmi that tithed.
Yahreabetteht, 191044, pp. 54.
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ice, electricians, and gunmakers; (20) ironworkers (second depart-
ment); (21) joiners (second department); (22) tinners, installers,
fitters' helpers, and metal stompers; (23) bookbinders; (24) book
printers; (25) lithographers 'and stone printers; (26) photographilrs
and chemists; (27) metal casters, brass founders, and chasers; (28)
tin casters. III. Elisabethplatz School: (29) Coppersmiths; (30)

machine builders (second department); (31)- mechanics, etc. (same
as 19, second department); (32) ironworkers (third department);
(33) tailors; (34) joiners (third department). IV. Gotzingerplatz
School: (35) Machine. lkilders (third department); (36) mechanics,
etc. (third department); (37) ironworkers (fourth department);
(38) joiners (fourth department). V. Single scattered schools: (39)
Bath assistants, hairdressers, and wigmakers; (40 and 41) hotel
keepers departments); (42) gardeners; (45) confectioners and pastry
cooks; (46) butchers (at the city slaughterhouse); (47) musicians and
music pupils-. VI. Louisenstrasse School: Journeymen's and master's
couises chiefly; also (48) masons, stone masons, and plasterers; (49)
dentists; (50) jewelers, gold and silver workers; (51) stuccoworkers and
sculptors. VII. Wcstenriederstrasse School: Journeymen's and mas-
ters' courses chiefly; also (52) decorative painters, lactitierers, gilders,
and cask painters; (53) 'glaziers, glass, enamel, and porcelain painters.
VIII. The Commercial Improvement 'School, embfacing schools for
(54) those in commerce; (55) Clerks and Government officials.

All boys in Bavaria may leave the common school when they are 14
years old and girls when 13, unless they have completed it before..
About three-fifths in Munich complete the course without repeating
a year. They are then usually 14 or 15 years old. Of those who do

r not go to a higher education, about four-fifths enter indu4ry or com-
merce as apprentices or clerks, and one-fifth become unskilled or
juvenile workers. Eve*, boy in Munich who need no longer attend
the common school mu3t attend a trade improvement (or continua-
tion) schollikr at least three years immediately following the com-

' mon school attendance, and generally, ii an apprentice, throughout
his apprenticeship. Under the timid Industrial Law this obliga-
tion can t beyond the eighteenth year" Girls 'Mist attend
improv ant school for three years or at least until they are 16 years
old.' ompulsory at ndance for girls has been found as necessaryattendance

boys, to prevent e ployers wishing cheap labor from employing
girls to the displacement of boys' Boys' unusually well prepared
may, on evidence of their proficiency, be advanced on entering a
trade school a term, a year, or even two years. Those who have

kin. 0., meg 120.
Kanebonstelnet: Pkeli v. ibrtbillunfackssien Mine-hew, pp. 8, 11; also: Salstinfen 14r 4114
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satisfied the 'nominal obligation to attendance, but who have not
reached the proper proficiency, may be required to attend longer,
but not longer than the completion of their eighteenth year.'

The hours of instruction in the trade (including the connuercial)
improvement schools range from 7 to 11 per week, in most eases,8
to 10 hours, varying between the different schools. By municipal
ordinance, none of the compulsory instruction is given tifter 7 p. m.,
though some voluntary classes even for apprentices are held later.

----There are almost no classes on Sunday. Most of the schools hake
classes from 4 to 6 hours consecutively, usutilly in the afternoon
and "early evening, though sometimes in the morning. The appren-
tices thus attend either about 2 half (lays or about 1 full day.
The abolition from among the compulsory- classes of late evening
instruction improves the quality of the work dope by the pupils.

The school year is about 10 months.
The curriculum and general plan of the trade (improvement)

school for fine mechanics is typical of these schools.' In this school
opticians' and instrument makers' apprentices study 9 to 9i hours
1 day of each week, closing at 7, for 4 years (in most of the
schools for but 3 years). The subjects taught are as follows:3

Curriculum of the trade improvement school for fine nut-hanks.

Subject.

flours of Instruction.

First Seeond
year year.

Third
year.

Fourth
year.

Religion 1

Business composition and reading 1 1

Industrial arithmetic and bookkeeping 1 1 1

Ethics and civics... 1 1

Physics 14 1 2 2

Trade drawing 2 2 2

Practical Instruction with study of materials and processes 2 2 2 4

Hours per week Oi 9; 9 0

Religious instruction imparted by a priest or teacher, Roman
Catholic or Protestant, appointed by the religious authorities, is

given in all the trade improvement schools. The blisiness com-
position aims to give familiarity with business forms and practice in
writing business letters...The reading is so selected as to have an
ethical value and tempt the pupils to acquire tastafor good
reading. The industrial arithmetic and bookkeeping isToncerned
with practical joroblems of computation of solids, keeping personal
and business accounts, making business estimates and the like. The

1 &stablest, sacs. 20, 2, L p.\
I A complete account of the curricula of Wand other of the Munich trade 'improvement schools ettn be

found to Bulietto No. l4 Nat. Soc. Promot. Indus. Eduo.: "The trade conthuonon schools ofMunich."
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ethics and civics (Lebens,und burgerkunde) are designed to help the
student to adjust himself td his environment, and include studies of.
hygiene, ethics, apprenticeship and industrial relations, history and
present conditions of industry, the rise of mechanics, the town, ai,s_
trict, tate; and natitm, and the rights and duties of the citizeh
relative to each. The physics is elementary and practical. The
trade drawing,is. practical andreceivaR much attention. Dr. Kor-
schensteiner saysof this trade school as of the others: "Nothing js
drawn that is not made in the workshop, and nothing made there

- that is not drawn. "'
The praCtical instruction aims to make the pupils acquainted by

observation and practice with the chief materials, tools, processes,
and products of his trade. According to Dr. Kerscheimsteiner "WA
intend tilt the hey shall' understand, at least once, every important
process or method in his trade, and shall perform it himself, either in
miniature, or, whenever possible, in real materials."' In the Fine
Mechanics' Trade School the, different kinds of iron and steel, tem-
pering, defects, measurements, geometrical .forms and their produc-
tion, hand mind machine tools, other metals, filing, turning, and other
growingly complex measurements and -processes are studied and
practiced.

Other German industrial schools than those in Munich have work-
. shops, and- the presence of these is practically universal in higher

trade schools, as those for journeymen or m3stors. Many other im-
provement schoOls also have workshops. But nowhere, as in Munich,
do workshops in theemprovement schools play so large a part through=
out a comprehensive system as in the work of those schools. In most
other German improvement sjhool.systems wo&.hops are incidental.
Here-they are, as they are intended to be, the center And focusing
point-of the whole instruction.' In number of workshops, in their
general application to all the industrial trade schools, and in the
time given to instructta,n in them also, the Munich in4ustrial schools
are regarded universally as the leading example of workShops in the
improveLient schools. Wherever in conversation the question as to
the expediency of suchshops was rai.,ed, the names of lierschen-
stainer and Munich were quick to appear as the leading theoretical
exponent and the practical example, respectively, of the systerh.
shall return later to the discussion of these workshop's, the crux of
the Munich indu.stsiat school system. '

file practical classes average 12 to 15 pupils per teacher;' the
theoretical classes, 30 to 40. The trade classes were formerly larger,

I Kersobedfigner: Peck- end Fortbildangnehyles, p. 13. Timbers in the tradeebools ear UM maxim
is not Ferried out litemliy.

a New York Tribune, Dee. 4, 1910.
*Ketwbenstelner, O. The orgenisstion of the contiztuattob imbed to lima*" p. 10. IP taste leo.
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but were found to be unsuccessful. Where,a school has more than
one class of each grade, the bettor and the poorer pupils.are placed
in separate classes: FIxaminatiolut, practical and' theoretical; are
held at the close t:kf the courses, and .certificates given to those. who
pass them.

° the teachers of .the theoretical subjects are almost all common
school teachers; ,those of the practical (workshop) subjects are chiefly
masters and jeurneYmen of the respective trades. The teachers in
the trade improvement schools (excluding the commercial schools)
are classed as follows '(June, 1911): I lead teachers, 106; chief indus-
trial leachers, 40; common school teachers, 1037 teichers from in
dustrial positions, 88; those from other positions, 29. Thus 88 out
of 366 teachers in these schools are practical industrial workers -
(masters and journeymen).' The practical meta masters and jour-
neyment- who. teach trades are required to attend for two years a
class in teaching principles and methods, taught by a city school
inspector. Some 2 teachers of trade subjects (such as trade drawing,

.study of materials, anti industry and workshop instruction) are
common sebbel teachers who have learned somewhat. of the tedhnic
of the trades in commercialshops. The masters are satisfied with
all but these teachers but do not believe that they can give first-rate
practical workshop and other trade instruction. The trade teachers
are paid 96 marks ($23.04) for each hour a week taught through the.
year. The qther teachers 'receive specified amounts, 'from $720 to
11.300, with retiring pensions for long service.' .

The relation of .the Munich trade schools to the employers and
guilds is peculiarly close. The chambers of commerce and industry
nominate such guild members as are eligible to the schok directo-
rates, and each directorate must include at -least one member (and
may have its many as three) of the group of trades'sericd.by the
school. The nominated 'body of eligibles, which includes most of .

the trade leaders in the city, may inspect the schools, advid as. to
instruction, propose trade teachers, takepart in the oral and inspect
the written examinations. The employers in each trade are also
consulted as to the hours for the compulsory and other instruction
most satisfactory to them. In return the employers. art) expected
to and do aid the schools bly advice, gift, or loan of materials, models,
and tools, and by watchiAg over the regular attendance of their
apprentices or other boys and girls employed' At firsts the guilds
and individual masters aided the schools by supplying tools; mate-

and models, and they still do so somewhat, but in the main
they now find it 'more convenient to coOsibute instead small sums

: Compiled from Agunss In Yaltesbertcht, 1910-11, pp. 408-419. -

s "A few only," said a teacher; ."A growing number," said the chamber of industry.
'Sadler, ch. 19.
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through their guilds. Masters who belong to no guildemust con-
tribute a like amount directly.

The 10 district continuation schools are, primarily for unskilled
workers, though a fe,tv apprentices of scattering small trades attend
also. They require attendance for eight hours a week for two years.
Their several curricula differ but slightly, and are represented- by
that of the Plinganstrarse school :1

Curriculum of the Plinganttrasse district Wm(

Subfecta

Religion
Compeeition and reeding'
Arithmetic'
Ethics and olylos
OymnasUm

training and drawing

Hours per week

Hours of In.
'Unction.

First
year.

1

1i
I

1

2

Second
year.

8

I Alternately I and 2 hours.

The arithmetic is designed to aid the pupil to keep his accounts
and to understand simple dealings with banks, with the national
insurance funds, and the like. The 4thics and civics is much the same
as for apprentices, but with no special application to any trade.
The manual training and drawing aim to arouse the interest of the
boys in things mechanical, that some may seek to (inter the trades,
and to prepare them the bettor for entrance into the trades and
trade schools'

The higher trade schools include day trade schools, and courses for
journeymen and masters. Some' of these occupy buildings devoted
almost exclusively to them' while 23 are connected with improve-
ment schools of the same trade. Attendance on all of these schools
is purely voluntary. There is a day trade school for woodworking
and interior furnishing, with 55 students, and a day trade school for
artistic bookbinding with 25 students (1910-11). In each of the two
large buildings, given over chiefly to higher trade courses, there are
both Sunday and evening schools for journeymen and, masters
engaged in industry, and day courses of 36. to 42 hours total dura-
tion for the sari* classes of workers when out of work. Two public
halls give opportunityfor drawing practice and for instruction for
thOse in the building trades, one in free-hand and the other in trade
drawing. All.of these courses are arranged to suit the convenience

"Ialutsbealshi, 1910-11, p. 391.
skinahanstebssr: FDA- wed Itolbildimpsseeidels Mikeisms, pp. 320431.
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of those to be benefited and thus are adapted to special trade
exigencies. Short courses are quickly arranged, if need be, when'any
considerable unemployment causes temporary demand for :them.
Apprentices, when their period of compulsory atttidance is over,
liking the new freedom, usually do not attend any school for two or
three years. Many move to othei States. But a considerable ro-
portion of journeymen, when they reach the age of 20 to 22,.return
to the public trade schools for further and volunthry_work.. Journey-
men and masters up to 50 years of age are found in these schools.

Education for girls has not received mtacattention as yet in
Munich. Improvement schools for girls -requike but three hours a
week attendance, which period will be doubled from.1912 on. There
is not large need as yet for industrial schools for women in Mun/ich.
They go inte_bsit few industries tile women's industries, as house-
keeping: and 'domestic service, dress and hat making, photography,-
etc., besides coronercial work. Girls are free to attend the loys'
trade schools, if they wish. Domestic science is the chief study in
the compulsory improvement schools. A voluntary improvement
school with general, commercial, and household subjects; a volun-
tary eighth class of the common school; and two private schools
subsidized by the city--the Riemerschmid Commercial School and
the Woman's Work School also minister to the wants of girls and
women.

There were in Juno, 1910-11,' in the 55 trade improvement
schools, 9,330 pupils; in the 127' journeymen's classes, 2,733, of
whom 450 were in day trade schools and courses; in the 10 dis-
trict continuation scheils, 1,018; in the compulsory improve-
ment schools for girl, about 7,500. The total cost of all these

' schools, except those for girls, was in 1910-11 1,169,781.47 marks
($280,746.55). This included 1?0,000 marks ($28,800) for , new
buildings, repairs, and rent, but takes no account of the original cost,
interest, or sinking fund, on a property in Iand, buildings, and fur-
nishings valued at 4,824,099.85 marks ($1,157,783.96). The cost in
1910-11, exclusive of existing permanent plan , for all pupils, except
girls, was 98.42 marks ($21A6) per pupil.' Th pupils in the imprOve-
ment schools pay no regular tuition fees,'and ut trifling fees for the
use of materials, etc. Those in the higher trade schools pay small
fees, as 50 cents to $1 a month. The city common schools cost 93
marks ($22.32) per pupil,' which shows the-aimprovemeriesehools to
be not very expensive in comparison. The taxpayers, however,
sometimes grumble at these. heavy expenses, but the city adminis-
tration is liberal with the schools notwithstanding.

a yshissberIcht, 1910-11. '
Computed from figures In Yahresiierknt,1910-11; especially pp.,17-I9.
Kerkhensteinst: The Continuation School in Munich, In Times Lectureei 4). 24,

\\''
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The results of the trade improvement schools arecevident in better
work done by the apprentices, especially shown by better journey-
men's examinations.' In 1907, .the guilds or associations of master
primers, tailors, shoemakers, and tapestrers declared that the
journeymen's examinations were better on account of the improve-
ment schools.' The results on specialization are favorable, enabling
a specialized apprentice as a journeyman to learn anothgr branch of
his trade more quickly'than he could do without the schoittraining'

The school attendance has been bettered by the change in the
type of improvement schools, as has also the attention and zeal of
the pupils in the schools. The ewployers differ as to whether this
improvement extends also to the shops where the pupils work. The
pupils quite generally like the schools, often better than the shops,
The technical and especially the practical training (workshop)'

, attracts them most. A number of masters or guilds claim to see an
improvement in the conduct of the boys attributable to the sphools.1

The masters regard these schools as equally efficient as the former
guild schools' In general, with qualifications to he noted later, the
masters are satisfied with the new industrial schools. One patent
and avowed reason for the approval of the masters is that the public
schools save them money formerly spent on guild schools. Most
individual masters and the majority in most trades are fairly well
satisfied with or at least tolerate the compulsory day instruction.
some trades as a whole, as the smiths and the wrought-iron workers,'
are activelY opposed tb this system because it disturbs their work
greatly, the journeymen in these trades working always with the
immediate aid of apprentices. The bakers, on the other hand, are

,'"'actively for the day attendance, since their work is at night' More
and more as also in other cities in Germany, employers are coming
not onl3W),tolerate but to actively call for the use of working hours
for compulsory instruction. Thus, for example, the guilds of copper-
smiths, joiners, and typesetters declare the day attendance be
superior to the evening, and state or imply that it is worth Whatever
extra cost It involves to the employer.' The employers in some cases
pay the same wages to their apprentices or unskilled workers as if
part of their working day were not given to school .work. In most
cases, however, the boy must accept a lower wage on this account.

-Of the school workshops, the apprqval of the masters is much less
unanimous and is generally more qualified when given. Of the
opinions of guilds and other employers' associations, published by

I Rsodweskskammer, Munich.
Bel* Seer dk Rtieddrime a, ,Ifdorekskiee de owdrUidni Paiblidaddissiaks Miiktkess, ;Mt,
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the school board in 1907, emajority expressed approval of the tech-
nical training, but.few specifically of the practical (workshop) train-
ing. Those guilds specifically approving the workshop instruction
were those of the lithographers and stone printers, tin casters, drug-
gists (of all Bavaria), wrought-iron atbrkers, and butchers. Those
specifically opposed to the workshop instruction were the guilds of
fine Mechanics and opticians, joiners, sculptors, and stucco workers,'
and potters.' The most pronounced opposition came from the
association of fine mechanical and optical businesses in Munich.
This association declared that the apprentice thinks the school
instruction only is of much value; that the practical instruction
is not comprehensive enough to be of much value; that the draw-
ing is the only technical training given of much value; that the
school has not the equipment to teach specialized machine work,
as gear cutting; that first-rate practical teachers can not be secured
by the schools at the low salaries they pay; and-that, finally, the
practical work of the school can never be equivalent to that of a
commercial shop.'

/The eyes of all Germany have been on the Munich schools and
i. their workshops. and many men in industrial schools and in industry e ;

in other parts of Germany have well-developed Opinions on. the Mu-
nich schools and have watched the results of their shops. The
impression that has gone out does not seem, on the whole, to be
favorable to the school shops. In the next chapter I shall discuss
the general question of shops in the improvement schools; suffice it
here to note. some _typical opinions on the Municli experinfent.4
The Munich improvement schools are claimed to work in opposition,
in many cases, to the training given by the masters, and to be regarded
by the masters as not practical. The teachers are often primarily
theoretical, and do not know thoroughly what they try to teach;
and even when pre tical men, the school comes 'so to mold them that

i.
their te4chifigcle elops a theordtical tinge. The most extreme

a statement inet.w "the Munich experiment has failed, though
spini kvitiichtbald approve of it." a
:Onothe whole; the asters in Munich now approve of workshops in

the sehoolsi. but only as aids to the theoretical instruction. As such
aidj they regard the school workshops as of proved value when in
fits hands of masters of then' crafts.° They do not regard these
shops as practicable substitutes for training in commercial shops,
and do not desire them to become such. Thus the positive declare-

I The representativeness of this view questioned by the school authorities.
literiebf Woe Beedhress.
Ibid.. Pp. 8, 9.

4 Aim wfthout slissassing but any bias which the makers of these critlelmin may Ism
All of views expressed In this paragraph we Um chamber" ofinduetry amasters and guild lembeta

I Rand rir kakanerr, lifinebem.
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tion of the bookbinders' guild: "The school can never serve as a
substitute for the workshop training." 1 They are opposed to the
introduction of the so-called teaching workshops (Lehrwerkstatten),
where a boy just, out of.common school is to learn his trade entirely,
with no apprenticeship whatever.'

The school authorities, and especially Dr. Kerschensteiner, take
these school workshops much more seriously. They may have no
idea of altogether disjiacing apprenticeship, but they certainly aim
not only to aid the theoretical instruction but to impart positive
practical instruction also. The fact that iirsome of the schools they
o systematically over those elementary operations of the trade

would be taught and practiced in all shops' indicates a more
or less conscious endeavor to do what would probably be disclaimed
were it put boldly: To teach the whole trade, and thus relieve the
master of all burden 'of teaching his apprentice. This aim has cer-
tainly taken possession of one school official whom I questioned snd
represents his view of the aim and function of the cools. One of
the greatest difficulties to be faced, were such a tendeiTry to continue,
and the school shops to be efficient enough, would be the acceptance
of this condition by the masters, and the gradual shifting to public
shoulders of the teaching burden formerly borne by the employer.
To reshift this burden back again, were that desired later, might
prove much more difficult than its assumption.

To the school authoritieswhich means primarily to Dr. Kerschen-
steinerthe practical or workshop instruction is the base of the
whole superstructure.' In it the interest of the pupils is to center
(as it has(Fargely done), and from it the theoretical instruction is to
take meaning and shape. It is to be, chief, though the masters
would have it subordinate. And why this great emphasis on the
school workshops? The best reply is in Dr. Kerschensteiner's words:

The essential reason why the continuation school elx\uld not become a purely
theoretical school is that its limitation to theoretical instruction would form an almost
insuperable barrier to transforming our schools into educational institutions for com-
nitnity life.' 1110.

Here we see again Dr. Kerschensteiner's philosophy of education.
His basic purpose is not industrial, but ethical and civic. It is no part
of my prevent purpose to -evaluate these schools from the ethical and
civic standpoint, supremely important though that be. The theory
looks sound, and the prospects of its successful working out seem
good. But in the process is there not great danger that, as in our

Belicht fiber Beviihrung p. 1 °.
Illandwerkalutmmer, Manchan.

Thus In the school described above, for fine mechanics.
4 Barlett fiber Bewihrung, p. 7. }Umbel:Weiner: Tits Coutintutke School in Munich. In Thies

Dictums, p. 19.
Kenchensteiner: Continuation School, p.21
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manual-training movement, the industrial results may become but
slight and the whole movement be or become dominantly cultural /

Of the journeymen and master courses and schools I need only say
that they are quite satisfactory. Workshops in such schools are not
subject to some of the difficulties that assail them in the improvement
schools.. Like more or less similar schools in the United States, these
higher schools aro generally recognized as efficient in their training of
skilled journeymen, technicians, designers, foremen, and masters.

Finally, the trade-improvement schools of Munich must be looked
upon as an experiment not long enough established to have final judg-
ment passed upon them. Their future development and results on
industry will be of the greatest interest to those desirous of promoting
industrial education and efficiency the world over.

J

1



CHAPTER XII.
RESULTS OF THE INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.

Having shown the organization and the workings of the industrial-
school systems in three important centers, I shall turn now to the
wider field embraced by all the cities in which I studied the industrial -
education situation, and present certain results which have cote 4 from
the schools in these cities,,the attitude of the industrial employers to
them, and certain problems which have arisen as to their most effi-
cient working. The data contained in this chapter are derived from
my inquiries of chambers of industry, school directors and teachers,
and others. The statements' as to the attitudes of employing masters
are almost always made, on the authority of the local chamber of
industry, the body of all others best fitted by intimate knowledge of
and relations to the masters of the district to represent their views.
What, then, have been the results, up to the present time, of this
ettensive plant an patient effort ? Can we speak with assurance of
these schodls as institutions which have accomplished, in measure,
'that for which they were established ?

In every city visited, and with regard to practically every school
or set of schools of which the inquiry was made, the masters held that
the industrial schools resulted in the training of better apprentices

/ and more highly skilled workmen. These good results were not forth-
coming in equal degree from all the schools. In general, the master*
regard the results of the trade sclidols as superior to those of the

.1. improvement schools; and the results of the more specialized improve-
merit schools, called sometimes trade-improvement schools, as supe-
rior to those more general in natu . The higher trade schools, again,
are almost always spoken of w more enthusiasm and as showing
more marked results. in increase skill than the lower schools. This
fact can be attributed to the greater age, maturity, and acquaintance
with industry of their pupils, almost all of whom attend voluntarily,
and thus only when they really desire to learn. The well-equipped
shops in such schools may also explain their results in part.

In many of the improvement schools it was stated that the schools
stimulate the interest of the pupils in their work, but in others the
qualification was made that this was true not of all the pupils, but.
merely of the better sort. Some of the.pupils attend merely because
they must and take but little interest in the school work. So far as
the results on the Interest of the pupils is concerned school workshops
001:111 to be of advantage, though the added interest engendered by
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them in the school work may or may not in each case extend to the
pupil's own shop. To the question if there was a special demand for
pupils of the industrial schools the usual reply was: " Yes, . where
attendance is'optional, but not where all the apprentices must attend."
In a few cases it was stated that higher wages resulted fr6n) attend-
ance on improvement schools; invariably this was the case with the
higher trade schoOls. In Dresden an official of the Saxon ministry
of the interior stated. that the masters could turn out bettor work
because of the training received in the schools by their workers.

The journeymen's and masters' examinations are looked to by the
masters and schdolmen as concrete evidences of proficiency. They
give definiteness to the results of the industrial schools. In almost
all the cities vii441 it was stated that the industrial schools had
improved the jouMeynian's examination, and in a few cities that thay
had also resulted in better master's. examinations. In a !limber of
cases the improvement in the journeyman's examination was said

_to be due directly to the improvement school. I wits told in several ;

cities that the examinations were better in the city than in the coun-v-
try. Part of this difference is due doubtles"o the better industrial
schools possessed by the cities.

The industrial schools, as a whole, have a salutary influence on
specialization. The improvement, schools, whose results in this re-e
spect do not compare with those of the trade schools, influence special-
ization chiefly by broadening the industrial outlook of the apprentices, V
giving them a more or less general understanding of the relate4
branches of their trade. The trade schools, especially the higher
ones, can and do as a rule teach enough of the practical as well as of
the theoretical aspects of a whole trade or large branch to add greatly
to thaicworker's industrial resource. As a result of the trade-school
training, many workeas are able, when necessity prompts, to learn
more quicklyIthan otherwise a related branch of their trade.

The general attitude of the masters. toward the industrial schools-
is, in every case of which I learned, favorable. The employers v
usually _prefer trade (improvement or other) schools to the more
general 'types of iinpipvement schools. In most cities the masters
prefer the city industrial to the guild schools. Many of these now
no longer exist, having been taken over by the city- or died a natural
death when the city schools became compujeory. The masters are
saved money by the city schools, which thy formerly spent on the
guild schools, which pleases them. In most cases they regard the

---rtfy schools as equally *efficient 'to the guild schools or nearly so. In
Coblenz the masters have nq special' preference for the guild schools,
if only they have control enough to insure that the instruction be
practical; that is, adapted to the needs of industry. In two Saxon'
cities, however, Dresden and Chemnitz, the. masters prefer the guild .
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to the cit, schools. In Saxony the guild schools are numerous and
important.

Attendance on compulso6, improvement schools is being more and
si more shifted to the daylight hours. The superior advantage of the

daytime to the evening for courses of this sort is intensified by the
compulsory nature of the attendance,: If all those between certain
ages and engaged in industry and commerce are required to attend
evening classes, as was the case throughout much of Germany till
recently, certainly many will be present in the schools whose interest
and endurance does not permit them to benefit from the extra tasks
at the close of the day. Such has been German experience, and con-
sequently we find compulsory improvement school classes shifted
ever more and more into the circle of the hours of the working day,
however closely guarded by employers. The reader who sees state-
ments concerning some German schools, that they have no classes in
the evening, should realize that by this the Germans understand
not later than 8 p. m.

The attitude of the masters toward compulsory day attendance of\/ apprentices and other youthful workers on improvement schools
varies greatly between the cities visited, and somewhat between the
several trades. In the earlier days of compulsion the initiative in
securing legislation was usually taken by others than the masters,
and- the masters were in most cases opposed. In the last few years,
since the experiment has proved useful to industry in many parts of
Germany, the masters have in some cases even taken the initiative
in seeking to establish compulsory attendance.' The attitudes vary
from strong opposition, as in Dresden and Cheni-frithrough the
several stages of opposition, as in Barmen, Elberfeld, an Dortmund,
to toleration, as in Bei. lin, Frankfort .on Main; and Dusseldorf; to

r approval, as in Magdeburg, Leipzig, Munich, Coblenz, and Duisburg;
to special desire for compulsory attendance, as in Plauen, Essen,' and
Aachen (Aix la Chapelle). It must not be understood that all masters
or even most master in all trades agree in their attitude; the abcte
statements indicate merely the general reaction to compulsory attend-
ance. In Hamburg, Berlin, Munich, Barmen, and Dortmund it was
specifically stated that the makers were not in entire agreement
among themselves as to their attitude, and that in Elberfeld and
Dusseldorf there was no unanimity at all on the matter. I need not
here repeat what was stated in another chapter concerning the differ-
ence of attitude of masters in different trades in Hamburg,' which

As In Plauen, In Bunny, and Essen. The handwork master of Essen petitioned the mayor, July 18,
1910, asking that alter Mir. 1, 1911, the city authorities extend the (Improvement) school compulsion to
all the apprentices of those trades whose guilds request such action for them. Denkschrift des Essener
liandwesks, 1910, p. 13.

*The Emu masters appose that provision of the local ordinance which requires the employers to pay
that boys' tuition in the compulsory school, Ordinarily, though, they shut this to their IPInentiow

'Cf. pp. 04-96, ch. 9.
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applies in greater or less degree throughout Germany, except to say
that trades which receive the greatest benefit from industrial schools
are among those which are most favorable to compulsory attendance,
except where the disturbance to the shop --ork.is greatest. In such
case, as in some highly skilled machine indu: ries,. the great disturb-
ance to the work often outweighs, in the minu of the employer, the
admittedly great benefit of the technical trainin. The disturbance
of work is generally greatest in the small shops, and for them, as for
the larger shops, is generally lessened by allowing them to send the
apprentices at different times. In general the tendency is toward the
change of opposition into toleration, and toleration into approN al, as
the mast,ers observe the results of the school training on their
apprentices.

In Duisburg, Crete ld, and Aachen the voluntary industrial improve-
ment school, which had preceded the present compulsory school,
resulted in better average work than the present school, because most
of those who attended the voluntary school were serious and earnest.
The masters in these cities prefer the present schools notwithstanding,
for they benefit a larger number of boys.'

More and more atm the masters are-coming to prefer day to evening
instruction. The tendency in this direction is not as yet marked,
but it is undoubted. In Plauen, for example, the masters sought to
have the improvement-school instruction given in the daytime,
chiefly because thty regarded such instruction as much more efficient
than that given in the evening. Th Leipzig masers prefer the
morning to the afternoon hours, if there is to be day instruction at all,
for in the morning the boys are fresher and learn better. In Munich
and in Frankfort on the Main much of the instruction in the indus-
trial improvement school is given in the morning, to the satisfaction
of the masters. In the Frankfort Industrial School,' in the decade
1890-1900, before compulsory attendance was initiated: the director
tried experiments in the hours of instruction. He offered courses
first from 8 to 9 p. m., then alternative courses from 7 to 9, then
from 5 to 7, then morning courses. Many of the employers, as these
courses were successively offered, sent their apprentices to the earlier
courses.' -

In gener 1 e attitude of employers compulsory attendance of
unskilled workers is much less favorabl than in the case of appren-
tices, chiefly because what they learn is ore general than industrial
in nature, and their industries neither f the need of nor clip greatly
benefit by this training. Nowhere did I find this spirit so, marked

I Though the voluntary Industrial Improvement school In Aachen bad at times an attendance of 4,000
to 7,001

A voluntary school tor apprentices and Journeyman, attendance on which, to those boys who asset
igeetal qualltIcatIons, trees them from the necessity of attending the Industrial Improvement whose

s Ben Malice Book, of Frankfort Oewerbesohnle.

41,
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as in the Ruhr Valley, tributary to the lower R ine, andollhe seat of
grey .? coal mines, iron smelters, and steel mills. Here the proportion
of workers classed as unskilled -(ungelernte) is very high: tin the
'Krupp works, for example( 75 per cent or higher.' In Essen com-
pulsory attendance has only been initiated since 1910, and there the
Knipp firm, though approving of the tompulsion for their appren-
tices, is very doubtful whether it will be worth what it costs the
firm for the unskilled workers. They are, it was declared, many of
them dull, and not a picked lot like the apprentices. In Duisburg
the factory owners are opposed to compulsory attendance of their
unskilled 'workers, and the same attitude is characteristic of,he coal,
iron and steel, and similar industries throughout the region.

The problem of securing suitable teachers for the industrial schools
is one of the most difficult with which the school authorities have to
deal and is not fully solved as yet. This problem exists both in

r-ttre improvement and in the higher liLsde schools, though the latter
schools are nearer to its solution t n.i the improvement schools.

,1 Theoretical subjects, such afi.aritlimetic, bookkeeping, physics, and
the general stAdies of industry have been taught almost universally
by egmmon-seihool teachers in the improvement schools. The mas-
ters are generally fairly well satisfied to have this class of teachers.
for the theoretical or/book subjects. That they have in most cases
no improvement for theo- I
retical subjects is indicated by the fact that in guild schools in Dreg-
den, where the maajers have an entirely free hand to pick the teachers
which suit them best, all the theoretical instruction is given by
common-school teachers of the city. In Magdeburg and Chemnitz,
however, the masters wish to have practical men, preferably masters
working at their trades, impart the theoretical instruction.

Quite different is the problem for teachers for practical or definitely
trade subjects, such as trade drawing, study of materials, and all
workshop instruction. Skilled practical '.artisans, when otherwise
qualified, have generally been sought to teach these subjects. Ina-
bility to secure enough such men has required the turning of common-
school and other professional teachers to these branches also. To do
this they prepare themselves 'in commercial workshops or in indus-
trial schools (usually higher trade schools). Their teaching, how-
ever, of the distinctly trade subjects has been on the whole quite
unsatisfactory to the masters. They stated that these teachers did
not understand fully what they tried to teach and that their teaching
often ran in opposition to the teaching in the employers' shops.
As a result of such criticiato by the employers, the tendency is quite

-general to secure practical litNifor the fitaatical.subjects wherever
possible. The present status may be realised by the statement that

An engineer dui* company.
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of 14 of the cities visited, ths*teachers of trade or practical subjects
were but few of them practical men in 3 cases, chieflypractical men
in 6, and Q11 of this class in 5 cases.' Of 13 cities where data on this
point were secured, in 2-the masters (the opinion voiced generally by
the chamber of industry) professed not to be satisfied, in 4 to be sat-
isfied in 'part, and in 7 to he quite well satisfied' with the sort of
teachers in the industrial schools. Most of the cases of satisfaction ,/
were in cities where all the trade instruction was given by practical
meg. .

In some cases, as in (Vogne', professional teachers with' practical
experience (as for a year) in handwork are satisfactory to the mas-
ters. Elsewhere the ideal is stricter. Thus the handworke7s of
Essen ask that the instruction in the improvemek school in each
trade be limited to study of the trade, trade drawing, arithmetic
and principles of botkkeeping, civics, and business composition (not
emission of workshop instruction), and that all of these subjects,
except the ciVics and business composition, he taught by suitable
teachers of the trade, trained in a (special) course' In Magdeburg
the head of the trade and industrial schools stat6a that not only are
professional teachers not in close enough relations with industry 'to
teach in a practical way, but that practical men who devote them-
selves solely to teaching, get out of touch with industry, and their
teaching becomes less practical. All, he said, should be working in
commercial shops during the same period that they are teaching.'

It has proved very difficult to secure skilled practical men who are
also well fitted to teach. In some few cases, as in Magdeburg, men
have been secured with both quafifi&tions; but in -.most cities it has
been found necessary or desirable to require the practical, men to V
study teaching principles and methods in a special class established
for them, either before beginning teaching or during 'their term of
service. In Frankfort the director of the industrial improVement
school stated that; the masters without special theoretical training are
unable to give the proper trade inAruction, and that they themselves
recognize this inability.' Frankfort had in session while I was in the
city a course of four weeks' length which was attended by induptrial-
school teachers from all over the Rhine Valley. Dort,Tund hait amiini-
lar course for the populous district of the timer Rhine.

The difficulty of securing skilled artisans for trade teaching, on
account ot the low salai7 paid in the schools, is 4so a real one. Some

I Few In Berlin, Elberfold, .Dubburg: most In Hamburg, Munich, Ilanhelm, Cologne, Dortmund,
Aachen; all In Plauen, Frankfort on the Reel, Coblens, Barmen, and ildneben-dladbaelr.

.. I Quite well math* In Planen, Frankfort on the Earn, Cologne, Elberhld, Barmen, Dortmund, and
UtInohen-Oladbaoh.

r Deal:adult des Earner Handwork', 1910, p. U.
L..e Etadterbulrat Dr. Franck&
I DIrektor Neusebihr.
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men in industry, as the guild of fine mechanics in Munich, claim that
the Towage keeps out all thoroughly skilled men. Elsewhere. it was
learned that though the salary is not what a skilled master, engineer,
or other skilled practical man can earn in his prime, yet the security
of the school position (after a year of probation) and the retiring
pension which is granted in most cities enables.the schools to secure
men who can earn for the time being sometimes far more outside.
Much of the teaching is also supplementary work, carried on for a few
hours daily, with but little disturbance to the teacher's outside
occupation.

'fin the higher trade schools the quality of the teachers, as is to be
expected, averages higher than in the improvement schools, and there

usually but little criticism of the class of teachers engaged. Skilled
artisans or engineers almost always give the theoretical instruction,
while the practical is imparted by artists, engineers, architects, and
the best professional teachers.
, The problem of workshops in the industrial schools is one of the
most important, if not now the most important, of all the present
problems of these schools. The greatest variety of practice and aim
is found with regard to school shops. In the higher trade schools
workshops are_the rule. In the lower trade schools also they very
frequently exist. Such schools are intermediate in this respect tp
the higher trade and the improvement schools. In the improvement
schools we find no workshops in some cities, as Berlin and Coblenz,
and, in general, throtighout Prussia. In Dusseldorf there are shops
in the improvement schools for most of the trades, and in Munich
every industrial improvement school has a shop. In most of the cities
where.' inquired as to this point the improvement schools have a few,
but only a few, shops.'

In practiytilly all improvement sch . , whether there were shops
.k or not, there were more or less models d demonstrating apparatus.

The trades for which these few shops ere established were always
from the same small group: Confectioners and pastry cooks (con-.
ditorei), barbers, tailors, bookbinders, and printers. These trades are
those in which the maximum advantage is gained from school shops
for the minimum cost, and are also some of those where the masters
especially desire shops in the improvement schools.

Workshops are quite generally desired in the higher trade schools.
Tlie great point at issue is whether workshops are desirable in the
improvement schools. Of the cities visited, the masters in Leipzig,
Plauen, Munich, Cologne, and Dusseldorf wish plenty of workshops,
or more than they now have. In prtictically all other cities visited
the masters desire only a few workshops in the...improvement schools,

AM.

amounts and Plano In Rum, Magdobtus, Cologne, Elborkid, Barmen, and Dortmund In Periods.
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or none at all. In most cases a few are desired, as for the trades above
mentioned. In a few cities, as Barmen mid Elberfeldstrictly factory
-citiesthe cost of, school-shops is a main objection. This high cost,
which is generally admitted to be inseparable from most sorts-of shops,
constitutes en objection, even in places where more shops are desired,
as in Plauen. In the main, however, cost of shops does not prevent
their presence where they are greatly desired.

But they are not in most cases greatly desired. The attitude of
the masters in Munich may be recalled. There is a party among
educators Who wish to have-workshops in the improvement -kckools
and train the pupils practically as well . theoretically. Tlle atrem-
ists of this party wish ultimately to relieve t . masters of most or all
of the training of their apprentices, and to shift the burden to tie
school. The masters, almost to a man, are opposed to any such

lirocedure. Thus the handworkers of Essen, in a memorial to the
mayor, Say: "The improvement school has the task of extending the
Workshop training and not of displacing it." And again: "The
school instruction must follow the order of progress of the apprentice
in his shop step for step." ' The fear of some that, more school work-.
shops may lead to the teaching workshop (Lehrwerkstatt), which may
become a substitute for apprenticeship, has led the masters in some
cities to oppose the school shops more than they otherwise woidd.3
And such attitudes are held, despite the realization of many masters
that the school Shops shift from their shoulders some of the teaching
burden. ,

The reason for this opposition to school shops is in part that itlie
teacherp in these shops in some cafes are men not practically trained.
If all Workshop teachers were practical men, there would be less
objection by employers to school shops. In Barmen and Elberfeld.
Age chief teason for oppotiition to school shops is the fear of conflict
between teacher and master, such as is claimed by some .observers to
exist in Munich. But most of the shop teach] s are now practical
men, and their proportion is increasing. Neither 1116 cost nor the
kind of teachers accounts for most of the. opposition to school shops,
though each contributes its influence.

The main objection to shops in the improvement schools is that
they silt of little use during the first year or two of apprenticeship.
The average boy of 14 and 15, not yet much versed in the ways of
industry in general and of his owitin particular, can not, it is claimed,

"The that year it should help the apprentice to and elf in las new environment -the shop, to ream
nista the tools and materials by name, form, purpose, and differences, and to comprehend the single process
according to their order and to grasp the necessity, of this order. The second year the emphasis should be
on individual and more difficult (auneehanical) tools, properties of the eblef materials, and wogking experi-
ences. In the third year the goal should be set of giving the pupils a survey of the different spheres of
work of their trade. "Denkschrift dee &eerier ilandwerks, 1910, pp. 10,1

It As in Duisburg end Magdeburg. ti
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benefit to any considerable extent from workshop training. If their
fist approach to practical work be in the school shop, they 'May
become trained in habits uns ted to practical work if not actually
harmful_ Thus few schools ea and still fewer do, pay such close'
attention to economy of materials commercial shops do from force
of necessity. A habit of prodigy wit/rtnateriaLs may become
ingrained in an apprentice from his hool experience and be very
hard to uproot. Most boys of 14 an 15 are not yet serious and
interested. cnough to secure the good from sclittl shops which such
shops should giv$. And, .finally, if there be one maxim more than
another on which practically the whole structure of German industrial
education rests, it is that some practical training in actual commercial
work shall precede industrial school training.

In the case of the theoretical training of the first year of the
improvement schools, this maxim is Modified by substituting "accom-
panying" for " preceding," and some exceptions are found elsewhere
in the system, as in the higher technical training in the technical high
schOoli. For almost all grades and kinds of industrial training, htr-
ever, the ffiaxim is fo owed. Adherence to this idea is one of thel
keystones of Germa s success in industrial education. Whatever
reason there is for its modification with regard to the first theoretical
training of the improvement schools, there is less reason in the case
of the shop training. For this can be secured in the shop of the mas-

' ter; the theoretical training generally-can not be. The masters, as a
rule, feel perfectly well able lo instruct their apprentices adequately -
in the practical work of their trades; not so with regard to the theory.
'The theoretical background, now so necessary for profici4y, few
masters have, the time and many have not the ability to impart
adequately. The masters quite generally recognize this fact and call
consequently for specialized theoretical trade training in the improve-
inent s9hnOls.

In many cases the itiasters may.nol, give adequate practical instruc-
tion to their apprentices, due to specialization; but such specializa-1 tio does not exist to .the extent that it does id the United States.
Fu ther, it is very doubtful how far shops in improvement schools can
co ect a h specialization. Tholigh the improvement schools tend
towar this end even when lacking shops, and doubtless in greater
degree when the-y have shops, yet tauu higher trade schools have most
effect of this sort. Both for results On specialization and for general
efficiency shops during the last year or two of improvement school
courses are much more likely to be fruitful than those during the first
year or two.

In the higher trades\ schools, workshops are desired chiefly not to
furnish theebasic training in the trade, hut .to, give opportunity for
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experinientation, working out new designs, learning of new or un-
usual machipes, and the like. The school shop is in no danger in
Germany of usurping the place of the commercial -shop:

A director of the chamber (T industry in ackihso`rhade some signi-
ficant criticisms of the industrial schools. Ho said that the school
men try to include too much Ur the improvement school, especially

. too much theoretical instruction. Theory the masters must haiie, but
they think that the period of apprenticeship is only the beginning of

. ' the worker's industrial education. The school men think* of it
largely as the conclusion, and therefore crowd exchange, stu y of

al"' industry, booklgeeping, etc., -all into three years. With reg d to
school shops, ho said that some trart6s or processes col be taught -

in thin, others nest. Wrought-iron working and saddlery could not
\yell he taught in school shops. In some trades. as that of cabinet-
making, some processes could be taught, others not. Thus, inlaying
can best be taught in school, for the master has not the long time
required; and also planing, sawing, and the like, but not the making
of a chair or table. .

A peculiar and ,significant method of practical training is-followed*,,
in the industrial improvement school of Frankfort on the Main. The j
school. has no workshops, and none are desired. The great cost of ,
workshops is not the reason for their absence. Theoretical training
is chiefly desired, but Araetical training is also obtained by a peculiar
cooperation between masters and school. The pupils are assigned
by their industrial teachers practical tasksfor example, in the first
veer of woodworking, joints in wood. These they must make in their
master's workshops And bring to school. The school will supply mate-
rials, or pay the limiter their cost it he so requires, but ordinarily he
does not tlo so. The pupils usually do these tasks during working
hours, but the longer ones are sometimes done alter working hours..

In general, all classes favor the industrial schools. The workmen
warmly approve them. Though their expense is great they have
won a place so high that suppOrfris as a rule, freely granted to them.
These statements apply to the cities and not necessarily to the coun-
try. In the country the benefits to be secured, number of workers
considered, are notso great,- and the cost per pupil is greater. Con- .

Sequently the country industrial schools are backward as compared.
with the city schools. . -.

To sum up: The German industrial schools are achieving in large
measure the purpose for which they were establishedindustrial
efneiency. They are not yerthrvugh developing, nor are their types
finalfy,fixed. They constitute a living,- growing movement, which
gives every promise ALincreasing in fruitful results on industry and
thus on the Comfort an culture of the German people.

. . . -n,
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PART III. CONCLUSION.

CHAPTER XIII.

SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR OUR INDUSTRIAL TRAINING;

The best training now prsovided for industrial workers other than
those definitely preparing for superrisor) and technicians' posts, is
probably that imparted in a few comparatively large factories
where an enlightened. and progressive policy of industrial training
holds, and -where apprenticeship and a factory school cooperate in
supplying it. Such are the schools of the General Electric Co.,
Brown & 'Sharpe Manufacturing Co.,.and Baldwin Locomotive Works,
in this country, and Siemens & Halske Co. in Germany. Such training
we have seen is unfortunately feasible in but few cases. Excellent

. though this partial solution to the problem is, it does nothing for
the mass of our industrial workers.

My inquiries into German industrial training have led me to wish
that our own country had ndt allowed apprenticeship to go into
such a decline, and to seek for its revival. Wasteful though the old
apprenticeship was of the apprentice's time and effort, apprentice-
ship in its newer forms, both in Germany and the United States, has
in it much ). of promise for the future- training of industrial workers.
It is the main reliance as we have seen of Germany in her industrial
training, the industrial schools being but supplementary. kvisit to
Germany is an excellgit corrective to the one-sided view often found
in our country, which seeks to displace the shop by the inOstrial

'' school.
Is it not possible to bring about a revival of apprenticeship in this

country It is undoubtedly desifable. pl.o better way, or even as
good, has yet been devised for the main training of the mass of indus-
trial workers than in the silo* where they are employed and by those
who supervise their work. This statement holds of almost all
industries, despite the ravages or ializ 'on. Government action
(State) might aid in bringing about er practice df appren-
ticeship. Apprentice laws, such as those of the German Empire,
ntight be adopted by the States; or leas detailed and thorough laws
involving the minimum of Government action in the matter and the
maximum of private initiative consistent with the t urpose to be
attained. But= we must not deceive ourselves into thinking, that

,13S
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legislation alone can increase the practice of apprenticeship to any
marked degree. 4tpprenticeship will grow in this country only if
there is increased demand for it by boys (and girls) who enter indus-
tries, by their parents, and also by employers. Mafiy or most employ-
ers, though desirous of obtaining plenty of skilled labor, are all too
ready,'on account chiefly of the exigencies of competition, to avoid
the burden of training workers efficiently.

If those exigencies be so modified by law that all employers alike
must pay in the firSt instance the cost of adequate training of any
youthful workers whom they may employ as apprentices, then
burdens on the employers will not be serious. Firms employing
bona fide apprentices to-day find that their apprenticeship system
pays, and indeed were it not so they would scarcely continue the
system. In Germany apprentices aro regarded as paying, and often
as indispensable. This is in part so because adjustments have taken
place there, such as would also occur here, placing on consumers or
on the apprentices a portion at least of any undue burden at first
borne by any particular class or gretlp of employers. The burden
might be shifted to consumers in part by raising the prices of products,
but this tendency could have but a limited play, because of the
tendency of 'demand to decreasetwith rise of price. WhateNr
expense or other burden is incident to the training of apprentices by
their employers, being inseparable from and incurred only by their
employment, would tend to be charged against the value of deheir
services. The net or true value of their services to their employers
would thus be the measure of the wages payable to them. This net
value of the apprentice's service is usually very small at first; it
increases at an accelerated rate, and sometimes at the close of an
apprenticeship is almost as great as that of a journeyman. Thus
any cost or burden of apprentice training by employers is likely
generally to rest chiefly on the apprentices, in the 'form ()flower
wage than they could secure were they not learners as well as workers.
The small wages' which employers can pay apprentices constitute,
as we have seen, a serious hindrance to the choice of apprenticeships
by parents and boys, especially- the latter. This hindrance can be
overcome only by education as to the value of skill to the worker. -

Apprentichip, then, from the employers' standpoint, already
pays some American employers, and can be madiath appropriate
laws equalizing competitive conditions in this respeccto pay employ-
ers generally. Notwithstanding this prospect, a markeddemand for
apprenticeship is much more likely to come from the boys and girls and
their parents than from employers.

In what way, then, if at all, is the demand for apprenticeship on
the part of industrial workers to be greatly stimulated I For, answer,
I believe that the movement for vocational guidance now springing

1
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up in the United States, and. with every prospect of rapid spread, is
likely to serve as the needed educator and stimulator of demand for
apprenticeship. Vocational guidance is not the choice of a vocation
for a child, nor the securing of a position for him, though free employ-
ment agencies are sometimes closely lined with the movement. It is
the aiding of parents and child, by wisely selected data and sympa-
thetic insight into the child's tastes and capacities, to choose wisely
a vocation for him or her and to take the proper steps to prepare for
it. The extent of this very young movement may be gathered from
the facts that "movements to promote vocational guidance haye
been undertaken in New York, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Phila-
delphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, and several other cities," and that
"the national conference on:vocational guidance, held in Boston on
November 15 and 16, 1910, was attended by delegates from 35
cities."-1

Apprenticeship has declined iirrecent years for two chief reasons:
The employers in many cases refused to acc pprentices or made
of their'so-called apprenticeship a pretext skilled child labor,
and the children (or their parents for them) refused to enter appren-
ticeships in view of the lower beginning wage secured there than in
unt.killed work. To minimize the latter caust is one of the chief
Kuns of the vocational guidance movement. One of the fundamen-
tal failures of our present system is an ignorance of industrial tarts
on the part of many workers and their children and their short-
sighted choice of occupations, almost regardless of the future. A

dollar spent now' in furthering this movement, designed to aid in
every feasible ht choice by children and parents of a voca-
tion, is like to be of more value than several dollars spent. in fully
equipper and expensive trade schools.

Increased demand by workers alone for apprenticeship will not
suffice to insure its real increase. Many boys now enter shop's or
factories as "apprentices" only to find that they have been misled
and exploited, and are not really being taught a trade, or even a full
branch of one. Such cases point to the legitimate function of the
State and the way in which law can improve the prospects of appren-
ticeship. A thoroughly good and modern apprentice law can regulate'
the conditions of entrance upon and of leaving an apprenticeship, can
say who may take and who teach apprentices, can protect both
employer and apprentice against breach of'contract or other illegal
action by the other, and can insure that the training shall be ade-
quate, so far as the degree of specialization in each shop and other
conditions permit. The main function of such a law is to protect
both partiesi, and chiefly the apprentice, in actually obtaining, what

Seth An. Sept. Omer 0/ Labor, GIL Xi!, Watkins* Gulolsoce,*pp 411, 414. Also to be sectioned
ibis issovskesiit ts: Moyer BloomAtidTS. _Vottlicool 04141ace of Tooth. 191i.
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he seeks and what is claimed to be offered 1Tim.' Manifestly the exe-
cution of 'such a law requires dealing in technical matters, which is
best treated by experts. For this reason semiofficial administrative
bodies, made up of employers or of employers and employees, and
established in the chief industrial cities or districts °Leach State,
would be of great public service. The chambers of industry of Ger-
many give us the object lesson as to what such bodies can do ''for
industry; we may readily estdblish similar bodies, modified so far as
seem desirable to sleet our special needs and ideals, =l'hus to suit our
more democratic practice and ideals, the employees might well be
given a larger voice in such bodies than is the case in Germany; and
indeed it is unlikely that organized labor would support such a plan
were this not done. The German guilds again show us what local
employers' associations, such as now exist widely in the United
States, can do to further 'apprenticeship and aid State and chamber
of industry in the efficient r9gulation of employers and apprentices

"alike.
Revival of apprenticeship alone Will not solve the problem, and

this chiefly for two reasons: One is the great need for technical
knowledge in model+ industry; the other is specialization. The need
for technical knowledge can be best met ix industrial schools. Spe-
cialization in industry is a much harder problem to deal with. It is,
wherever present, the weak spot of apprenticeship. The Germans;
with all their traditional allegiance to apprenticeship and well-
rounded trade training, have been forced to capitulate with specialize-
tion. Th *ir National Industrial Law declares that a master must
train his, apprentice in the whole Wade for which he is apprenticed.
so far as that is carried on in the master's shoil. Much one-sided tt ain-
ing results, which the schools correct in part by a broader view, and
sometimes by broader shop practice. At best, specialization now
permanently with us tends, with all its high efficiency, toward weaken-
ing narrowness for the specialized worker. What we should sizivc: for
is such broadening industrial training as will supplement the nar-
rower"range of skill and knowledge and gi4e the specialized worker
greater resource. Specialization is probably morn widespread in the -

United States than in Germany, and this constitutes in added need
which we have foi industrial education greater than that present and'
recognizeclin Germany.

Industnal schools,, then, we must have', aid in far greater numbers,
to beet the needs of far more workers 'than at present. OtheLwise
we can make little claim to.really popular education of the sort closest
to the worker's activities. Our citizens are already stirred to the

WisooMdn passed, Dime 16, 1911, an admirable and truly modern apprenticeship law. This law is of
soot peat significance for apprenticeship In this country that it is given in full in Appendix B. The re-
sults of this law, modeled on German experience, and to be studied in connection with theWisconsin corn.
pole:try Improvement school law of 1911 (the text of which is given*1 the close of thatof the apprenticeehip
Mw) are of great interest to UNA concerned with the problems of apprenticeship and Industrial education.

-
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need for industrial education, as attested by a number of new schools
recently founded by public funds, and numerous Statesetrmmissions
on the subject. Soon there will be much money spent on industrial
schools; and when the American people want something badly, for
public or private purposes, they spend money freely. There will be
much opportunity for wasting of public funds by unwise choice of
the kipd of schools to be established and supported. What kind of
schools, then, should we develop I

The present is a periocLof experimentation in industrial education
in gurope, and even more so i this country. The nature of the
subject is .such that theorizing ir relatively lacking injgnificance;
experience is the safek guide. It is for this reason chiefly that
German experience, probably the ripest and most fruitful in this
field of any country, is of so much importance. We must speak
cautiously as yet, till our experience be fuller, and must be content
in large part to follow the method of experimentation. We must
try all things,. prove that which is good. Our country is so vast, and
so varied in its industries, that there may well be considerable differ-
ences in the schools'best suited to each section. Yet the types of
schoefl are likely to be the same throughout the country, and possibly
so throughoutghe world. The needs of different industries, and even
more of different pecuniary classes of workers, are likely to cause
even greater differences in the kinds of schools desirable. We must
have a number of different kinds of schools, and no amount of plan-
ning will enable us to forsee all the special and local modifications that
may with advantage arise.

The kinds of industrial schools divide themselves according to
categories as ftindamental a9 any into whole-time day schools and
part -time schools (day or evening). The importance of this distinc-
tion arises from the limitations to the number of workers who can
afford to attend the whole -time schools. Possibly at least 30 per
cent of the rank and file of workers in our great industrial centers
can not, as judged by severe standards of living, afford to keep their
children in day school any longer than tice law requires.' A larger
number think themselves unable; others do not think longer school
attendance worth while, and thus add to the number of those who,
by reason of choice or.necessity, will not attend schools that keep '
them from earning. We can not predict the proportion that will
attend day industrial schools; we may assumethat it would be
more than those who now attend the day schools beyond the legal
requirement, but we may be sure that it would be butt small pro-
portion of all industrial workers. German experience bears this out.
We are richer per capita and more of our industrial workers may
for that reason attend such schools than in Germany.

CL oh. 4, pp. 41r0.
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Numerous questions arise with respect to these schools. Shall
they be primarily trade schools, aiming to teach the practice as well
as theory of the trades, or primarily general industrial schools, giv-
ing only a preliminary training before entrance on apprenticeship ?
Trade schools have so far been_ the commoner in the United States.
Though dseflil in their sphere, they are subject to serious objections
not applying -tb other types of schools in anything like the same
degreg. They are very expensive. They usually teach but few
trades, and can not teeth many without a very great investment in
plant, nor can they teach many trades economically without many
students. They are subject, with probably no considerable justifi-
cation in the cases of most, but still subject more than are other
types of industrial schools, to trades-union suspicion. To teach a
whole trade, they must keep the student three or four years usually,
without wage, and even then he must usually serve a year or more
as apprentice before becoming a journeyman. Certain phases of
trade training, as learning economy of materials, acquiring speed,
and numerous others in which few school shops can be fully adjusted
to practical trade needs, make the school training no sufficient sub-

.stitute for shop training. Certain oC these difficulties are elastic;
they can be and have been overcome, but at best the trade school
which acts wholly or chiefly as a substitute for apprenticeship, as
ours in the United States do or aim to do, forces itself into the sphere
in which schools are weakest and commercial shops are strongest.
The stronghold of the commercial shop is practical trade training;
that of the industrial school is technical training. can under-
take the functions in which the Other excels, but with the risk of poor
results, or what is tantamount, good results achieved at too great
cost. Thus tecimical training is imparted to advantage in but few
factories aside from the use of school methods, including the hiripg
of a special teacher or the turning of the energies of an official largely
to the work of a teacher. Our trade schools in this country turn,
have sometimes not been very practicil, and this often because they
used school to the exclusion of shop methods. The cost of trade
schools is considerable, exceeding that of most other types of indus-
trial schools chiefly in the item of equipment/ In addition to this
cost, the total cost of trade school training should include the wages
foregone by the pupil during the course. The sum of these costs has
been great both in mass and also per pupil:

1 Our data on oostAf American industrial schools in very inadequate. An article by R. C. Brandon:
"The cost of industrial education In the United States: A study of arty typical schools(' in Teachers Col-
lege Record, September, 1911, reveals the donfusion In the available data from school reports. It shows
br greater variatkaa In ants as between indlildual schools of a given type than between the median costs
of different types of KOWA The median cost of industrial education Will types of schools is bond M be
(axedusive of the Importafit element of first cost of building and equipment) $4.80 per pupil per month
(booed on enrollment), with s median variation of 120 pm cent from the median. This figure may be
eolopeted with the oast Moo a/eluding first Met of equipment) of 16.20 per pupil pet month (toted on
pew daily ettmdana)1u common school, es elated ti Pint. Meyer tu "pity mitml expendharsiko
tiedmotni by Kt. Brandom
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That boys and young men have entered and completedsuch schools
at all testifies to the difficulty of securing adequate trade training
otherwise and to the thoroughness of the school training in some
cases. Specialization is largely responsible for the need for such
schools. The greater degree of specialization in the United State%
differentiates our situation from that of Germany. For this reason
we need more trade schools, or other schools imparting practical
training, than does Germany. But it would be a great mistake to
rush pell-mell into establishing trade schools for this reason without
thorough investigation in each instance. The main task of practical
instruction in industry is best fulfilled by employers.

The cause of practical industrial education would be forwarded by
enacting and enforcing suitable apprenticeship laws, by bringing
about cooperation between trade associations and the State for the
regulation of apprenticeship, by aiding every effort of the vocational.
4kirliclance movement, or otherwise to promote, intelligent, and far-
sighted choice of occupation, and by providing cheaper and more
effective schools for supplementing the practical training to be
received in commercial shops and factories.

There is danger that the several States and communities of the
United States will waste much money on industrial educ.ation; waste
by expending great sums which will bring much less return than if
spent otherwise, but with the same general aim of bettering industrial
training. The greatest caution is imperative in considering the need
and probable results and counting the cost in each specific case before
increasing the number.of trade school. The trade schools that appear
to give the greatest promise of success, both results and cost being con-
sidered, are those which might be classed as higher trade schools,
designed primarily for the further education of such mechanics as
offer themselves, having first learned and practiced their trades. But
elementary day trade schools can not, I believe, be satisfactory as
our main dependence for industrial education of the masses./

No sharp line differentiates general industrial from trade schools.
But the types are different. The general industrial schools are much
more feasible than elementary trade schools and, for the mass of
workers, more serviceable than any form of trade school. Their
course is generally shorter than that of a track school, their training
less specialized far distinct trades. So far as such schools have been
established in the United States, which has been but a few years,
they have no great number of branches or departments of training.
In time they will probably develop more branches of training than
the trade schools teach trades, for their training is less elaborate and
expensive than that of the trade sehools.

Much of the need for such general industrial or preparatory indus-
trial schools has been.taken up-in chapters.2,.8, and 4. No school
in Gennany corresponds . exactly to these schools, though some.
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trade schools approximate them. We have greater need than Ger-
many for such schools. One of the greatest differences between the
two industrial training situations in the two countries is that in Ger-
many most boy and girls, whether entering skilled qr unskilled in-
dustries, go to work at the age of 14, wile in the United States few
employers will accept apprentices for the skilled trades younger than
16. The German practice has become so rooted in habit that the
Germans neither ordinarily question its expediency, nor do they
generally give very definite reasofis for the existence of the custom.
Poverty is doubtless largely responsible for it, and in this respect
we probably have the advantage. Probably a larger number of our
families can afford to keep their boys from work until they are 15 or
16, if they consider this worth while, than in Germany. :Fhis possi-
bility is to be regarded as a national asset. The question then
arises: What shall be done with the years between 14 and 16 of

'those who leave the common school at the earlier age, and enter the
skilled trades ? The preparatory industrial school suggests an an-
swer applicable to many boys and girls. A much larger number of
boys and girls will probably be able and willing to attend a general
industrial school for one or two years between the time when they
leave the common school and the entry on apprenticeship in a'skilled
trade than would he able and willing to make the sacrifice for a longer
trade-school training. Such attendance will cost both them and the-
public less than trade-school training,. but will doubtless give the
sort of practical as well as theoretical training which broadens the
industrial outlook of the pupils and makes them familiar with the
elements both of the theory and practice of a broad range of opera-
tions. Shops will be found in such schools though not necessarily
such complex shops as in trade schools.

The trainingthus given, essentially preparatory, elementary,. anTr
broadening, can be made, I believe, the best gateway to apprentice-
ship training for a large number of workers. The pupils of such
schools (and of trade schools) are most likely to be acceptable to
employers as apprentices in the skilled trades. Both types of schools
are likely to shorten the apprenticeship coming after school attend-
ance, and such shortening, if .not extreme, should not arouse the
antagonism of the. trade unions. Its type of work will also doubtless
be of much value to correct the one -sided specialization to which
many or most of its pupils will later be subject. One of the chief
reasons for trade schools in our country is this need of correcting
specialization. As akated above, we can not expect, by any sort of
apprenticeship law or otherwise, to greatly change the extent , of
specialization in industry. However, the general industrial schools
will, I believe, prove thepiselvee as capable as the trade schools of
eorreoting one-sided specialization. Certiginly, if their result on each
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pupil in this respect be nearly as great as that of the trade schools,
it will be attained at less cost and will benefit greater numbers.

Both industrial and trade schools raise a queStion, one suggested
by the almost invariable Gernian practice of obtaining the first indus-
trial training in the commercial shop. Shall we do likewise? Obvi-
ously for those of our boys and girls who enter the skilled trades at
an age not earlier than 15 or 16 years, and leave common school at
14, this is impossible. For such youthful workers the best plan, if
they can afford it, is to attend a general industrial or trade school
(luring the interval. Vklerever the particular situation does not
forbid it, however, it is throughly desirable to apply the German
principle. In passing, I may say that one point of distinct superior-
ity of the German highetitechnical education (except in the technical
high school) to that in the United States; is that in Germany a con-
siderable amount of practical work -must precede the theoretical.
The truth of this superiority is beginning to be realized here, espe-
cially when lie superior results are noted of cooperation between
technical colleges and commercial shops, as in the case of the Uni-
versity of Cincinnati.

With only the types of schools so far discussed, we shall not yet.
have achieved really popular industrial education in large measure.
The masses will probably be unable, will consider themselves unable,
or will for other reasons fail to attend these schools. The type of
school which best meets the needs of the great masses of industry,
both skilled and unskilled, is the improvement school. The need
for schools of this type is undoubted. More and more its virtues
are being appreciated in this country. We now have such schools
in Cincinnati and Boston, and in Wisconsin; they aro advocated
by educators for New York City, and we may expect their rapt
spread. Their advantages are manifold. They can be made . to
meet the needs for industrial training of all not better . cared
for. They are flexible and require 'a comparatively small plant.
They are cheap-L-an aspect of great importance. Industrial edu-
cation is at best expensive, and its expense is likely to cause
the unduT. curtailment of facilities in many localities, such that
the needs of some workers will not be met. In the past we have
furnished comparatively large facilities for industrial education for
the few;, but insignificant facilities for the many. In the past
this direct neglect of the many was involved in the best use of
small facilities. With but feW industrial schools, the need for
higher technical training was so great that some schools were drawn
from service to the ranks of industry, to service of the technical
leaders. The needs for higher _technical training are now well met.
The great present call is for sueh industrial education as directly..
help the masses. The improvement school has been..found in rope,
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and especially in Germany, to be the most efficient instrument for
the attainment) of this end. There is every reason to believe that a
similar efficiency will resultsinthis country from their establishment
here. Industrial improvement schools, for reasons already fully
discussed, should 'most certainly be in the daytime. Cierman expe-
rience emphatically approves of this practice. Shall attendance
e voluntary or compulsory The history of compulsory daytime

ittendance in Germany will probably be repeated in the United States
wherev,er the like compulsion is adopted: First, opposition from em-
ployersN, ater, acquiescence. The example of German and other
employers who now tolerate or even desire compulsory- attendance
may and should make the period of adjustment of employers to the
new situation shorter and easier. German experience has amply
shown that voluntary improvement schools accomplished but little
as compared with the same schools when made compulsory. The
number of pupils reached was far greater and the average quality
of work usually but little lower. However much many of our
employers as men may wish to see the welfare of their youthful
workers subserv.ed, the stern necessities of competition force them
not to do anything which will lessen the efficiency. of their shops as
measured in dollars and cents, and often force them even to neglect
ultima,te.idvantage for present gain. If we are serious in our desires
to prevent exploitation of our child workers, one of the airest ways
to protect them is to require their attendance at a school which will
aid them to attain industrial efficiency. Such compulsory attendance
might *ell be, as in much of Germany, for three years or until the
ending of the term in which the eighteenth birthday is reached. The
number of hours a week, the hours when these should meet, `and the
number of classes for pupils in different trades and occupations are
matters to be decided locally and experimentally in large part. It
may prove desirable to open the improvement schools first as evening
schools, where the employers are strongly. opposed to compulsory
day attendance. Later, when- they see the good results of these
schools, the classes may be shifted to the daytime. Likewise the
attendance may be voluntary fo'r a time, until the schools have won
the approval of the employers and others, and later compulsory.
It is most probable that such schools will bb first established in this
country as voluntary schools.

The improvement schools can probably have separate classes, as
in Berlin and Munich,' for those in many different trades and occu-
pations. They are much better able to do this than are full -time
trade or general industrial schools, because they will have less exten-
sive shop equipment and because the number of pupils in the improve-
ment schools will probably far exceed those in other industrial
schools. With regard to the comparative importance of improve-
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ment and other schools, Dr. A. A. Snowden says, "throUghout the
civilized world the evening (or part-time day) industrial improve-
ment school enrolls 20 pupils to every 1 who attends the other types
of industrial vocational school." 1 The matter of shop equipment
raises the question as to how much practical workshop instruction
should be given in these schools. Without reviewing the- German
experience on this poit, we may note at once a difference in German
and Americiin needs. Our industries are more specialized, and the
need for correction of one-sided training is therefore greater. Such
correction can best be do e in schools, and to be. at all efficient needs
workshop instruction, for any.ofs our workers never perform the
operations of more than a arrow branch of a trade. Thus, in
improvement schools, as in her industrial schools, workshops are
more needed than in Germany. Whether this need is so great as to
justify improvement schools in which most of the instruction is

experiment. If our improvement schools have wo

given in the school shop, and the lesser portion only is technical
(theoretical) training, is very doubtful, but must be wo by

those in Germany, as they should have, their cost will be J-
ingly greater. Notwithstanding this greater cost, they w main
probably the cheapest and most efficient type eif industrift school.

Intermediate between the improvement schNols, which take but
4 to 10 hours a week of the worker's time, and the full-time trade
or preparatory industrial schools are a number of part-time schools.
The specific divisions of time betn school and shop are various.
These schools are growing rapidly, and with good reason, for tiliv
furnish for those pupils who can afford it one of the best means
of learning thoroughly both the thepry and practice of their. Irade.
Such part-time schools are one of the chief tontributions of the United'
States to the world problem of industrial education. Improvement
schools may be classed as part-time schools, but the term is used
chiefly for schools which occupy a larger portion of the worker's.
time. ,

The controlof the industrial schools of all types is be vested,
according to German and other experience, in some body or bodies
not dominated by the schoolmen, but which receive the aid of Com-
petent educational experts. State aid, and accompanying measure
of control and standardization, is likely to play a large and effective
part in our future industrial education, as it has in Germany.
Employers should be represented on school boards, as in Germany,
but, as is seldom done there, workers also should be allowed a place.
The inchietTial schsp61#should keep in the closest touch with each of
these classed:, .Only by such clos,e touch with, and real control by,
the two 61asses -most directly affected can our industrial education
be made both efficient and truly democratic.

' &A.**. s. womb. a Nil* *duo., p. 7.



APPENDIX A.

A GERMAN APPRENTICE CONTRACT.

The following apprentice contract is executed between the firm of Friedrich Krupp,
share company in Emen on the Ruhr, and (apprentice's name), btirn at (place of
birth), to (name of parentai, accompanied by his (parent or guardian, and name) as his
legal representative.'

SECTION I.The firm accepts (apprentice's name) as apprentice for their cast-steel
factory and obligates themselves to have him trained as a (trade or branch in which
apprenticed) under the direction of a suitable representative. The applaintice is

thrown under the fatherly authority of the representative.
Sec. 2.The apprentice is obligated to obedience and truth, to riflur;y and proper

conduct:
11p must regularly attend, under the direction of the firm! an improvement school.

and present the certificate there obtained, immediately on its receipt, to the official
set over him.

'SEC. 3.The apprentice is responsible for his support and for all other things neces-
sary, with the exception of the tools necessary to his work.

Ile shall receive fruit the day oftis entrance on apprenticeships pay for each
working day, which shall depend on his conduct, ability, and ellicAficy, according to
the following scheme:

Daily pay of apprentices,

,rge of entrance.

Year of apprent heahip.

First.

Marks.
Between 14 and 15 years 0.50-0.70
Between 15 and in years

P
70- .90

Second.

Marks.
0.'41- 1.00
1.151.1.'41

*Third. 1111.

Araks.
1.10-1.50
I. 46-1. fitl

. Qualified apprentices may be allowed to.undertake piecework in their third year.
and for this receive up. to 50 pfennigs a day in excess of their daily wage.

No subtraction from the wage of the apprentice shall be made for the working hours
in which he attends improvement school.

Ste. 4.The apprenticeship begins with the (date) and lasts three years. Work
days in which the apprentice has negfiected (his work) shall not be included in the
reckoning of the length of apprenticeship. but so much more must bra added. With
good conduct and efficiency, the repetition of neglected days to a maximum of 25
may be remitted.

.Sac. 5.The first three months of the apprenticeship are a {tried of probation,
during which either party may withdraw from the apprentice contract.

After the probation period the firm isauthorized to discharge the apprentice at once
before the ending of the contractual time in

or
'cases ittated in section 123 of the

National Industrial Law (see supplement 3), Or when he has repeatedly violated hie

I A guardian, to execute an apprentice contract; must receive the approval of the guardianshikeouris.
Before entering on appMntIcelb fp in the Krupp works, a boy must first sere a year as errand lijv a tu

similar capacity.
Hoc. 123 is given In full; cf. oh. 7, p. 15.

(18740*-13--10 1
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duties of obedience and truth, industry and proper Conduct, or neglected his attend-
ance on improvement or trade school. (Sec. 2.)

SEC. 6.On the part of the apprentice, the apprenticeship may be ended in the
caws of section 124, numbers 1, 3, 4, and 5 of the National Industrial Law (see supple-
ment),' and also if the firm neglects 'their legal duties toward the apprentice in a
manner dangerous to his health, his morale, or his training, of misuses the right of
fatherly authority, or becomes unable to fulfill their contractual duties.

SEC. 7.On the close of the apprenticeship e, certificate shall be given to the
apprentice concerning the length of the apprenticeship and the knowledge 'and skill
acquired during it, as well as concerning hia'conduct. An apprentice letter (Lehr-
brief) shall be given only when the contractual period-of apprenticetip has been
completed or shortened with approval of the firm.

Ssc. 8.The firm eeserves to itself the payment to the apprentice on regular com-
pletion of apprenticeship, when his conduct and efficiency !Ito, according to the
decision of the official in charge, good,eward not to exceed 150 marks.

The firm decides according to its free judgment whether the payment is to be
refueedwholly or in part, and whether it is to be made to the apprentice himself or
to his legal representative. .

Sac. 9.Subject to the provisions of this contract, the apprentice is subject to
all regulations for the workers of the cast-steel factory, especially the work regulations.

For other matters, so far as there are no regulatio in the present contract, the
provisions of the National Industrial Law apply.

Sac. 10.Apprentices who remain at the l factory after the 'clage of their
apprenticeship sh411, on continued good copal ct and efficiency, so far as possible, be
given opportunity to train themselves further and to progress.

Essen/Ruhr, the (date)

(Signature of the apprentice.) (Signature of the legal representative.)

Fried. Krupp
Aktiengesellschaft.
Des Direktorium.

The above apprentice contrast is that used in the great Krupp
works; employing 30,000 men, besides officials. The normal contact
forms of the chambers of industry for handwork in Prussia ark very
long and provide for almost all questions that might arise under the
apprenticeship. Their main provisions are presented irk the exposi-
tion of the National Industrial Law, in chapter 7. Different forms of
contracts are -sometimes used for handworkers and for factory

lamm' workers.

Soo. 124 la given in tall. of. oh. 72, p. 16.
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THE WISCONSIN APPRENTICE LA P 1011.1

SEC. 2377. Every contract or agreement red into between a minor and
employer by which the minor is to learn a trade shall be known as an indenture, and
shall comply with the provisions of sections 2378 to 2356, inclusive, of the statutes.
Every minor entering into such a contract shall be known as an,apprentict.

Sec.1,2378. Any minor may, by the execution of an indenture,. bind himself as
hereinafter provided, and such indenture may proVide that the length of the term of
the apprentice shall depend on the degree of the efficiency reached in the work
assigned, liut no indenture hall be made f,or less than one year, and if the minor is
less than eighteen years of age the indenture shall in no case be for a period of leas
than two years.

SEC. 2379. !kn'ydperson or pereons apprenticing a minor or forming any contractual
relation in the nature of an apprenticeship without complying with the provisio.ris of
sections 2377 to 2387, inclusive, of the statutes, shall, upon conviction thereof, be
punished by a fine of not less than fifty nor more than one hundred dollars.

S;:c. 2380. It shall be the duty of the commissioner nf(labor, the factory inspector,
or assistant factory inspectors to enforce the'provininn&of this act and to prosecute vio-
lations of the same before any court of competent jurisdictionin this State.

SEc. 2381. Every indenture 8114l be signed:
(1) By the minor.
(2) jly the father: and if the father be dead or legally incapable of giving consent,

or has abandoned his family, then
(3) By the mother: and if both the father and the mother be dead or legally incapable

of giving consent, then
(4) By the guardian of the minor, if atty.
(5) If there be no parent or guardian with authority to sign, thon by two justices of

the peace of the county of residence of the minor.
(6) By the employer.
SEc. 2382. Every indenture shall contain: 4.

(1) The names of the parties.
(2) The date of the birth of the minor.
(3a A statement of the trade the minor is to be taught, and the tittle at which the

apprenticeship shall begin and end.
(4) An agreement stating the number of hours to be spent in work, and the number

of hours to be spent in instruction. The total of such number of hours shall not exceelf
fifty-five in any one week.

(5) -An agreement that the whole trade, as-carried on by the employer, shall be
taught, and an agreement as to the time to be spent at each process or machine.

.(6) An agreement between the employer and the apprentice that not less than five
hours per week of the aforementioned fifty-five hours per week shall pe devoted to
instruction. Such instruction shall include

(n) Two how a week instruction in English, in citizenship, business practice,
physiology, hygiene, and the use of safety devices.

(b) Such Idler branches as may be approved by the State board of industrial
education.

Laws of Wteronsin relating to employment of women and children, industrial education and tenancy.
Wisconsin State Bd. of Indus. Educ., Bull. no. 1., pp. 2446.
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(7) A statement of the compensation to be paid the apprentice.
Ssc. 2383. The instruction specified in section 2382 may be given in a public school,

or in such other manner as may be approved by theiocal board of industrial education;
and if there be no local-board, subject to the approval of the State board of industrial
education. Attendance at the public school, if any, shall be certified to by the
teachers in charge of the courses, and failure to attend shall subject the apprentice to

.the penalty,c4 a loss of compensation for three hours-for every hour he shall be absent
without good cause. It shall be the duty of the school officials to cooperate for the
enforcement of this law.

Sic. 2384. It shall be lawful to include in the indenture or agreement an article
stipulating that during such period of the year as the public schools shall not be in
session the employer and the apprentice my be released from those portions of the
indenture which affect the instruction to be given.
-Sac. 2385. If either Piny to an indenture shall fail to pel-form any of the stipulations,

he shall forfeit not less than tea nor more than fifty dollars on complaint, the collec-
tion of which may be made by the commissioner of labor, factory inspector, or assistant
factory inspectors in any court of competent jurisdiction in this State. Any court of
competent jurisdiction may, in its discretion, also ausul the indenture. Nothing herein
prescribed shall deprive the employer of-the right to dismiss any apprentice who has
willfully violated the rules and regulations applying to all workmen.

SEC. 2386. The employer shall give a bonus of not less than fifty dollars to the appren-
tice on the expiration of the term of the indenture, and also a certifi73te stating the
term of the indenture.

SEC. 2387. A certified copy of every indenture by which any minor may be appren-
ticed shall be filed by the employer with the State commissioner of labor.

This apprentice law, the most advanced in the United States, is in
several respects very like the German 'national law, described in
chapter 7. It is to he studied in connection with the Wisconsin com-
pulsory improvement school attendance law of 1911, which is here
given:

CONTINUATION AND EVENING SCELOOLS.1

(Sac-rms .1728c-1) 1. Whenever any 'evening school, continuation classes, indus-
trial school, or commercial school shall be established in any town, village, or city in
this State for minors between the ages of fourteen and sixteen working under permit as
now provided by law, every such child residing within any town., village, or city in
which any such school is established shall attend such scheol not leas than five hours
per week for six months in each year until child becomes sixteen years of age,
and every employer shall allow all minor employees over fourteen and under sixteen
years of age a reduction in hears of work of not less than the number of hours the
minor . is by this section required to attend school.

v..sws of Wisconsin relating toiimptoymeat of women and children, industrial education and truancy.
Wraccsisin State Bd. of Indus: Educ. Bull. no. 1, p.
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An excellent bibliograph), but not annotated. Strong in references to foreign reports.
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States, 30-3d; trade schools, Berlin,
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of contract, 145-146; Germany, 64-76,
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Hamburg, 92-93; history and develop:
meat, Germany, 56-63.
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Handwork, status, Germany, 53-54.
Handwork trades, Getmany, 66-67, 95.
Handworkers' school, Berlin, 102-103.
Helper system, as a substitute for appren-

ticeship* 18.
High schee4s, manualAtaining and indus-

trial pursuits, United States, 29-30.
Humphreys, A. C., on vocational educa-

tion, 29.
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daytime, Germany, 126.

Industrial revolutionotfiscts on' methods
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Industrial schools, history and present
status, 27-39:

Industrial workers, statistics, Germany, 52.
Industries, classification, Germany, p1-52.
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KerschensteinerioGeorg, on continuation
schools, 120; on industrial education,
110-111.

Krupp works, German, form of appren-
tice contract, 145-146.

Legislation, industrial education, United
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Wisconsin, apprentice law of 1911,
147-148.

McCarthy, Charles, on German system of
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Manual training, movement in United
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garding, United States, 29-30.
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Military service, effect on industries,
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Minnesota, Bureau of Labor, and ap-
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Morrill land -grant act, and industrial
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Motley, Dr., on apprenticeship in Amer-
ican trade-unions, 13-14.
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National Association of Manufacturers,
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New Jer-ey, Commission on Industrial
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Page - Wilson bill, provisions, 26.
Part-time system, apprenticeship, United

States, 32-33. -

Plinganstmese District School, Munich,
curriculum, 116.

Printing, apprenticeship, United States,
32.

Prussia industrial education, 77-78, 96-
108. -

Pupils leaving school, statistics, United
States, 43.

Railroads, apprentices, United States,
12-13.

Roman Catholic Church, and "Christian"
unions,- 55.

Royal Technical High School, Charlotten-
burg, Germany, *ork,

Shop schools for apprentices, United
States, 30-33.

Specialization, German industries, 53-55.

Teachers, industrial schools, Berlin, 99;
Germany, problem of securing, 126 -127;
Munich, 115

Technical schools, aims, United States, 35.
Textile schools, Berlin, 102.
Trade education, United States, 139.
Trade improvementschools, Munich, 111-

113, 117.
Trade schools, apprentice, Berlin, 100-

106; attitude of employers and em-
ployees toward, United States, 21-22,
24-26; costs, United States, 1380; Ham-
burg, 88-89, 91-92; origin and growth,
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States, 34-35; public, United States,
28-29, 345.

Trade unions, Germany, 55; status in
Germany, 55; restriction of apprentices,
United States, 19-20.

Typographical Society of New Orleans,
and apprenticeship system, 14.

United States, apprenticeship, history
and present outlook, 9-18; history and
statue of industrial schools, 27-39; re-
sults and omissions of industrial educa-
tion, 40-48; suggestions for industrial
training, 133-143.

United States Bureau of Labor, report on
conditions under which children leave
school to go to work, 45-46.

Victoria Improvement School, Berlin,
work, 104-105.

Vocational education, United States', 29.
Vocational guidance, movement, United

States, 134-135.
Vocational schools, development, United

States, 35-36.
Voluntary improvement

96.

Wages, earnings of graduates of trade
schools, United States, 40-41.

Wisconsin, apprentice law of 1911, 147-
148; continuation and evening schools,
legislation, 148.

Workshops in schools, Germany, opposi-
tion, 129-130; Diunich,4119-120t

Wright, C. D., on demand for trade.
schools, 20-21.

Young Men's Christian Association, even-
ing industrial schools, 30-37.

schools, Berlin,
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